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ABSTRACT
W ith  the rap id ly  grow ing dem and for high quality  and  large b andw id th  in  networks, an  all- 
optical network based on wavelength division m ultiplexing (W DM ) technology th a t allows 
m ultiple wavelength channels to coexist on a  single fiber and in troduces concurrency among 
m ultiple user transm issions, has emerged as an  im portan t cand ida te  for th e  next generation 
of networking.
Because o f the  high cost of wavelength conversion in WDM optical networks, it is desir­
able to use the  sam e w avelength on all the links along a  connection’s rou te . T h is wavelength 
continuity  constrain t leads to  a  new challenge: rou ting  and wavelength assignm ent in all- 
optical networks for m axim um  efficiency.
In this thesis, we focus on the routing an d  wavelength assignm ent problem s in WDM 
all-optical networks. Since the  general problem  is difficult (N P-com plete), we classify the 
problem  into several m odels with different form ulations. O u r objectives are to  analyze 
some subclasses of rou tin g  and  wavelength assignm ent problem s: to  u n ders tand  their spe­
cial properties; to  e s tim a te  algorithm  bounds and  perform ance; and , to  design efficient 
heuristic algorithm s. T hese goals are im p o rtan t because resu lts th a t follow can  help en­
gineers design efficient network topologies an d  protocols, and  eventually  provide end-users 
w ith cost-effective high bandw idth .
We first s tudy  th e  off-line wavelength assignm ent problem  in  single fiber ring  and tree 
networks: an  op tim al algorithm  and an  exact characterization  of the  op tim al solution is 
given for b inary  and  te rn a ry  tree topologies; an  open  problem  based on p a th  length restric­
tion on trees, m entioned in th e  literature, is solved; and  bounds are given for path-length  
and  covering restric tions o f  the  problem  on ring  networks. T h en  we consider m ultifiber 
optical networks, in w hich each link has several parallel fibers. We ex ten d  a  stochastic 
model from th e  single-fiber case to th e  m ultifiber case and show th a t m ultifiber links can 
improve perform ance significantly. For some specific networks, such as ring  and  tree net­
works, we o b ta in  som e perform ance bounds. T he  bounds su p p o rt our m ultifiber stochastic 
model conclusion. For p rac tica l im portance, we also consider a  W D M  o p tica l ring network 
arch itecture configuration problem  as well as cost-effectiveness. We propose several WDM 
ring networks w ith  lim ited  fiber switching and  lim ited  w avelength conversion and  these net­
works achieve alm ost o p tim al wavelength u tilization . A ttacking resource allocation within 
an W DM optical ring netw ork to reduce overall equipm ent cost, we design a  new algorithm  
and  our sim ulation resu lts  indicate im provem ent o f abou t 25%. A new coloring problem 
partition-coloring and  its application  to  our goals are presented a t the end  o f th is thesis.
In sum m ary, th e  con tribu tions in th is  thesis include several heuristic  a lgorithm s as well 
as theoretical tigh t u p p er bounds for b o th  single fiber and m ultifiber a ll-op tical networks. 
In particu lar, for ring netw orks we have proposed several network arch itectu res to  improve 
wavelength utilization  and  devised a  new algorithm  th a t com bines rou tin g  and  wavelength 
assignm ent to reduce hardw are  costs.
x
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Chapter 1
In trod u ction
1.1 W hy Optical Networks
In the developm ent o f high speed networks, such as synchronous optical networks (SONET) 
and asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks, optical fibers are becom ing a  m ajor phys­
ical m edium of com m unication. As the  new technology to build all-optical networks has be­
come closer to  functional and economic feasibility, an  increasing num ber o f research groups, 
such as the AON (all-optical networking) consortium  and the M O N ET (multiwavelength 
optical networking) consortium , are s tudy ing  optical networks as a  possible base upon which 
to build the  networks o f the future, from local area networks (LANs) to  m etropolitan area 
networks (M ANs), and  even wide area backbones. A lot of test-beds are  being built or have 
been built a round  the  world by several research groups which include private companies, 
government agencies and  universities. In  view of these recent developm ents, we expect th a t 
all-optical networks are a  promising cand idate  for the next generation o f networking [38, 39] 
(see Figure 1 .1).
One of the m otivations for thinking th a t  optical networks m ight be a  prom ising candidate 
for next generation networks arises from the potential capabilities of fiber to  meet our
2
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1970’s 1980’s I990’s 2000’s
Technology Host-centric Router-centric Switch-centric All-optical ?
Protocol SNA, DNA TCP/IP ATM WDM ?
Application Command line Graphic 
User interface
World Wide Web, 
Java,
F ig u re  1 .1 : From [39].
growing b andw id th  dem ands com paring  to  cu rren t o ther transm ission  materials[63]:
•  huge ban d w id th  (nearly 50 te ra b its  pe r second),
•  low signal a ttenuation ,
•  low signal d istortion ,
•  low power requirem ent,
•  low m ateria l usage,
•  sm all space requirem ent, and
•  low cost to  transm it messages.
Based on these observations, we believe th a t  research in all-optical networks is practically  
im portan t and  theoretically  in teresting  in th e  networking com m unity.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1.2 W D M  Technology
A lthough m any c u rren t high speed networks use optical fibers, they  do not make effi­
cient use of th e  full po ten tia l of fibers. B oth  S O N E T  and ATM networks are lim ited  to  
a  few G bps b an d w id th  because they use tim e-division m ultiplexing such th a t the  m ulti­
plexing and dem ultip lex ing  are performed w ith  electronic switches. However, netw orking 
applications such as  web browsing, Java app lica tions and video conferencing, require very 
high-bandw idth  netw ork transport, and  the ir b an d w id th  dem ands are m uch beyond th e  ca­
pacity th a t cu rren t high-speed (ATM) networks can provide. T he key in designing op tical 
com m unication netw orks to  exploit the fiber’s huge bandw id th  is to  in troduce concurrency 
am ong m ultiple user transm issions. T his idea can  b e  im plem ented by wavelength division  
multiplexing (W D M ) technology.
W avelength d ivision multiplexing is an  approach  th a t can exploit th e  huge bandw id th  
of fibers by carving u p  th e  optical transm ission sp ec tru m  into a  num ber o f non-overlapping 
wavelength bands, w ith  each wavelength su p p o rtin g  a  single com m unication channel. Be­
cause these different light wavelengths do  not in terfere  w ith each o the r, they  can be com ­
bined together a t  one end, then  be separated  a t  the  o th e r end of th e  fiber to form m ultip le 
channels a t th e  sam e tim e, as shown in F igure 1.2. Thus, by allowing m ultiple W DM  
channels to coexist on  a  single fiber, one can ta p  in to  the huge fiber bandw idth , w ith  th e  
corresponding challenges being the design and  developm ent of ap p ro p ria te  network arch i­
tectures, protocols a n d  algorithm s.
In this thesis, we do no t cover the construction  o f  all-optical netw ork architectures o r 
the design of com m unication  hardware. T he read e r is referred to  [1, 27, 62, 64] for the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.









Figure 1.2: A WDM fiber
form er, and [37, 63, 71] for the  la tter. We will focus on th e  efficient rou ting  and  wavelength 
assignm ent problem  (RW AP) in all-optical W DM  networks, a top ic of significant research 
in terest [8 , 17, 18, 19, 40, 41, 61, 63, 71, 76],
1.3 Routing and W avelength Assignment
In th is section, we will define the  general problem  of rou ting  and  w avelength assignm ent in 
W D M  optical networks.
In  general, a ll-optical networks consist of routing nodes (also called wavelength routers) 
interconnected by po in t-to -po in t optical fibers. Each fiber link can  su p p o rt a  certain  num­
ber o f wavelengths. T h e  routing  nodes in the  network are  capable o f rou ting  a  wavelength 
com ing in on an  inp u t p o rt to  one ou tpu t p o rt, independent of th e  o th e r wavelengths. For 
exam ple, Figure 1.3 shows a  sim ple all optical WDM routing  netw ork where the  squares 
s ta n d  for routing nodes, and  circles for end users. In th is  exam ple, a  light signal of wave­
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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length Ai enters a  rou ter node X  a t a  po rt and  is routed to another o u tp u t port. At the 
other end of fiber, attached  to the  o u tp u t port, the signal enters ano ther router node Y  in 
which a  sim ilar routing  decision is made. This process continues until the  signal is routed 
to an o u tp u t po rt o f the system a t rou ter node Z, th a t is connected to  the destination. 
A nother optical signal coming from rou ter node R  into the router node A  on a different 
wavelength A2 can be routed differently. Such an  end-to-end connection is called a  lightpath. 
It provides a  high speed transparen t pipe to  its end-users: a  virtual line is constructed be­
tween source to  destination pairs. A t the  sam e time, another lightpath  can reuse the same 
wavelength in some o ther part of th e  network (a feature called wavelength reuse), as long as 
bo th  lightpaths do not share any fiber. Thus, multiple lightpaths can share  the same fiber 
as long as they do not use the sam e wavelengths in the shared fibers. I t is this property of 
WDM all-optical networks th a t we will use in improving bandw idth.
If all routing nodes in the optical network are supported by wavelength routing ca­
pability, the resulting  network is called a  wavelength routing optical network. A typical 
routing node w ith wavelength routing  capability is shown in Figure 1.4. A lightpath from 
any incoming fiber w ith a  particu lar wavelength can be routed to any outgoing fiber with 
the same wavelength. T h a t is, we assum e th a t a  lightpath uses a  single wavelength from 
the source to the  destination. However, if a  wavelength-converter (or wavelength-changer) 
[75] is used in the routing node, a  ligh tpath  from any incoming fiber can  be routed to any 
outgoing fiber w ith any wavelength as long as the wavelength is available. In this thesis, 
except where m entioned specifically, we assum e th a t there is no wavelength-converter in 
any routing node because of the difficulty of wavelength conversion in the  optical domain. 
(The possibility of using wavelength converters or limited wavelength converters has been
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.







Figure 1.3: A WDM routing network
considered by o th e r au thors — see la te r for references).
We are in terested  in the problem  of se ttin g  up  connections betw een different node pairs 
and would like to  determ ine the num ber o f wavelengths required to  su p p o rt different traffic 
patterns in a ll-op tical W DM routing  netw orks. Each connection is assigned a  single wave­
length and  any p a ir o f connections sharing  a  fiber should be assigned different wavelengths.
Note th a t technological constraints d ic ta te  th a t the num ber o f  W D M  channels th a t can 
be supported  in  a  fiber be lim ited to som e value W  (a few tens today, bu t is expected to 
be in the  hundreds in th e  future). T hus, only  a  lim ited num ber o f ligh tpaths may be set 
up on the  netw ork. So, an a lternate  view o f the  above problem  is the  following: given a 
set of ligh tpa th s th a t  need to be estab lished  on th e  optical ro u tin g  network, and  given a 
fixed num ber o f  wavelengths, determ ine th e  rou tes over which these  ligh tpaths should be
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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F ig u re  1.4: A WDM router
set up and  also determ ine the wavelengths th a t should be assigned to these ligh tpaths such 
tha t as m any o f ligh tpaths as possible m ay be established. W hile shortest-path  rou tes are 
often preferable, th is  choice of rou ting  m ay sometimes need to  be  sacrificed to  allow m ore 
lightpaths to  b e  set up. L ightpaths th a t  can not be set up due to  constraints on routes 
and wavelengths are said to be blocked, so th a t one corresponding network op tim ization  
problem is to  m inim ize the blocking probability, the ratio  o f blocked connections to  to ta l 
connections.
1.4 Problem  Formulation
In this section, we form ulate the  basic off-line routing and  wavelength assignment problem  
(RWAP) in all-op tical networks. A re la ted  problem  is on-line rou tin g  and w avelength as­
signment. In th e  off-line scenario, we assum e th a t all traffic connection requirem ents are 
static instead o f  dynam ic, which is the assum ption  in the on-line problem . We believe th a t 
the off-line assum ption  is acceptable because lightpaths usually su p p o rt long-lived connec­
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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tions. Also, off-line routing and  w avelength assignm ent will be more efficient in  utilizing 
wavelengths th a n  on-line assignm ent.
In  the  problem  formulation, we are  given
•  a  connected network g raph  G  =  (V ,E ) ,  where V  is th e  set of nodes and  E  is the set 
of edges,
•  a  collection o f source-destination pairs /  =  {(si, d \ (s fc, : s t ,di  €  V, i =  1, .. . .k}  
and
•  a collection of wavelengths A =  {A i,..., Am} on each fiber.
As d ic ta ted  by convention, each vertex in the network g raph  represents a  netw ork node 
and each edge a  link. We assum e th a t each edge is a  full-duplex link: two separa te  fibers, 
one for each direction. Each such link is capable of carrying any subset of the  w avelengths 
sim ultaneously  and  each network node is capable of rou ting  a  wavelength from an incom ing 
link to  an  outgoing link. However, unless a  wavelength converter is also present a t th e  node, 
the ac tua l outgoing wavelength is the  sam e as the incom ing one.
N ext, for each source-destination pair (s ,d),  let V s^  denote th e  set o f all p a th s  between 
.s and  d  in G. O ften, we will be in terested  in the case in which a  fixed set o f pa th s  Ps,d C Vs.d 
is given as inp u t to the problem . T he  source-destination pairs are either b id irectional or 
unidirectional. If they are b id irectional, we call the network bidirected or undirected. If they 
are unid irectional, we call the  netw ork unidirected or directed..
An assignm ent consists of a llocating  one wavelength and  one pa th  to  each source- 
destination  pair. Thus, a  p a th  is selected from Ps d for each (s, d) pair and  the m apping 
to w avelengths can be described by a  function /  : I  — ► A. Now, an  assignm ent induces
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a m apping S where 6 ( s ,d , i , e )  =  1 if and only if e is on the path  selected for (s, d) and 
wavelength A, has been assigned to the path . Then, an  assignment is feasible if no two 
(s , d ) paths share bo th  an  edge and  a  wavelength: £ srf<J(s,d,t\e) =  1 must be satisfied for 
each e and  i. We resta te  three objectives we m entioned earlier as:
• Objective 1. F ind a  feasible assignment for I,  such th a t |A| is as small as possible.
•  Objective 2. F ind  a  feasible assignment for / '  C /  for a fixed A, such th a t \I'\ is as 
large as possible.
• Objective 3. F ind  a  feasible assignment for / ,  such th a t the equipm ent cost of network 
design is as sm all as possible.
Now we are ready to  form ally s ta te  some problems.
R o u tin g  an d  W a v e len g th  A ssig n m en t P ro b lem  (R W A P ): Given a  network graph 
G, a  collection of wavelengths A and a collection of source-destination pairs I  w ith  fixed 
path-sets Ps d for each (s, d) pair, find a feasible assignm ent.
N ote th a t in RWAP, we do not mention the objective. Actually, different objectives 
will lead to  different algorithm s. On the o ther hand, the path-sets are not restric ted  a t all 
and therefore, one possible in p u t to the problem  is when PStd =  P s,d- This case is worth 
considering separately.
A ll P a th s  R o u tin g  an d  W a v elen g th  A ss ig n m en t P ro b lem (A R W A P ): Given a 
network graph G, a  collection of wavelengths A and a  collection of source-destination pairs 
I  w ith path-sets Ps d =  V s,i for each (s, d) pair, find a  feasible assignment.
Similarly, we separate  ou t two additional cases based on characterizing the  path-se t.
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S in g le  P a t h  R o u tin g  a n d  W a v e len g th  A ss ig n m e n t  P ro b lem  (S R W A P ): Given 
a  network g rap h  G , a collection o f wavelengths A an d  a  collection of source-destination pairs 
I  w ith  p a th -se ts  Ps^  for each (s ,d )  pair such th a t  \Ps,d\ =  li  find a feasible assignm ent. 
In th is  case, the re  is no rou ting  decision. T h e  problem  reduces to a sim ple w avelength 
assignm ent problem ; for exam ple, s ta r  and  tree  networks, o r single shortest-path  routing.
M u lt ip le  P a th s  R o u tin g  an d  W a v e le n g th  A ss ig n m e n t P rob lem  (M R W A P ):  
G iven a  netw ork graph  G, a  collection of w avelengths A and  a  collection of source-destination 
pairs /  w ith  pa th -se ts  Ps j  for each (s, d) pair such th a t  P Sid C and \Ps d^\ >  1, and  there 
exists a t least one source-destination pair (so,do), such th a t |P So,d0| > 1 (usually, |P s,dl is a  
sm all num ber), find a  feasible assignm ent. Note th a t  currently , bo th  the telephone network 
and  the  In te rn e t adopt this m ultiple paths rou ting  approach.
O bserve th a t  all of above problem s can have any one of those three objective. This 
thesis will consider these problem s and some of th e ir  variants.
1.5 M otivation
It is easy to  prove th a t all o f th e  above general problem s are  NP-complete using th e  fact 
th a t som e special cases of above problem s are N P-com plete [41]. However, some subclasses 
of the  above problem s adm it efficient solutions. T h e  purpose o f th is thesis is
•  to  analyze some subclasses o f routing  and  w avelength assignm ent problems;
•  to u n d ers tan d  their special properties;
•  to e s tim a te  algorithm  bounds and perform ance;
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•  to  design efficient algorithm s; and,
•  to  provide good netw ork architectures.
T hese goals are im p o rtan t because results th a t follow can help engineers to design efficient
network topologies and  protocols, and provide end-users with cost-effective high bandw idth.
1.6 Thesis contributions
In this thesis, we have th e  following contributions:
•  We study the  single-fiber wavelength assignm ent problem  in ring  and  tree networks 
and  improve on ex isting  results: an optim al algorithm  and  an  exac t characterization of 
th e  optim al so lu tion  is given for binary and te rn a ry  tree topologies; an  open problem  
based on p a th  leng th  restric tion on trees, m entioned in the  lite ra tu re , is solved; and 
bounds are given for path-length  and covering restrictions o f  the  problem  on ring 
networks. These resu lts  are reported in C h ap te r 3 and p artia lly  published in [52, 55].
• We consider m ultifiber op tical networks, in w hich each link has several parallel fibers: 
we extend a  s tochastic  model from the single-fiber case to  th e  m ultifiber case and 
show th a t m ultifiber links can improve perform ance significantly. For some specific 
networks, such as r in g  an d  tree networks, we provide the ir com pu ta tion  complexities 
and  obtain  som e o p tim a l perform ance bounds. The bounds su p p o rt our m ultifiber 
stochastic model conclusion. These con tribu tions are p resented  in C hap ter 4 and 
published in [51, 56].
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• We consider m ultifiber ring networks w ith  different lim ited w avelength switching and 
lim ited w avelength conversion configurations for given connection requirem ents. O ur 
results show th a t  by carefully assigning lim ited  wavelength sw itching, we can achieve 
the sam e w avelength utilization as full wavelength switching. C om bining lim ited wave­
length sw itching and  lim ited wavelength conversion only in one fiber, we can achieve 
the  full w avelength utilization. So, significant wavelength u tiliza tion  improvement un­
der off-line connection requirem ents can  be obtained in m ultifiber W D M  ring networks 
by providing very lim ited  wavelength sw itching and lim ited w avelength conversion ca­
pability  w ith in  the network. See C hap ter 5 and  paper [53].
•  We consider a  netw ork design problem  introduced  by G erstel e t a l [31] in which re­
source allocation is perform ed w ithin  a  W DM  optical ring netw ork to  reduce overall 
equipm ent cost and  design a  new routing  an d  wavelength assignm ent algorithm . Sim­
ulation resu lts ind icate  im provement of ab o u t 25% by using our new algorithm . This 
result is presented in C hapter 6  and  published in [50].
•  We study  the  m u ltip a th  routing and  wavelength assignm ent problem  by introducing a 
new coloring problem : partition-coloring. T h is  is a  new m ethod to  solve the  RWAP in 
general optical networks. H euristic algorithm s and sim ulation resu lts  are presented. 
See C hap ter 7 and  published paper [54].
1.7 Summary
In this chapter, we first in troduced the concept o f  all-optical networks an d  answered some 
questions, such as why we should use all-optical networks and how to m ake use of the huge
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bandw idth of optical fibers. T hen  we provided the basic routing and wavelength assignm ent 
problem and form ulated it in deta il. A fter presenting our m otivation of th is research, we 
listed our contributions. In next chapter, we will discuss past research work based on a 
classification model.
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Chapter 2
A  C la ssifica tion  M od el for R W A P
In th is chap ter, we survey recent results ob ta ined  for the routing a n d  wavelength assign­
m ent problem  in WDM optical networks. We first present a  4-field classification m odel 
to represent th e  routing and  w avelength assignm ent problem  and  its  variants. T hen  for 
different types of problem s, we review existing research results.
2.1 Introduction
A W DM  op tical network consists of routing nodes interconnected by point-to-point fiber 
links. Each fiber link can  su p p o rt a  certain  num ber of w avelengths. In this chapter, we 
consider th e  circuit-sw itched op tica l network. In  circuit-sw itched op tical networks, end to 
end com m unications are connected by ligh tpaths and signals for different lightpaths may 
travel along th e  sam e com m unication link into a  routing node on different wavelengths and  
then ex it th is  node along different links, keeping their original wavelength.
As discussed in C hap ter 1, we model a  wavelength routing op tical network as an  und i­
rected g raph  o r a  sym m etric d irec ted  graph. A connection request consists of an  ordered 
pair of nodes. A solution to  th e  routing  and wavelength assignm ent problem  consists o f a
15
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choice o f rou ting  p a th  and  a n  assignm ent of wavelengths to  each request, such th a t any two 
ligh tpaths passing th rough  th e  sam e fiber have different wavelengths.
2.2 A 4-field Classification M odel
In this section, we present a  4-fie!d classification model to  categorize routing and wavelength 
assignm ent problem s. Following a  long established trad itio n  in scheduling, we use the 
notation a / f i / ^ / S  to  describe a  problem :
•  a: request s ta r t tim e
— Zero s ta r t tim e (a  =  0) — all requests s ta r t a t  tim e 0. which means we know all 
th e  requests before we s ta r t. The algorithm s th a t deal with this case are often 
called s ta tic  o r off-line algorithm s.
— R andom  s ta r t  tim e (a  = R) — we do not know ahead  of tim e when a  request 
will come. T h is  version is called on-line problem . In some stochastic models, 
Poisson arrivals a re  assum ed.
•  /?: request du ra tion
— D eterm inistic holding tim e ((3 =  D) — when the  du ra tion  of each connection is 
known. Som etim es, to  sim plify the problem , we assum e th a t all requests have 
u n it holding tim es.
— Infinite holding tim e (/? =  oo) — this assum ption  is related to the perm anent 
c ircu it se tup  requirem ent. Sometimes, for a  long file transfer or video conference 
se tup , we assum e th a t  th e  connection will last for infinity although it is ju s t a
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few m inutes o r hours. A model w ith random  s ta r t times and  infinite holding 
times is called an  increm ental model.
— R andom  holding tim e ((3 = R)  — in practice, connection tim es are unknow n. For 
analytical purposes, we often assume th a t random  holding tim e is exponential or 
Erlang d istrib u ted . A model with random  s ta r t  times and random  holding times 
is called a  dynam ic model.
•  7 : network topology
— special classes o f networks, such as tree, ring, hypercube, ShufHeNet. de Bruijn 
graph:
— mesh topology:
— directed and  und irec ted  topologies;
— m ultifiber networks, w hich means there are m ore than  one fibers betw een any 
two poin t-to-poin t links.
•  6 : optim ality  c rite ria
— ( 6  — m inA) to  m inim ize the wavelengths required to find a  feasible solu tion  for 
all requests (O bjective 1).
— (S = min loss)  to  m inim ize the blocking probab ility  or the num ber of connections 
blocked for a  feasible subsolution (O bjective 2).
— ( 6  = min cost) to  m inim ize the equipm ent cost of network design.
N ext, we will use above no ta tion  to  review the existing research models, approaches and 
results.
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2.3 Static Model: 0 /0 / ^ / 6
A lthough the  off-line assum ption  has some lim itations, it is a  useful first step  in considering 
the more general problem s. Since lightpaths are though t to  be relatively long-lived, the 
off-line model is widely used by many researchers. In  the  off-line model, we know th a t all 
the connection requests s ta r t  a t  tim e 0  and we want to  set up the connection im mediately. 
So, the duration  param eter 0  in off-line model does no t make any difference in results. In 
the literature, all th ree op tim ality  criteria are used. For mesh networks, because o f the 
NP-com plete com plexity o f RWAP, one usually develops heuristic algorithm s. To evaluate 
heuristics perform ance, the  min loss  optim ality  c rite ria  is often used. W hen one deals 
with special networks, usually, determ inistic algorithm s are often considered w ith  the  first 
objective.
2 .3 .1  M o r e  n o t a t io n
To review the results in s ta tic  model, we need to  define following notation:
•  A request is an  ordered pair of nodes (s, t) in G, for example, a  file transfer from s to
t. In bidirected networks, request (s, t) is equal to  request (t, s).
•  A request set /  is a  collection of requests. Note th a t  a  given request ( s ,  t) m ay appear
more th an  once in a  request set.
•  A routing R  for a  request set /  in G  is a  set o f  paths R  =  {a p a th  from  s to  t : 
V (s,t) € /} .
•  The conflict graph associated with a  routing R  is th e  graph G R =  (R,  E)  w ith  vertex 
set R  (the set of pa th s  in G). Two vertices in G R are adjacent if and  only  if they
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share an  edge o f G.  If  we th ink  of wavelengths as colors, then  w avelength assignm ent 
on (G, I ,  R )  is equal to  vertex  coloring o f G R, because no two p a th s  in G  w ith the  
same w avelength share a  fiber if and only if no two vertices in G R w ith  the  same color 
are adjacent.
• We denote by w(G,  I ,  R)  th e  chrom atic num ber o f G R, th a t is th e  m inim um  num ber 
of w avelengths required  to  assign all the request paths. And we denote by iu{G, I)  
the sm allest w{G,  / ,  R)  over all R,  th a t is the m inim um  num ber o f wavelengths over 
all routings for (G , / ) ,  w ( G , I )  =  m in f tw (G ,  I .  R ) .
• We denote by L (G ,  / ,  R)  th e  m axim um  num ber o f paths passing any edge of G in the 
routing R  for request set / ,  and  call it the  load o f  G  in the rou ting  R  for request set
I. The load o f G  for request set / ,  denoted by L(G,  I )  is the m inim um  load of G  in 
the rou ting  R  for I ,  th a t  is L { G , I )  =  m iur  L (G ,  I ,  R).  In some cases, G  and R  is 
given, to sim plify  ou r no ta tion , we use L max o r L  to  represent L(G,  I)  if there is no 
confusion.
•  We denote by R L the  rou tin g  th a t has the  m inim um  load of G , th a t  is L(G,  I , R L) =  
L (G ,J).
•  We define th e  boolean variable B \ ( G , I , R )  =  I if w ( G , I , R )  <  |A |, else 0. T hen 
&a (G, I ,  R)  =  max/<c / B \ ( G ,  / ' ,  R) ■ \I'\ is the m axim um  num ber of successful connec­
tions when ro u tin g  R  is used.
•  We define th e  boolean variable B \ ( G . I )  =  1 if tu (G , / )  <  |A|, else 0. T h en  6a ( G , / )  =  
m ax//c / B \ ( G ,  I ' )  ■ | / ' |  is the  m axim um  num ber of successful connections over all
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routing and  w avelength assignm ent for (G , I)  under the constrain t o f fiber wavelength 
capacity A.
T he last two no ta tions are related to objective 2, and  the others correspond to  objective
1. In the lite ra tu re , b o th  objectives 1 and objective 2 are often used for m esh and special 
networks. O bjective 3 is a  more recent research topic  [31, 33, 32, 50). For mesh networks, 
there have been two different heuristic approaches for the static  model: d irect approach 
and indirect approach.
2 .3 .2  D i r e c t  a p p r o a c h  fo r  0 / 0 / g e n e r a l /  m in /o s s
T he first approach  is to  develop an integer linear program m ing form ulation o f the RWAP 
problem as a m ulticom m odity  flow problem [70]. By trea ting  the integer linear programm ing 
form ulation as a  general linear program m ing problem , Ram aswam i and  S ivarajan  [70] derive 
any generic RWAP algorithm ’s performance bounds -  an  upper bound on the  carried traffic 
(num ber of ligh tpa th s  established), or, equivalently, a  lower bound on the  ligh tpa th  blocking 
probability. In o th e r words, this m ethod com putes b \ ( G , I )  directly by an  integer linear 
program m ing form ulation.
Let M  be th e  num ber o f different source-destination  pairs in the  request set I. E  the 
num ber of links, an d  A the num ber of wavelengths available in each link (assumed to be 
the same for all links). Let m , be the num ber o f requests of pair i in / ,  i =  1 , . . . ,M , and 
denote the A f-dim ensional vector of m ,’s as m .
Let P  =  US'dPS'd be the to ta l num ber o f available patlxs on which lightpaths can be 
routed. T he set o f p a th s  could either be given o r can be com puted given the graph G 
and the set of source-destination pairs. In practice, for each source-destination pair, wc
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assum e a  sm all num ber of pa th s  will be  given, otherwise, the num ber of paths between a  
source-destination pair in an  a rb itra ry  g raph  can be exponential in  the num ber of nodes or 
links. N ext, we define following m atrices:
A = (a ,j)p x M , such th a t atJ =  1 if p a th  i connects source-destination pair j ,  else 0.
B  =  (fiij)px£ , such tha t 6^  =  1 if link j  is on path  i, else 0 .
T he operation  of every RWAP algorithm  in an  optical network can be represented by a 
P  x A path-w avelength assignm ent m a trix  which we denote by C  =  (c^ ), where =  1 if 
path  i is assigned wavelength j ,  else 0 .
Now. our RWAP can be form ulated by:
maxim ize 1a • C T ■ A  ■ 1 
sub ject to
C T  • B  <  IaxE  
lX - C T ■ A  < m
where I a x E represents an A x E  m a trix  all of whose elements are  unity, 1a represent a 
vector o f A all of whose elements are unity, 1a =  11 xA. and T  m eans m atrix  transpose.
If we can solve th is integer linear program m ing efficiently, we can use it as a  subroutine 
to com pute the  m inim um  num ber o f wavelengths required to find a  feasible solution to all 
requests by try ing  A values iteratively  until a  solution satisfies C T ■ A  =  m.  This m ethod 
shows us the  relationship  between objective 1 and  objective 2. The work related to objective 
3 will be discussed in C hapter 6 .
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2 .3 .3  I n d ir e c t  a p p r o a c h  fo r  Of 8 f  g e n e r a l /  m in  A
T he above integer linear program m ing approach is com putationally  intensive, because the 
num ber of variables grows fast as we increase the num ber o f source-destination pairs. So 
the direct approach can not solve large problems. To handle large networks. B anerjee and 
M ukherjee proposed a so-called indirect approach [9].
In [9], the  authors em ploy practical and well-known approxim ation algorithm s to  solve 
the  RWAP problem for large networks. T heir ob jective is to  minimize the  num ber of 
wavelengths needed to  carry  a  certain  num ber of connections, assum ing a known physical 
topology. The RWAP problem  is decom posed into a  num ber o f subproblem s w hich are 
solved independently in tandem .
•  F ind  a  routing R  for each source-destination p a ir  to minimize the load o f G . This 
step  is carried ou t by th e  following three substeps:
1. Form ulate a  linear program m ing (LP) problem  using the idea of m ulticom m odity  
flows and use a  general-purpose LP solver to  o b ta in  link-flows in th e  networks.
2. P rune the size of th e  L P  problem  based on  tracking a  lim ited num ber o f a lte r­
native breadth-first pa th s  between source-destination  pairs.
3. Use random ized rounding  to convert the  fractional flows provided by th e  LP 
solution to integer flows through the physical fiber links.
•  Assign wavelengths to  th e  ligh tpaths using heuristic  graph coloring algorithm s. 
Exam ples in [9] are given to  show th a t this approach is efficient and  accurate.
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2 .3 .4  S o m e  c o m p le x i t y  a n d  b o u n d  r e s u lt s  for  O / P / y /  m in  A
While good heu ris tic  algorithm s for th e  general RWAP problem s are  desirable, theoretical 
results for special cases of RWAP, such as  com plexity and w avelength bounds [12] are  useful 
in analysis and  problem  understanding.
For a  general network G  and an  a rb itra ry  request set / ,  th e  problem  of de term in ­
ing w ( G , / )  is N P-com plete, because it has been proven th a t determ in ing  w(G. I )  is NP- 
com plete for trees and  cycles [25]. In  [25], these results have been ex tended  to  b inary  
directed trees.
Furtherm ore, H arder [41] proves th a t  w ( G , / ,  R)  is N P-com plete even if th e  length  o f any 
pa th  is bounded  by three. Interestingly, H arder [41] also shows th a t  w(G, I ,  R ) / L ( G ,  I ,  R)  
can not be bounded  by a  constant. T h a t m eans the routing w hich m inim izes the network 
load does not necessarily minimize th e  num ber o f wavelengths required  for a  general network 
and  an a rb itra ry  request set. However, we have the following rela tionsh ip  betw een w(G,  / )  
and  L(G, I).  For any  problem  (G, / ) ,  w here G  has m  edges, w(G,  I)  <  2L(G ,  I )y /rn  [2 ].
Because o f the  com plexity of general g raphs, researchers tu rn  to  consider specific netw ork 
topologies, especially  trees and  rings, for fu rth er insight into th e  problem .
The case o f trees is particu larly  in teresting  because rou ting  is determ inistic . Let us 
consider first th e  case when the  netw ork is a  sim ple s ta r. If G  is an  undirected  s ta r , then  
th e  RWAP is equivalent to the  s tan d a rd  g raph  coloring problem , which is N P-com plete. 
However, for a  d irec ted  star, it is known th a t  iw(G, T )  =  L(G , I )  because th e  path-conflic t 
graph is a  b ip a rtite  g raph  and a  b ip a rtite  g rap h  can be colored in polynom ial tim e [21]. For 
directed trees, E rlebach  and  Jansen  [25] prove th a t the  assignm ent problem  is N P-com plete
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even for b inary  d irected  trees by a  reduction from arc-coloring. K um ar and  Schwabe [4 7 ] 
show th a t 7Lmax/4  wavelengths are sufficient to  route all paths in a  directed tree, an im­
provement over a  previous upper bound of 15Lmax/8  shown by M ihail, K aklam anis and 
Rao [61]. For directed  b inary  trees, Jansen  [44] improved this u pper bound to oL max/3  
and showed th a t no greedy algorithm  for b inary  trees can improve on 5Lmax/3 . If each 
connection has length no more than three, H arder [41] proves th a t th e  wavelength assign­
m ent problem  in d irected  trees is still N P-com plete. For undirected trees, there  are stronger 
results. Raghavan and  Upfal in [68] show th a t w ( G , I)  < 3L(G, I ) / 2  for any request set / .  
Furtherm ore, Erlebach and  Jansen [25] prove th a t  there is an  efficient algorithm  to solve 
the problem w ith (G, I )  for any request set /  in any undirected tree  network G, using a t 
m ost [ l . lu ;(G ,/ )  +  0.8J wavelengths from a  resu lt in edge coloring [6 6 ].
T he ring model is intensively studied because of SO N ET self-healing ring topology. 
F irst, we point ou t th a t  bo th  w (G ,I )  and w ( G , I . R )  are N P-bard to  determ ine [25, 28]. 
However, a  result ab o u t rou ting  from [26] indicates th a t there is a  linear tim e algorithm  to 
find a  routing R  for any request set I  in any ring  network G,  such th a t L ( G , / ,  R)  =  L (G , I).  
If we use shortest p a th  rou tin g  policy, the  resu lting  load is a t m ost tw ice the  load of optim al 
solution [30]. A nd the approxim ation ratio  of v:(G , I ) / L{G , 7) is 2 [6 8 ].
2 .3 .5  S u m m a r y
In this section, we sum m arize the preceding discussion of the off-line RWAP model Q/Pj-y/S. 
In off-line problem s, we usually  assume th a t th e  requests or dem ands are known in advance. 
F irst, we have seen th a t an  integer linear program m ing approach can be  used to  solve small 
problems. For large problem s, the integer linear program m ing approach is com putationally
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intensive, and th e  indirect approach is b e tte r. This approach decom poses the whole problem  
into several sm all subproblem s and solves them  sequentially. T he idea is to  find a good set o f 
routes first, then  assign wavelengths to  th e  paths by using heuristic  vertex coloring m ethods. 
For some specific network topologies, we reviewed some theoretical com plexity results and 
worst-case bounds corresponding to  m inim izing the num ber of wavelengths used in any 
fiber.
2.4 Incremental Model: R / o o / j / 8
The commonly used abstraction  through which an end-user uses the  network is a  v irtual 
circuit. In order to use the network, th e  user seeks to  reserve th e  ligh tpath  between two 
com m unication points. The network guarantees th a t the reserved ligh tpath  will indeed be 
available as long as needed, creating an  illusion of a  real c ircu it dedicated  to the user. As 
far as the user is concerned, such a  v irtual circuit is supposed to  behave like a  physical line 
connecting the corresponding points, and  hence it is desirable th a t once such a circuit is 
created, it will no t be rerouted by the network except as a  resu lt o f link or node failures. 
This is the p ractical m otivation for the  increm ental model. However, there is relatively 
less research work on the increm ental m odel com pared w ith  o the r two models, s ta tic  and 
dynam ic. To survey the  increm ental m odel results, we follow the sam e directed approach 
and indirected approach  as we did in s ta tic  m odel case.
2 .4 .1  D ir e c t e d  a p p r o a c h
As before, we are given a network G = (V". E)  w ith |V | =  n  and  |15| =  m , and wavelength 
set A =  {1,2, . . . ,w}  on each link. The requests arrive as pairs one by one, where
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s t , tz 6  V.  Request (s ,,d ,)  is satisfied by choosing a  route P, from  Ps,,dt and  a  wavelength 
A, such th a t A, G A and  At is not a lready  used along route Pt . To satisfy all requests, we 
want | A | as sm all as possible.
The question of evaluating the perform ance of an on-line algorithm  was addressed by 
Sleator and  T arjan  [72] who argued th a t th e  trad itional approach o f m easuring the worst case 
behavior does not seem appropria te  for m any on-line algorithm s. Therefore, they  suggested 
a  different measure: th e  com petitive ratio . T h e  perform ance o f an  on-line algorithm  is 
com pared w ith  th e  perform ance o f an  op tim al off-line algorithm  th a t knows the  sequence of 
events in advance. T he m axim um  ratio  betw een their respective perform ances, taken over 
all sequences, is called the  com petitive ra tio . We will now form ulate th e  increm ental model 
problem using com petitive ratios.
Let V  =  (P i ,  P2 , .... Pk)  be the  routes assigned to  requests 1 through k  and  A(Ar) be 
the num ber o f wavelengths used for the k  rou tes by the on-line algorithm , and  let V  =  
{P f, P 2’ , P£} be the  routes assigned by a  hypothetical op tim al off-line algorithm , and
A‘ (k) be the  num ber o f wavelengths used by th e  off-line algorithm . T he goal o f the  on-line 
algorithm  is to  produce a  set of routes P  and  wavelength assignm ent th a t minimizes the 
com petitive ratio  \ ( k ) / \ * ( k ) .  To the  best o f my knowledge, no results are reported  related 
to this approach.
2 .4 .2  I n d ir e c t  a p p r o a c h
Just as in the  s ta tic  model, it is n a tu ra l to  partition  the increm ental version into two 
subproblem s: an  on-line routing problem  and  an  on-line wavelength assignm ent problem. 
T he problem  of on-line allocation o f rou tes to  v irtual circu its has usually been treated
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w ith the goal of m inim izing the m axim um  load in the netw ork [3, 4, 5, 6 , 7]. In  [3], the 
au thors consider th e  on-line routing problem  and concen tra te  on th e  case of perm anent 
v irtual circuits, th a t  is, once a  circu it is established, it ex ists  forever. T hey  describe an 
algorithm  th a t achieves an  O (logn) com petitive ratio w ith respect to m axim um  load, where 
n  is the num ber o f nodes in the network. Informally, th e ir  resu lts show- th a t instead of 
knowing all of the  fu tu re  requests, it is sufficient to increase th e  num ber o f wavelengths of 
the com m unication links by an O (lo g n ) factor. Also, they  give an  exam ple to  show th a t 
this result is tigh t, th a t  is, for any on-line algorithm  there  exists a  scenario in which an 
O (logn) increase in wavelengths is necessary. The fram ew ork and techniques developed 
in [3] have been app lied  to  several a lte rna tive  models, such as th a t of rou ting  switched 
virtual circuits [4. 5, 6 , 7]. An on-line m in-cost packet an d  circuit rou ting  on general 
networks is discussed in [4]. N on-preem ptive on-line load balancing  problem  where tasks 
have lim ited d u ra tio n  in tim e is considered in [5]. In [6], the au th o rs  present an  a lgorithm  to 
route unknow n d u ra tio n  virtual circu its in a  high speed com m unication network and  their 
algorithm  achieves O (lo g n ) com petitive ra tio  w ith respect to  th e  m axim um  load, where n  
is the num ber of nodes in the network. All these algorithm s a re  centralized.
After th e  rou te  is decided, we still need to assign a  w avelength to  th is route. Because 
wavelength assignm ent problem  is equivalent to  vertex coloring [14, 59], w avelength assign­
m ent on-line corresponds to  vertex coloring on-line [58, 79]. In  [30], w ith  fixed routing, it 
is shown th a t in a  ring  network w ith perm anent connection, th e  num ber o f wavelengths 
needed is a t m ost m ax{0, L  — d} + L,  where d > 1 is called th e  conversion degree and L  
is the load of request giving routing. T h e  conversion degree o f  a  netw ork is defined as the 
m axim um  num ber o f  outgoing wavelengths from a  single incom ing w avelength in  a  routing
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node. In a  wavelength routing node, if th e re  is no wavelength-converter, d  = 1; if there is 
a  full wavelength-converter, which m eans an  incoming wavelength can be converted to any 
outgoing wavelength, d  =  |A|.
2 .4 .3  S u m m a r y
Because requests come one by one and  need to  be set up im m ediately and  the  connections 
will never be to rn  down, the  number of ligh tpaths in the network keeps increasing. This is 
the reason for the  nam e. We discussed two approaches to this problem : the  direct approach 
and the indirect approach. However, th is problem  is so hard th a t com paratively few results 
have been reported th an  for the o ther two models. We reviewed some relative com petitive 
ratio results on v irtua l circuit routing an d  m achine load balance.
2.5 Dynam ic Model: R/ R/ ' y /S
T he dynam ic model is perhaps the m ost realistic one because bo th  request arrivals and 
holding tim e are assum ed to  be random  (although a  d istribution  is assum ed). For general 
networks, most work is based on a  stochastic  model while for some specific networks, bo th  
stochastic and determ inistic  formulations are considered.
2 .5 .1  S t o c h a s t i c  a p p r o a c h  fo r  R / R / g e n e r a l /  m in lo ss
For the stochastic approach, the m etric used to  com pare routing and  wavelength assignment 
algorithm s is the blocking probability. W hen an  algorithm  can not provide an incoming 
request w ith a  ligh tpa th , the  request is said  to  be blocked. T he ra tio  o f the  number of 
blocked requests to  th e  to ta l number of requests is called the  blocking probability. Several
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authors have reported  results for this problem  by developing analy tic  models to calculate 
the blocking probability  [11, 13, 20].
Lower bounds on the  blocking probability  for any rou ting  scheme are  obtained via linear 
program m ing m ethods by Ramaswami and  S ivarajan [70]. T hey form ulate the RWAP as an 
integer linear program  and then relax it to  a  linear program  to ob ta in  the bounds. A traffic 
model to approxim ate the  blocking probability  in circuit-sw itched all-optical networks with 
and w ithout wavelength converters is presented by B arry and  H um blet in [11], They make 
use of an independence assum ption and  o b ta in  a  very sim ple model to  calculate the benefit 
of using wavelength converters. T hey claim  th a t path  length  is a  key design param eter for 
networks w ithout wavelength converters and  wavelength converters can improve wavelength 
utility dram atically  if the  number of hops in a  request is large. In [82], Zhang and A cam pora 
present a  heuristic algorithm  th a t perform s wavelength assignm ent in wavelength-routing 
networks. T heir algorithm  uses the  user-to-user traffic in tensity  m atrix  as input, shortest 
paths (minimum hops) as routes, and  large traffic first to  perform  wavelength assignment. 
Simulation results provided in [82] show th a t th is heuristic algorithm  results in low blocking 
probability.
2 .5 .2  D e t e r m in is t i c  a p p r o a c h  for  R/R/specia l /  m in A
In stochastic approach, we often use objective 2 to  minimize the  blocking probability. How­
ever, in determ inistic  approach, we usually  adop t objective 1 to  find out the number of 
wavelengths needed to  satisfy all the requests. This assum ption is reasonable because light­
paths carry d a ta  a t high bit rates and are  usually set up  on a  provisioning basis. As a 
result, we need to know the minimum num ber o f wavelengths in a  fiber to carry a certain
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traffic p a tte rn . T he determ inistic approach in [30] uses th e  following assum ptions:
•  E xisting ligh tpaths can not be d isrup ted  in the process of accom m odating new de­
m and, due  to  their high quality  o f service requirem ents.
•  T he traffic is modeled by a  single param eter, load  L, which is defined to be the 
m axim um  num ber of ligh tpaths th a t can be on any  link a t any tim e assum ing no 
blocking.
•  No assum ption  is made about arrival and holding tim es.
•  T he rou ting  and  wavelength assignm ent are considered separately.
The determ in istic  approach has been applied  only to  som e specific networks, such as the line, 
ring and tree topologies [30]. In [30], th e  au thors show th a t  sho rtest p a th  routing produces a  
routing th a t  has a t  m ost twice the load of the  optim al so lu tion . They also show th a t a t least
0.5L  log2 N  + L  wavelengths are required  by any algorithm  for ring of N  nodes and  present 
an algorithm  th a t  uses a t most L  log2 N  -+- L  wavelengths for rings and  2(L  — 1) log2 N  for 
trees as well as L  log2 N  for a  line network with N  nodes. In  add ition , they present an  
algorithm  for th e  ring topology w ith conversion degree d  =  2, which requires L  log2 L  +  AL 
wavelengths. T h is  result elim inates th e  dependence of th e  num ber of wavelengths on N  to 
make this a lgo rithm  scalable on the num ber o f nodes of rin g  topology.
2 .5 .3  S u m m a r y
We have discussed th e  dynam ic version of RWAP: th e  request incoming times and holding 
times are random . In the literature, th e re  are two to ta lly  different research approaches to 
this model. O ne is a  stochastic approach, in which we assum e th a t requests incoming tim es
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and holding tim es are random  variables. We want to  m inim ize the  blocking probability by 
choosing a  ro u te  and  a  w avelength for each request. T he  o th e r one is the determ inistic 
approach w ith o u t assum ing knowledge o f arrival tim es an d  holding tim es.
2.6 Grand Sum mary of Existing R esults
In previous sections, we surveyed th e  litera tu re  on rou ting  an d  w avelength assignment based 
on a  4-field a / ( 3 / 5 / j  classification. We now present a  concise sum m ary  in tabu lar form of 
this litera tu re . T h e  sum m ary is useful in assessing b o th  p as t w ork as well as open questions. 
A boldface question  m ark (?) is used to  indicate an  open question . A boldface asterisk (*) 
is used to ind icate  ou r con tribu tions th a t fit into these tab les. N PC  stan d s  for NP-complete 
and  O P T  for o p tim al solution.
T he following are add itiona l com m ents:
• S ta tic  m odel a  =  0.
— 6  = m e s h .  Because th e  wavelength assignm ent p rob lem  in general networks is 
equivalent to vertex coloring problem, which is N P-com plete, som e integer linear 
program m ing and vertex  coloring algorithm  are  used to  form ulate the RWAP 
problem  and  some corresponding com putational p rocedures are  provided, such 
as [9, 70]. These algo rithm s are not included in th e  tables.
— 5 = special.  A significant p a rt of the lite ra tu re  is devoted to  specific networks 
an d  p a th  length  restric tion  on connections. T hese two aspects of the problem 
s tru c tu re  are highlighted in th e  first two tables.
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-  In tab le  2.1, “bi-n stands for b id irected  network, “uni-” for unidirected network. 
Km'n *s the minimum num ber o f connections passing a single node, [x] returns 
the sm allest integer th a t is no t less th an  x. L  is th e  network load for given
routing  of each source-destination pair.
P a th  length
Topology < 2 < Rl > 2) arbitrary
Complexity /  Bound Complexity /Bound Complexity/Bound
star bi- NPC 3/2L  [41]
uni- O PT L [41]
tree bi- NPC 3/2L  * NPC 3/2L  [68] NPC 3/2L [6 8 ]
um- O PT L m •7 7/4L  [47] NPC 7/4 L 147]
ring bi- O PT L(n = 2m).
L Pmin/m 
(n = 2m + 1) *
7 rn //lL /(|-n //l -  1) *
NPC 2 L -  1,
2n L / (n  +  1) *
mesh bi- NPC 3/2 L 0pt NPC 3/2L NPC 3/2L
Table 2.1: WAP complexity and bound results
— S = m u l t i  f iber .  As m entioned earlier, the study  of m ultifiber optical networks 
is relatively recent. The only known theoretical results, presented in th is  thesis.
are sum m arized in Table 2.2
Topology
P a th  length
< 2 < 1 ( 1  > 2) arbitrary
Complexity /  Bound Complexity /  Bound Complexity /  Bound




tree dual-fiber OPT \ L /21 * ? 7 9 9
k-fiber OPT
(even)
\L/k]  * 7 7 9 9
ring dual-fiber OPT \L /21 * 7 \n / l]L /  
(2 [n/Zl -  1) *
NPC
*
\3L/2] -  1 *
k-fiber OPT
(even)
\L/k-} * 7 \n / l ]L /  
(k\n[L\ -  1) *
NPC
*
[ ( * + l ) L / * ] - l
*
mesh dual-fiber OPT r^ /2 1 7 9 NPC 9
k-fiber OPT
(even)
[L/k] 7 9 NPC 9
Table 2.2: Multifiber WAP results
Note th a t  bounds for the single-fiber case can be loosely applied to  th e  m ultifiber
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case by simple scaling. However, because sam e wavelength exists in parallel 
fibers, sharper per-fiber bound m ay be obta ined . O ur results in ring networks 
verify th is intuition.
•  Increm ental model a  = R . 0  =  oo. T h is model has been studied in the lite ra tu re  by 
groups o f researchers focused on two separate problem s: v irtual circuit routing on line 
and  vertex coloring on-line. To the  best of our knowledge, no results exist th a t apply
resu lts from these problems to  RWAP. See Table 2.3
T o p o lo g y R o u tin g  on -lin e V er tex -co lo r in g  on ­
lin e
R W A P on -lin e
mesh O (logn) com petitive ra ­
tio [7]
0 ( n f  v/log n) com peti­
tive ratio  [79]
7
line O P T 3f>mox [73] 3 /■'max
ring 2 0 P T (sh o rtes t 
path ) [30]
3/'max [74] 7
m ultifiber 7 7
Table 2.3: Incremental model results
•  D ynam ic model a  = R,  /3 =  R.  Because of its stochasticity , most work related  to  
dynam ic model consists of approx im ate analytical m odels and  sim ulation results [1 1 , 
13, 40]. However, worst-case analysis is also applicable w ith in  the dynam ic model, for 
exam ple, the results in [30]. We call these two approaches stochastic and determ inistic
respectively and  compare these two different approaches in Table 2.4.
S to c h a stic  a p p roach D e te r m in is t ic  approach
objective minimum blocking probability m inim um  wavelength required
result type average worst-case
technique analytic m odel/sim ulation constructive
topology general/specific s ta r, tree, line, ring
inpu t requirem ent assume d is trib u tio n no assum ption
m ultifiber 7 7
Table 2.4: Dynamic model results
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We sum m arized som e resu lts and research approaches o f RWAP in optical networks in 
this section. T here are o the r research results which do no t fit in ou r classification categories, 
such as wavelength-conversion problems. Also, the re  are  som e problem s th a t we d id  not 
list in ou r tables, such as s ta tic  models in specific netw orks w ith  objective of m inim izing 
blocking probability  and  network design cost. We do no t m ean to  imply th a t these problem s 
are not im portant: we ju s t  can not fit everything in th is  sim ple classification model.
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Chapter 3
R esearch  o n  sin g le-fib er  R W A P
3.1 Introduction
In th is  chapter, we p resen t o u r research results (sum m arized below) on single-fiber RWAP 
of tree  and  ring op tical netw orks based on the 0 / (3/ t ree ,  r i n g /  m in A static  model. These 
resu lts  help characterize th e  com plexity of the assignm ent problem  and  in some cases provide 
a lgorithm s to com pute th e  o p tim al assignment.
Because curren t technology lim its the num ber o f available wavelengths and because var­
ious netw ork topologies a re  being  considered for com m ercial production, the assignm ent 
problem  has received su b s ta n tia l a tten tion  for various g raph  topologies. The graph topolo­
gies s tu d ied  have included  lines, various types of trees, rings, hypercubes and general meshes 
[25. 35, 41, 6 8 ]. N ote th a t  for som e graphs such as tree  networks, the  RWA problem becomes 
sim pler because there  is only one path  for each connection request. Yet the problem  is still 
N P-com plete for d irec ted  trees, inspiring several papers th a t analyze approxim ation algo­
rithm s and also consider fu rth e r restrictions on the  problem  in an  a ttem p t to characterize 
its com plexity. T he  resu lts  presented  in th is chap ter lie in th is  category. We consider b inary  
and  te rn a ry  trees, rings, an d  th e  path-length  restric tions stud ied  in [41]. The contribu tions
35
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in this chapter may be sum m arized as follows:
•  For undirected b inary  trees, we present a  sim pler algorithm  than the one in [25], Our 
algorithm  also works for ternary trees. For bo th  b inary  and  ternary trees we give an 
exact characterization of the optim al solution.
•  W hen no connection path-length is g reater than  two, we show th a t the problem  re­
mains N P-com plete for undirected trees bu t is polynom ial for directed trees. This 
solves an  open problem  listed in [41].
•  For ring networks, we give an  upper bound  on the optim al solution. This upper bound 
is sharper th a n  th e  only published bound for ring networks [68].
•  W hen no connection path-length is g reater th an  two, we give tight bounds on the 
optim al solution for ring networks. These bounds are different for rings w ith even and 
odd num bers o f nodes.
•  W hen path-lengths are such th a t no k  p a th s  cover a ring, we provide bounds on the 
optim al assignm ent.
T he path-length  restriction, introduced in [41], is an a ttem p t to further sim plify the 
problem  in the hope of obtaining optim al solutions or b e tte r  approxim ations. T he analysis 
of such a  restriction is sometimes also im portan t in building optim al solutions for prob­
lems w ithout the restric tion , as the merging process in [25] shows. Also, some algorithm s 
generate routes w ith  bounded path-lengths [69]. Furtherm ore, the  methods used to  solve 
problem s with path-leng th  restrictions can be used as a  first step in heuristics for th e  gen­
eral problem: by first assigning the sm all pa th s  near-optim ally, the remaining connections.
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fewer in num ber, can be assigned heuristically. In the  same vein, we take up the covering 
restriction in troduced  in [77] for ring netw orks w here no k  connections cover the ring. T he 
case k  =  3 was considered in [77]; we ex tend  the  bound in [77] to a rb itra ry  k  and use it to 
obtain a  bound on the num ber of wavelengths required when path-lengths are restricted  to 
length m.
3.2 Problem  Formulation
Although no ta tion  has been defined in p rio r chapters, for reader convenience, we review the 
notation specific to  this chapter. Some new notation  is also defined:
• T ( V , E )  and  R ( V .E ) :  d irec ted /undirected  tree and  ring networks. Let n  =  |V |, the 
num ber o f nodes in the networks.
• Routing. We do not consider the  add itional problem  of routing in th is chapter; th a t 
is, we assum e routes are given. For trees, there  is only one route and  we assume th a t 
routes are given for the ring instances o f the  problem. For exam ple, shortest path  
routing or least load routing.
• /  =  { ( s i ,d i ) , ..., {sk,dk)  : Si,d{ €  V }: a  collection of source-destination connection 
requests. N ote th a t several connections in I  may have the sam e source-destination 
pair.
• L e(I): the num ber of connections in a  connection set I  th a t use edge e. We can 
com pute th is  because routing is given for each source-destination pair. Let L max(I)  =
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m axc L e (I) ,  th e  largest num ber o f connections using a  link for a  given connection set 
/ .
•  L ulU2 u3: th e  num ber of connections th a t  use the p a th  consisting of the two edges 
(111, 1x2 ) and  (1x2 , 113), where it*, t =  1 .2 .3  are nodes in V.
• VU{I): th e  num ber of connections in I  th a t pass th ro u g h  node u. Let Vmin(I)  = 
m inu VU{I).
•  tJopt'. th e  op tim al num ber of w avelengths for a  given problem  instance.
In this chap ter, we consider the m ost com m on form ulation of the  wavelength assignm ent 
problem  (SRW A P) on  tree and ring networks: given network (T  or R)  and connection set 
( /) , find th e  m inim um  num ber of w avelengths needed to schedule all the  connections in /  
so th a t no two connections th a t share an  edge use the sam e wavelength. In the following 
sections, w here th e re  is no confusion, we suppress the n o ta tio n  of I  for simplicity. For 
example, we use L e instead  of L e(I) .
3.3 On Binary/TernaLry Trees (0/{3/ tree/  min A)
The 0 IP  [ t r e e /  m in A problem  is first s tud ied  by Raghavan and  U pfal [6 8 ]. They present an  
algorithm  for und irec ted  trees and prove th a t  th e ir algorithm  uses no more than  3a;0pt/2 
wavelengths. E rlebach and  Jansen in [25] consider the  same problem , present a  polynom ial 
tim e algorithm  (called th e  level algorithm) for undirected  b inary  trees and  prove th a t their 
algorithm  is op tim al by transform ing any op tim um  schedule in to  the  schedule produced by 
the level a lgo rithm  w ithou t increasing the  m akespan. Furtherm ore , they  show the undi­
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rected version o f the problem  rem ains solvable in polynom ial tim e if the  degree of th e  nodes 
is bounded by an  a rb itra ry  constan t. T heir proof of this resu lt is based on a  resu lt from 
[49]: integer linear program m ing w ith  a  fixed num ber of variables is solvable in pseudo­
polynom ial tim e, an algorithm  for which would be used, for exam ple, w ith te rnary  trees. 
We present a  sim pler a lgorithm  th an  th e  level-algorithm in [25]. O u r algorithm  has slightly 
lower space com plexity an d  also works for bo th  binary and te rn a ry  trees. In addition , we 
explicitly characterize th e  op tim al solution in term s of the L e values.
In this section, we first develop a  lower bound for SRWAP in undirected trees in term s 
of the quantities LUlU2U3. T h en  we will focus on a  polynom ial algorithm  for b inary  and 
ternary  trees th a t achieves th e  lower bound.
F irst note th a t Wopt >  L max m ust hold since a t least as m any wavelengths are needed 
as the edge w ith  the  m ost pa th s. Next, observe th a t an interior node (other than  th e  root) 
in a  binary tree has m axim um  degree 3, forming a  “s ta r” w ith  one paren t and two children 
at most. Accordingly, in term s o f the  num ber of paths th a t pass through or te rm inate  a t 
an interior node, we can p u t a  bound on Wopt from below.
L e m m a  3 .1  For any star-like undirected network with three edges, denote the center as v, 
one leaf as parent p, one leaf as left child I, and the remaining leaf as right child r .  Then  
^opt ^  Llvr +  Lpyl ■+■ Lpxif.
P ro o f : Because paths using (p, v),  (v, I) and paths using (p, v), (v, r )  share edge (p. v)  those 
paths m ust have different wavelengths. Similarly, paths using (p, v),  (u ,/) and pa th s  using 
( l , v ) , { v , r )  m ust have different wavelengths, as well as paths using (p, v), (v, r) and  paths 
using (/, v), (v, r).  Thus, a t least L(vr ■+• Lpyi +  L pvr wavelengths are  required. I
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For any s ta r  w ith center v  and  leaf nodes t q , . . .  , vn , n  >  3, define
L v =  m ax {Lv vv ■+■ L v vv. 4- L VkVy ) ,  \ ^ i < i j < z k ^  n.
V ,  , V j  ,Vfc J 1
For a  3-edge sta r, L v is triv ially  Livr 4- Lpv( +  L pvr but for a  4-edge star (to be exam ined 
later) the "w orst” three edges are selected. By exam ining th e  worst such com bination, one 
obtains a  general lower bound  for s ta r  networks. For any tree network, any node and  its 
adjacent nodes form a  s ta r  networks. If  the  s ta r network has leaves less than  3, we can add 
some v irtual leaves such th a t  the  definition of L v is feasible. A fter these preparations, we 
have
L e m m a  3 .2  For any undirected tree T  =  (V ,E) ,  uigpt > m ax(Lmax, max„e v/
Before we present our a lgo rithm  for binary and ternary  trees, we first examine an  undi­
rected s ta r  w ith 3 edges.
In Figure 3.1, the quan tities  L pv[. L pvr and Livr are shown. Let rpv be the num ber of 
paths using only edge (jp,v), r vi be th e  num ber of paths using only (u, /), and r ^  be the 
num ber of pa th s  using only (u ,r ) .  T he following inequalities are evident:
f'pr/ "1“ L pvr 4- rpv <  L max
Lpvi 4- Livr 4- riv <  L max
Lpvr 4- Llyr 4- T*vr — ^m<ii
Sum m ing, we get
2 (Z/pxj( “F Lpvr "F £*lvr) "F ^pv “F "F *"ur _  ^ m a x
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F ig u re  3-1: A star network with 3 edges.
or, because rpv +  r vi 4- r VT >  0,
"F  Lpvr -f- Livr) —  ^Ljnax-
Now, for the case when Lpvi -F  Lpvr +  Lrvi > Lmax-, we have:
Livr ^  Lmax Lpv[ Lpvr T'pv
Lpvl ^  Lmax Lpvr L[vr ^  ^vr
Lpvr ^  Lmax Lpv[ Livr ^  ~^vl
If we assign those pa th s passing pv l ,pv r , rv l  d ifferent wavelengths, the pa th s  th a t use 
only pv,  vr, vl can re-use those wavelengths assigned to  r v l , p v l , p v r  respectively. Therefore, 
in th is case, L pvi -F L pvr -F Livr wavelengths are sufficient.
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However, consider th e  case when L ^ i  +  Lpt,r 4 - L rvl < Lmax. In  this case,
42
rpv < Lmax Lpvl Lpvr
r vt < Lmax 1 e-i i. ~ Llvr
rVr < Lmax Lpvr ~ L^r
which means we only need Lmax wavelengths to  satisfy all the  requests. We s ta te  this result 
as follows.
L e m m a  3 .3  For any undirected star with 3 edges with center node v ,  Wopt =  m ax(Lmax, L v).
To actually  assign the  wavelengths, we first assign the pa th s  using pvl .pvr ,  Ivr  w ith 
different w avelengths an d  th en  assign the rem ain ing  paths re-using wavelengths as described 
above. Next, we observe th a t  if the paths on any  one edge are a lready  assigned wavelengths, 
no additional w avelengths overall (beyond th e  bound) are required. T h is result, sim ilar to 
the  merging process in  T heorem  2 of [25], w ill be  used to  develop an  algorithm  for binary 
trees.
L e m m a  3 .4  For any  undirected star with 3  edges with center node v and paths on one edge 
already assigned wavelengths, at most  m ax(L m ai, L v ) wavelengths are required to assign all 
paths.
P ro o f :  Suppose w avelengths are already assigned to paths using edge (p,v) ,  th a t is, to 
all p a th s  using p v l ,p v r ,p v .  We assign those p a th s  using Ivr  by re-using the  wavelengths 
assigned to paths using  pv.  If L[VT >  r ^ ,  we use new wavelengths. P a th s  using only 
vl can  re-use the w avelengths assigned to  p a th s  using pvr,  and  p a th s  using only vr  can
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re-use the wavelengths assigned to paths using pvl .  T he to tal wavelengths needed is still 
m a x ( L max, L v). I
If we trea t each in terior node in the  binary tree  as a  an undirected s ta r  w ith  3 edges and 
process the b inary  tree  in breadth-first-search or depth-first-search fashion, we can solve the 
wavelength assignm ent problem  w ith ui^t  =  m ax(L m ai, max„6^ L v) wavelengths. Before 
describing the  algorithm , we prove a  similar result for ternary  trees.







F ig u re  3.2: A star network with 4 edges.
P ro o f: In Figure 3.2, v  is the  center and nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4 are the o th e r nodes in the 
star. For i , j  €  { 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 }  and  i j ,  we use the sho rthand  to  denote L IVJ, the  paths 
th a t use ( i ,v)  and  (u, j ) .  Similarly, we use r, to deno te r t„, the paths th a t use (i,v ) only. 
W ithout loss o f generality, assum e th a t L v =  L 12 +  L 14 +  L24 (the worst com bination of three
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edges). According to  the definition of L v , we have L 12 4- Z,l3 4- L 23 <  £-„, Liz  4- L 14 4- £<34 < 
L Vi L 2z +  ^24 ■+" ■£'34 <  £<u-
Now consider the case L v > L max. T hen,
L 12 +  L 13 +  Z/14 +  <  L m a x  => £<13 +  Tj  <  L m a x  ~  L 12 — £<14 <  £<24
L 12 +  L 2z +  £<24 +  T2  <  Lmax => £<23 +  ^2 <  L max ~  L  i2 — L24 <  L 14
£<14 4- £-24 +  £-34 4- r 4 <  £,mal => £<34 4- T4 <  LmaI — L 1 4  — Z,24 <  Z/12
Liz  +  £'23 +  £-34 +  <  Lmax => r 3 <  £ max — Liz  — £<23 -  £-34
We can assign the  paths passing 12 ,14 ,24  different wavelengths, and assign the  paths 
passing 13, In  by re-using the wavelengths assigned to  paths passing 24, the p a th s  passing 
23, 2n by re-using the wavelengths assigned to  paths passing 14, the paths passing 34 .4v 
by re-using th e  wavelengths assigned to  paths passing 12. N ote th a t the p a th s  passing 
13,23,34 share the  com mon link 3u, b u t they  are assigned different wavelengths. T he paths 
only passing 3n can be assigned any wavelengths except those assigned to p a th s  passing 
13, 23,34. In th is way, we only need L v wavelengths.
On the  o ther hand, consider the case L v < Lmax■ Here, we will need only L max wave­
lengths. Specifically, there are two cases to  consider:
• case 1: Liz  >  £-24- We assign p a th s  passing 12,13,14 different wavelengths, and the 
paths passing 24 by re-using th e  wavelengths assigned to  paths passing 13. From 
our assum ption  th a t L l 2  4- L 13 4- L 2z < L v , we have Liz  +  L 2 3  <  L 14 4- L 24, which 
implies L 2z < L 14. Similarly, we have L 34 <  L i2. So we can assign w avelengths to 
paths passing 23 and  43 by re-using the wavelengths assigned to paths passing  14 and
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12 respectively. The other pa th s  only passing lu ,2 i;, 3u and  4v  can be assigned the  
rem ain ing  wavelengths on each edges.
•  case 2 : L i 3  <  L24 - We assign p a th s  passing 12,14,24 different wavelengths, and  th e  
p a th s  passing 13 by re-using th e  wavelengths assigned to  p a th s  passing 24. According 
to  o u r assum ption, L 2 3  + L 4 3  + L 2 4  <  L v , we have L 2 3  + L 4 3  < L 1 4  + L 1 2 , which implies 
one o f L 2 3  <  L 1 4  and L 4 3  <  L 1 2  m ust be  true. If L 2 3  < L 14, we assign paths passing 23 
by re-using wavelengths assigned to  p a th s  passing 14. L 3 4  + L 2 4  + L 1 4  < L max, we have 
enough wavelengths to assign p a th s  passing 34. if L 3 4  < L \ 2 , we assign paths passing 
34 by re-using wavelengths assigned to  paths passing 12. L 12 4- L23 +■ L24 <  Lmax. we 
have enough wavelengths to  assign pa th s  passing 23. T he  o ther paths only passing 
lv ,  l v ,  3u and  4u can be assigned the  rem aining wavelengths on each edges.
C om bining these cases together, we com plete the proof. ■
O nce again , given an  assignment o f wavelengths to  any one edge, no additional overall 
w avelengths are  needed. To actually  assign th e  wavelengths, no te  th a t all paths passing 
the fixed edge m ust have different wavelengths. So, given the  assignm ent from th e  above 
theorem  we can  perm ute the wavelengths such th a t all pa th s  passing the fixed edge have 
the pre-assigned wavelengths. Thus, b ina ry  and  ternary  trees m ay be trea ted  similarly.
T h e o r e m  3 .1  For any binary or ternary undirected tree T  =  ( V ,E )  network, —
m ax(Lrnax, maxugv' Lv).
T he p seu d o co d e  to  com pute the  assignm ent is shown in F igure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. 
Here, B F S ( Q , T , r )  produces a  queue o f nodes resulting a  breadth-first-search o f the tree
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T e r n a r y -T r e e  (in: ternary undirected tree T  = (V,E)  and a path set I  =  {p i,- .,p t} :  
out: wavelength assignment for I: W[i\ : i =  1,
1 . W [i] = 0 ,i  = l , . . . ,k
2. Vu G V, compute L v. Let L max = m ax„ev L v,L r =  L maz. Lmax =  max<.€£ : | { j  : 
Pj passing through edge e}|
3. B F S (Q ,T ,r ) .
4. while Q ^  0
5. u — dequeue{Q)
6. organize star-like network with u the center. S tar{u ,v i , v2,V3 ,u4 ).
7. if u = r, assign wavelength according to theorem 5.
8. else S ta r -A ssig n  (Star(u, v\ ,u2, u3,t;4 ), / ,  W, m ax(Lmax, Lmax)).
9. endwhile 
10. return IV.
F ig u re  3.3: Undirected binary/ternary tree wavelength assignment
S t a r - A s s i g n  (in: star-like network with 4 leaves S ta r(u ,v i,v? ,v z ,V 4 ) and a path set /  = 
{pi, ...,p k }, all paths passing (u ,v i) are assigned wavelengths, maximum wavelength M; out: 
wavelength assignment for unassigned paths: lF[i] : t =
1. Let N max = {£ : 1 < i < A/}, Avail = N maz -
{W [j],p j passing (ui,u2),(ui,U 3),(ui,U 4)}
2 . paths passing (u2, U4) re-use wavelengths on (ui,t/3). if not enough, randomly choose 
wavelengths from set Avail and delete the chosen wavelengths from Avail.
3. paths passing (u2, V3 ) re-use wavelengths on (vi, v4), if not enough, randomly choose 
wavelengths from set Avail and delete the chosen wavelengths from Avail.
4. paths passing (u3, u4) re-use wavelengths on ( n , u2). if not enough, randomly choose 
wavelengths from set Avail and delete the chosen wavelengths from Avail.
5. paths only passing (u, v2), (u ,v 3). and (u,u.() can be assigned wavelengths from the 
available wavelengths in the relatively physical links.
6 . return W .
F igu re  3.4: Wavelength assignment for star-like networks
beginning  a t th e  root r . T he  subfunction  S ta r -A ssig n  takes as input a  s ta r  w ith  four 
leaves an d  assum es th a t an  assignm ent has been m ade on  one of the  edges. If th e re  are 
fewer th a n  four neighbors for som e nodes in a  te rna ry  tree , we can simply add  dum m y 
leaves in a preprocessing step.
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3.4 Limited Path-Length on  Trees (0f  (3/ t r e e /  min A)
T h e  wavelength assignm ent problem is NP-com plete for und irected  trees w ith a rb itra ry  
degree and  for b inary  directed trees [25]. If  the  path-lengths of th e  connections are restric ted  
so th a t no path-length  is greater than  3, H arder [41] shows th a t  the  problem rem ains NP- 
com plete for directed trees. In [41] the problem  with path-lengths no greater than  2 is listed 
as an  open problem . In this section, we show th a t the  wavelength assignm ent problem  w ith  
path-leng ths no longer th an  2 is still N P-com plete for the  und irec ted  tree, b u t can be 
solved in polynom ial tim e (using Lmai wavelengths) for the d irec ted  tree. The result is 
an  odd  reversal of the  fam iliar additional complexity brought by direction. (For exam ple, 
the assignm ent problem  for binary d irec ted  trees is N P-hard , b u t is polynomial for th e  
undirected  tree).
Erlebach and Jansen  [25] (proof of Theorem  5) show th a t th e  wavelength assignm ent 
problem  for a  s ta r  can be reduced to an  edge-coloring problem , w hich is NP-complete [42]. 
We show th a t the  a rb itra ry  undirected star-like network w avelength assignment problem  
is N P-com plete by reduction from edge-coloring problem. T he  edge-coloring problem  is 
defined as follows: Given an undirected g raph  G  =  {V ,E ), and  in teger K  < |£ | ,  is there  a  
m apping /  : E  —¥ ( 1 , ...,/C}, such th a t / ( e )  ^  f{ e ')  for pair o f edges e and e' th a t share a  
com m on vertex?
G iven an instance o f edge-coloring problem : G  =  (V ,E )  and  integer K , we construct 
an  instance of wavelength assignment problem  with pa th -leng th  no more than  2  in an  
undirected  star. As shown in Figure 3.5, th e  tree has |F | leaves in which each leaf node 
corresponds to a  node in G. We connect th e  \V\ leaves to  a  com m on root node r . For each
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F igu re  3.5: Edge-coloring transformation.
(it, v) 6  E , construct a  path  request u rv . It is easy to see th a t the edge-coloring problem  is
/CT-colorable, if and  only if K  wavelengths are sufficient. T hus:
T h e o r e m  3 .2  The wavelength assignm ent problem with path-lengths no greater than 2 is
NP-com plete fo r  undirected trees.
Interestingly, the problem w ith  sam e path-length restric tion  in directed trees is easier.
Indeed, there is a  polynom ial tim e algorithm  to solve th e  problem  with op tim al Z/mai
w avelengths. T he following resu lt will be used in the  algorithm .
L e m m a  3 .6  [41, 6 8 ] For a directed star network, L max wavelengths are sufficient.
Sketch of proof: For reader’s convenience, we outline the  key steps of proof.
• F irst note th a t any connection request /  in a  directed s ta r  network (s, V ) has a t  p a th  
length 2. We can ignore th e  connections with p a th  length  1, because connections w ith 
p a th  length 1 can not m ake uiopt >  Lmax. So we assum e all connections in  I  have 
p a th  length 2 .
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•  C onstruct a  b ipa rtite  graph (V i,V 2 ,E )  where Vi = V2  = V ,  Vei €  Vl ,e 2  G V2, and  
(e i ,e 2 ) €  E  if and  only if ( e j ,e 2 ) €  I .  I t is noted th a t th e  maximum degree o f 
{V\ , V2, E ) is equal to L max o f d irected tree.
•  Use the algorithm  of [21] to edge-color of the  b ipartite  graph which can be done using 
Lmax in 0 ( \E \  log IV'i).
So, a  proper wavelength assignm ent in directed s ta r  can be done using L max wavelengths 
in polynom ial tim e. T h is com pletes th e  proof. ■
T h e o r e m  3 .3  For a directed tree, i f  all path-lengths are no greater than 2, L max wave­
lengths are sufficient fo r  an assignm ent and the assignment can be computed in polynomial 
tim e.
P ro o f :  We prove th e  result by induction on the height o f directed  tree  h. Let T/, denote a  
tree  w ith  height h. W hen h = l ,  any directed tree is a  d irected s ta r  an d  thus, by lem m a 3.6, 
th e  result is true . Assume the resu lt is true  for directed trees w ith  height h ,{h  > 1). We 
wish to  prove th a t it holds for a  d irected  tree w ith  height h  -f- 1.
For any directed  tree w ith height h  + 1, h > 1, consider each leaf node x  at dep th  h +  1 
w ith  paren t u. Let p  be u ’s parent, th a t  is, x ’s grandparent.
Now consider the  following transform ation: for each node x  a t  d ep th  h  1, find its 
paren t u  and  g randparen t p, move all o f u ’s children and make them  p 's  children. T his will 
create  a  tree w ith height h. We will then  transform  paths in T^+i to  p a th s  in 7^, such th a t 
Lmax{T/i+1) =  LmaX(Th) and T/,+1 has an  assignm ent if and  only if Th has an assignment.
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F ig u re  3.6: T h+l
-------
to T h transformation.
W ithou t loss of generality, assum e th a t each p a th  has length exactly  2. (T he 1-length 
p a th s  can be extended to 2 -leng th  paths by adding dum m y nodes). We now m ap a  p a th  in
T/t-j-i to one in T/t :
•  if the p a th  does not involve any node a t d ep th  h +  1, reta in  the p a th  in T/,: for 
exam ple, upv in Th+i becom es upv in Th-
•  if the p a th  has only one term inus a t depth  h  4-1, create a  pa th  in T/, as shown in this 
exam ple: pu x  in Th+i becom es xpu  in 7/,.
•  if the p a th  s ta rts  and  ends a t  depth  h +  1, exchange the positions o f th e  end-points: 
thus, x u y  in Th+i becom es y p x  in Th-
A n exam ple is showed in F igure  3.6; here paths a re  num bered 1 ,2 , . . .  and  th e ir  transfor­
m ations are shown as 1', 2 ' , . . . .
Let L h (x, y) and L h+1 (x, y )  represent the num ber o f pa th s  over link (x, y) on  Th tree and 
Th+1 tree respectively. For any  node x  a t depth  /i +  1, «  a t depth  h, and  p  a t  d ep th  h — 1, 
we have L h(p ,u )  =  L/l+1( p ,u ) ,L h (u,p)  =  L/l+1( u ,p ) ,L h(x ,p ) =  L/l+1( u ,x ) ,L /l(p ,x ) =  
L h+1 (x, u). So, L ^ ax =  Because two paths in 7 /,+1 share a  physical link if  and  only
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if the  corresponding two path s  in T/, share a  physical link, Th+i has an  assignm ent if and 
only if Th. has an  assignm ent. By the  induction  hypothesis, Th can be assigned optim ally  -  
com pleting the  proof. ■
3.5 A Sharper Bound on Rings (0/(3/ring/  min A)
M any researchers have stud ied  the off-line wavelength assignment problem  in ring  networks 
[25, 6 8 ]. Because of th e  NP-com pleteness of th e  problem , researchers have developed some 
approxim ation  algorithm s. A 2-approxim ation algorithm  [6 8 ] is ob ta ined  by sim ply sep­
a ra tin g  some a rb itra ry  edge e of the  ring. T h e  requests on the resu lting  line graph  can 
be assigned wavelengths optim ally  by coloring an  interval graph [73]. T hus, th e  following 
a lgorithm  is used: choose a rb itra ry  edge e, assign wavelengths to all p a th s  passing edge e 
by using a t most L max wavelengths, then delete edge e and all paths passing  edge e; the 
rem aining requests on th e  resulting line g raph  can  be assigned by using a t m ost another 
Lmax wavelengths because line graph can be colored optim ally in polynom ial tim e using at 
m ost L max wavelengths. Thereby obtain ing a  wavelength assignment w ith  a t m ost 2 L m a x  
wavelengths.
Erlebach and Jansen  [25] note th a t the  approx im ation  algorithm  is no t a  good choice 
for p ractical im plem entations and develop ano th er algorithm  th a t perform s much b e tte r on 
average: it s ta rts  each tim e  w ith the longest rem aining request and fills up  the  ring in a 
greedy m anner. This a lgorithm  performs close to  optim al on most instances according to 
[25]. Nevertheless, it is possible to devise worst case inpu ts for which th is a lgorithm  has an
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approxim ation ra tio  arb itrarily  close to  2 [25].
To our knowledge, no approxim ation algorithm  w ith an approxim ation ratio b e tte r th an  
2 has been published for the wavelength assignm ent problem  in ring  networks. We observe 
th a t if the ring only has 2 nodes, then triv ially  only L max wavelengths are needed; if the ring 
has 3 nodes, then  any connection in the ring  has pa th  length a t m ost 2 (we assume th a t a  
node does not send a  message to itself). So we need a t most 3 /2 L max wavelengths because 
a connection set w ith  p a th  length a t m ost 2 in any network needs wavelength a t  most 
3 /2 L max [41]. It seems th a t n, the num ber o f nodes in ring, is also an  im portan t param eter 
in estim ating the  num ber of wavelengths required. In  this section, we show th a t this is true  
by proving an upper bound of (2 — l/[_(n +  l ) /2 ] )L max. This represents an  improvement 
over the current, well-known bound of 2L rnax — 1. (The im provement is modest for large 
n  and  clearly decreases w ith increasing n). A request set is called a uniform  request set if 
the num ber of pa th s on each edge is the sam e. For any request set w ith load L max, we ran  
construct an equivalent uniform request set w ith  load L max by adding one-hop requests. A 
sim ilar construction is shown in [69].
L em m a  3 .7  G iven a uniform  request set I  =  {po,Pi, ...,pm_ i } on a ring network G, fo r  
any node of G, the num ber of requests that term inate at that node is even.
P ro o f :  Consider an  arb itra ry  node u  in th e  ring G, and let e i(u ) ,er (u ) be the two edges 
adjacent to u: suppose e* is the left edge and  er the  right edge. Note th a t since /  is u n i f o r m  
each edge has exactly  L max paths passing it. T hus, L ei +  LCr =  2 Lm ai. Now, let n j denote 
the num ber of pa th s  th a t term inate a t u, and  let «2  denote the num ber of paths th a t have 
u as an interm ediate node. Therefore, n i + 2ri2 =  L ci + L er =  2-Lmax. So n \  m ust be even. ■
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Next, we co n stru c t a  directed path-edge m ultig raph  M (V , E ) from G  and  /  where 
M ( V )  =  G ( V )  and  in which all pa th s  have clockwise d irection . Here, each e =  (u.v)  e  
M ( E )  if and only if (u, v)  6  / .  Note th a t M  is a  directed m ultig raph  where each of its nodes 
has an even num ber o f incident edges because the num ber o f p a th s  of /  th a t te rm inate  a t 
any node in G  is even. Moreover, in each node, the num ber o f incoming edges is equal to  
the num ber o f ou tgo ing  edges. T hen  M  can be  partitio n ed  into several circuits by E u ler’s 
theorem [36].
L em m a 3 .8  G iven an uniform  request set I  =  {po,Pi, ...,p m- i  } on a ring network G, I  can 
be partitioned in to  several groups I \ , . . . , I j ,  such that each o f them  is a uniform  subrequest 
set.
If a  uniform  request set cannot be partitioned  into m ore th a n  one uniform subrequest 
set, then  we call it a  nondecomposable uniform  request set.
L em m a 3 .9  G iven a uniform  request set I  =  {p o ,P i,- - - ,P |/|- i} OT* a ring network G , I  
can be partitioned in to  several subsets 1 1, ..., I j , such that each subset is a nondecomposable 
uniform  request set.
P ro o f: P a rtitio n  th e  path-edge m ultigraph M  into several circu its, such th a t each circu it 
only has degree 2. From  each circuit, construct a  nondecom posable uniform request set. ■
L em m a 3 .1 0  In  each nondecomposable uniform  request set, there are at m ost n  paths.
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P ro o f :  B ecause each circuit only has degree 2, each circu it a t most has n  edges. So, each 
single uniform  request set a t m ost has n  paths. ■
5
F igure  3.7: Multigraph M(V,E)  construction example.
C onsider Fig. 3.7. In this five-node-ring network, we have a  10-connection uniform  
request se t /  =  {(1,4), (4 ,2), (2 ,5 ), (5 ,3 ), (3,1), (1 ,5 ), (5 ,4 ), (4 .3), (3 ,2), (2 ,1)}. From the 
directed m ultig raph  M ,  it is easy to  see th a t /  can be partitioned  into two nondecom ­
posable uniform  request set / i , / 2 , w here I\ =  {(1 ,4), (4 ,2), (2 ,5), (5 ,3), (3,1)} and  I 2  =  
{(1,5), (5 ,4 ), (4 ,3 ), (3 ,2), (2 ,1)} . Furtherm ore, we have L( I \ )  =  3 and L ( /2 ) =  4. For I \ ,  
we need a t  m ost 2L ( I i ) — 1 =  5 colors, bu t for I 2 , we need a t  m ost 5 instead o f 2 L ( l 2 ) —1 = 7  
colors because there are only 5 connections. This is th e  basic idea to  reduce the upper bound 
of to tal num ber of wavelengths. M athem atically, we observe th a t a t m ost min(2Z< — l ,n )  
wavelengths are needed to assign each nondecom posable uniform  request set w ith load L. 
This is because there are a t m ost n  p a th s  and because th e  previous bound of 2L — 1 applies 
to all instances. Finally, we prove o u r m ain result.
T h eo rem  3 .4  Given a ring netw ork with n  nodes, fo r  any request set I  with load L , we
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need at m ost (2 — 1/ j_(n 4  1 )/2J) • L  wavelengths.
P ro o f :  W ithou t loss o f generality, we assume th a t /  is a  uniform request set. T hen
I  can be  partitioned  into J  nondecom posable uniform  request sets, I \ , .... I j . For each 
/, w ith  £ ( / t ) <  [(n +  1)/2J, we need a t most 2L ( I t ) — 1 wavelengths to assign On 
the o th e r hand, for any I3  w ith  L( I j )  > f(n 4  1)/2"|, we need a t most n  wavelengths 
to assign it. Suppose now th a t there are J \ nondecom posable uniform request sets w ith 
load equal o r greater th an  |"(n 4- 1 )/2"|. Let the  sum  of the loads of these J \  nonde­
com posable uniform request se ts  be L \.  T hen a t least we have (L  — L \) ( \J j i  4  1)/2J 
nondecom posable uniform request sets with load not greater th an  [(n 4  1)/ 2 J . So. to­
tally, we need a t most (2(L — L \)  — (L  -  L{]/\_{n 4  1)/2)J 4  (L \ / \ { n  4  l ) /2 ]  • n) =
( 2 - l / L ( n 4 l ) / 2 J ) L - ( 2 - l / L ( n 4 l ) / 2 j - n / [ ( n 4 l ) / 2 l ) - L 1 <  ( 2 - l / [ ( n 4 l ) / 2 J ) - L .  T he last 
inequality  is true  because (2 — l / [ ( n 4  1)/2J — n / [ ( n 4  l ) /2 ] )L i  >  0 when n  >  0. Actually, 
let /  =  2 - l / L ( n 4 l ) / 2 J - n / f ( n 4 l ) / 2 l -  I fn  =  2 f c 4 l , /  =  2 - l / ( f c 4 l ) - ( 2 f c 4 l ) / ( f c 4 l )  =  0 : 
if n  = 2k,  f  =  2 -  I J k  -  2k / { k  4  1) =  (fc -  l ) / ( k ( k  4  1)) > 0 .  ■
From th e  bound, the following resu lt is apparent.
C o ro lla ry  3 .1  For any fixed ring network, there is an approximation algorithm with an 
approxim ation ratio less than 2 .
T h e o r e m  3 .5  I f  the routing is restricted to shortest paths, then  2 n / ( n 4  2) • L  wavelengths 
are sufficient.
P ro o f : If  we restrict the rou ting  to  shortest paths, then  no two paths can cover th e  whole 
ring. T h is  means each w avelength can cover a t least 2 paths. Each nondecom posable
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request set therefore needs a t most m in(2L (/,) — l ,n /2 ) .  Suppose we have J \  nondecom­
posable uniform request sets w ith  load greater th an  (n +  2 )/4  and th e  to ta l load of the J\ 
nondecom posable request sets is L \.  Then, there are a t least (L — L i ) / ( ( n  +  2)/4) nonde­
com posable request sets w ith load not greater than  (n -t- 2 )/4 . So, totally, we need a t most 
2(L — Li )  -  (L — L i ) / ( ( n  +  2)/4) +  L i/( (n  +  2)/4) • n /2  =  (2 -  4 /(n  +  2 ))L -  (2 -  4 /(n  +  
2) — 2 n / ( n  -t- 2))Li  = 2 n / ( n  + 2)L wavelengths. ■
3.6 Limited Path-Length on (0/ (3/ring/  minA)
We now consider th e  path -leng th  restriction for ring networks. As m entioned earlier, we 
consider the undirected ring  w ith fixed routing. A ring w ith  an even num ber o f nodes (an 
even ring) will be considered first because it appears easier to  process than  a  ring w ith an 
odd num ber of nodes (an  odd ring).
T h e o r e m  3 .6  When path-lengths are at m ost 2, the wavelength assignm ent problem on 
even rings is polynomial solvable with optimal L max wavelengths.
P ro o f :  W ithout loss of generality, we assume all paths have path  length exactly 2 (because 
1-length paths can be colored separately).
For the even ring, construct the edge-path graph G p  =  (Vp, E p ), in which each edge in 
G is a  node in Vp and  if two edges in E  are p art of a  pa th , an  edge is placed between the 
corresponding nodes in G p .  Because the ring network has even nodes, |Vp| is even. Fur­
therm ore, G p is a  ring m ultig raph  w ith no odd cycles and  therefore it is a  b ipartite  graph. 
Next, observe th a t the  m axim um  degree of G p  is equal to  L max, and  therefore G p can be
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edge-colored using L max coiors in  0 ( \ E p  lo g \Vp\) tim e [21]. Consequently, a  w avelength as­
signm ent for even rings w ith  Z/mai wavelengths can  be com puted in O (fclogn) tim e, where
For an odd ring, th e  assignm ent problem  ap p ea rs  to  be more com plicated. For exam ple, 
consider the 3-node a n d  5-node networks in F igu re  3.8. Both rings have L max =  4. But 
to assign wavelengths to  th e  3-node ring, 6  w avelengths are needed, whereas 5 wavelengths 
are required for th e  5-node ring.
Recall th a t the  n o ta tio n  Vu denotes the  num ber o f p a th s  th a t pass th rough  node u  and 
th a t Vjnin =  m iriugvV „. Now, if Vmin =  0, the re  ex ists  vq G V , such th a t =  0. If we 
cu t th e  ring network a t  vertex  vq, we ob ta in  a  line  graph . For a  line graph, the re  is an 
algorithm  to assign w avelengths w ith optim al L max wavelengths (based on coloring interval 
g raphs [73]). T h is d iscussion indicates th a t Vmtn appears to be an  im p o rtan t problem  
param eter. O ur nex t re su lt shows th a t this is indeed th e  case: we ob ta in  tigh t bounds tha t 
depend  on Trnax ttnd ^Ynin •
k  denotes the num ber o f  p a th s, and  n  denotes th e  num ber of nodes in the  ring. I
F ig u re  3.8: Odd ring WAP examples.
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T h e o r e m  3 .7  For odd rings with n  = 2k +  1 nodes, i f  all paths have path-length at most
2 , then the optim al num ber o f wavelengths uiopt is bounded as follows: Lmax +  [Vmin/k \  <
L^opt ^  Lmax "F \Vmin/k~\-
P ro o f :  W ithout loss of generality, we may assume th a t all paths have p a th  length exactly
2 (because 1-length pa th s  can be colored separately). T he p roof proceeds in three steps.
•  F irst, we will show the  following result: if Vu : Vu = Vmm, then  2Vmin +  fVmin/ k  1 
wavelengths a re  sufficient. To see why, consider an  edge e =  (u, v) w ith neighboring 
edges (u /,u) an d  ( v , v r ). Suppose Le #  2Vmin - If L e > 2 Vmin, th en  the  num ber of 
paths passing viuv  and  u v v r m ust be greater than  Vmin, which m eans one of Vu and 
Vv m ust be g rea te r th a n  Vmint a  contradiction. S im ilarly if L e <  2Vmin, the  number 
of paths passing V[uv and  u vvr must be less than  Vmm- which m eans one of Vu and 
Vv m ust be less th an  Vmm i a  contradiction again. So L e =  2 V/mtn, Ve €  E . Because 
the path -leng th  is 2, each p a th  passes through only one vertex. We have n  = 2k + I 
vertices and  each vertex has Vmin paths passing it. T hen  totally, there  are exactly 
(2k +  1) Vmm p a th s . O n the  o ther hand, each wavelength can be used for a t most k  
paths, Hence we need f(2k  +  l)V^„n/fc] =  2Vmin -+- \Vmin/k~\ wavelengths.
•  Second, note th a t  it is always possible to ex tract a  subse t of paths P'  from the given 
set of paths P  such th a t  VU(P') = Vmin(P').  To ex trac t such a set, we pick a  vertex vq 
and repeated ly  select p a th s  th a t do not overlap w ith th e  preceding p a th  in successive 
cycles around th e  ring  until Vmin paths passing each node in the ring are completed.
•  Finally, we use the  above two results in proving the  upper and  lower bounds for 
Wopt. For the u pper found, first extract the Vmin cycles into p a th  set P ' and as-
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sign wavelengths w ith w avelength num ber 2Vmtn -t- \ Vmtn/ k] . T he  rem aining set of 
unassigned pa th s, call it P  have L ' ^ ^ P )  =  Lmai -  2 1 a nd Vmm(P) =  0. Mak­
ing a  cu t a t the  vertex th a t has no p a th  going through it, we will have an  interval 
graph th a t can be colored op tim ally  w ith L max — 2Vmin colors (wavelengths). Thus. 
t^opt — Lmax 2Vmin +  21'min "F {Vmm/k~[ — Lmax +  r v w * i -
To o b ta in  th e  lower bound, consider the  case when k divides Vmm. In the first p a rt of 
the procedure, assigning colors to  P 1, each color is used for k path s. No color among 
these can  be used in the  second p a r t o f the procedure. Hence, Uopt =  L max -l- Vmm//c. 
For the  case Vmin m od k ^  0, th e  last color in the first step may be used in the second 
part. Hence, LJopi > L maI +  fV-min/k] — 1 =  Lmax [ymin/ k \ , which completes the 
proof.
■
3.7 Covering R estrictions on Rings (0//3 j r i n g j  min A)
In  this section, we take up a  generalization of shortest paths routing. W ith  shortest paths, 
no two overlapping p a th s  together cover the ring; we consider the case w here no k  m utually 
overlapping pa th s  cover the  whole ring. Since the case k =  3 was proved in the context of 
th e  equivalent arc-coloring problem  in graph theory, we s ta te  our results in those term s in 
th is section. In th is context, a  collection of arcs I  on a  circle are to be colored such th a t no 
overlapping arcs are  assigned the  sam e color.
The arcs A \ , A i , ..., An are said to  cover the circle if they are m utually  overlapping and
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they collectively contain every point on  th e  circle. Let L (J) be  th e  m axim um  num ber of 
arcs passing any point in arc set I .  Tucker [77] has proved th e  following resu lt by induction:
L e m m a  3 .1 1  I f  no set o f three or few er  arcs in the arc set I  cover the circle, at m ost 
3 L ( I ) / 2  colors are sufficient.
T he p roo f technique in [77] can be used to  generalize the resu lt in two stages. F irst, we 
prove the following result.
L e m m a  3 .1 2  I f  no set of four or few er arcs in  the arc set I  cover the circle. [4L/3] colors 
are sufficient.
P ro o f : I f  L{I )  =  1, the result is obviously true. We will use induction  on the value o f L: 
assum e th a t th e  resu lt is valid when L < r  for some r  >  1 ; we will show it remains valid for 
any arc set I  w ith  L { I ) =  r.
F irst, w hen r  =  2 Tucker’s lem m a shows th a t 3 r/2  colors axe sufficient. But 3 r /2  =  
[4 r/3 ] and  hence we only need to consider the  case r  >  2.
Pick a  po in t p  such th a t Sp, the  set o f arcs th a t contain p o in t p, has size r. We s ta r t 
w ith Tucker’s construction: let A i be th e  arc in S p th a t extends th e  shortest length on the 
counter-clockwise side of p. S tarting  w ith  Ai ,  we consider successive arcs in the clockwise 
direction and  index a  subset of the arcs by th e  rule: if A l is th e  arc  previously indexed, 
then A t+i is th e  first unindexed arc to begin after  the end o f .4,.
A m ong th e  A^’s, let b\ be the index of th e  arc tha t passes po in t p a  second tim e {A\ 
passes p first in  th e  indexing). If on th is second pass, p is in the space between the previously 
indexed arc and  the  next arc to be indexed, let b\ be the index o f the next arc indexed. 
Now, let 62 be th e  index of the arc being indexed when we first pass the counterclockwise
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end of Abx; as above, if .4*, ends in  a  space, then A ^  is th e  next arc. Let Ab3  be the arc 
being indexed w hen we first repass th e  counterclockwise end  o f Aj,2; as before, if A*,2 ends 
in a  space, th e n  A b 3  is the next arc . Finally, if A b 3 has not passed around  p, let A b 4 be the  
next arc in th e  sequence after A b 3  to  pass p. in this case; if no such arc  exists, let A b 4 be the 
last arc end ing  before p; if Ab3  does pass p, we will let 64 =  63 for convenience. See Figure 











Figure 3.9: Lemma 6 proof example.
It is easy to  see th a t  L ( I bl) < L ( I ) ~  1, where we let Ibt d eno te  / - { A i , ..., Abx}. Similarly. 
L ( h 4) <  L { I )  — 3 because th e  arcs up  to  and  including 64 cover th e  ring three tim es and 
removing th em  reduces L  by th ree . If  we can show th a t A t , . . . ,  A b 4 can be 4-colored, then  
by the  induc tion  hypothesis, I b 4 can  be  colored with f4 L (/6J / 3 ]  colors, thereby com pleting 
the proof.
O bserve th a t  A i , .... A b 3 - i  can b e  3-colored: A j , ..., get color 1, A*,,..., A b 2 - \  get
color 2, A(,2, ..., A t3_ i get color 3. Now consider arcs A(,3 and  A&4. T here  are three cases to 
consider:
•  Case 1: 64 =  63 . Here, Ab3  covers p and  thus four colors are sufficient, since arcs
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A i, Abx, .463 cover p  an d  A ^  m ay or may not cover p.
•  Case 2: Ab3 is the last a rc  in sequence and does not cover p. In this case, four colors 
are sufficient.
•  Case 3: ^ 63. Here, if Ab4 d id  not wrap around and  overlap Ab3, four colors would
be sufficient because Ab3 and  Ab4 would use the sam e color. Thus, we only need to 
worry ab o u t possible overlap between Ab4’s clockwise end and  Ab3’s counterclockwise 
end. We show th a t th is  is impossible. If it were the case, Ab4 ,Ab3, Ab2 and Abx would 
cover th e  circle and  v io late th e  assum ption. Note th a t Abx covers point p  because any 
arc th a t overlaps the  counterclockwise end of A 1 m ust cover p. ■
T he above argum ent can be  generalized to the case when no k  or fewer arcs cover the
circle.
T h e o re m  3 .8  I f  no k  or few er arcs in the arc set I  cover the circle, \ k L / { k  — 1)] colors 
are sufficient.
P ro o f : From th e  above lem m as, th e  result is true for k =  3 and  k  =  4. Suppose, the result
is true  for any  integer k  > 3; we will show it holds for integer k  +  1.
By assum ption, no k  +  1 o r fewer arcs in the arc set I  cover the  circle. According to  our 
assum ption, w hen L  < k , th e  c ircu lar arcs can be colored by [ k L / ( k —1)] =  \ L + L / { k — 1)] =  
L + I colors, which is f(fc + l ) L / k ]  = L  + 1. Thus, we need only consider the case when 
L > k. We will prove the  theorem  by induction on L.  Assum e it is true for any L < r  is 
true, where r  > k.  We w ant to  prove th a t it holds for L = r.
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We use th e  idea in the  previous lemma. Pick a  point p, such th a t Sp, the  se t o f arcs 
contain ing  p, has size r .  Let A i  be the  tire in Sp th a t extends the shortest length on the 
counterclockwise side of p. S ta rtin g  w ith  Ai ,  we move clockwise round and  round th e  circle 
indexing the arcs Ai ,  A 2 , A 3 ,.. .  by the  rule: if A t is the arc previously indexed, th en  At+ i 
is the first unindexed arc to  begin afte r the end of Ai. If there  are multiple such arcs, pick 
one random ly. As before, let A (>1 be the  first arc to overlap th e  counterclockwise end  of A \ : 
let A(,t+l be th e  first arc to overlap the counterclockwise end of Ab,, i = 1, . . . ,k  — 1. Finally, 
if Abk does not pass p, let Abk+l be th e  next arc to  do so.
N ote th a t L(Ibk+l) < L ( I )  — k.  By the induction hypothesis, h k+l can be colored 
by [(k  +  1 )L(Ibk)/k]  colors. We need to  prove th a t A \ , ..., Abk+l can be colored with 
(k  +  1) colors. By the argum ent used earlier, A i , ..., Abk- i  can be colored by k  colors. 
I t is easy  to  check th a t Abk and  Abk+l e ither represent th e  sam e arc or cannot overlap: 
otherw ise, A b ,,.. ..  A{,fc+1 will cover th e  whole circle. In e ither case, only one color is needed 
for bo th . T hus, A i , ..., Abk+l can  be colored by k  4- 1 colors. Hence I  can be colored by 
k  +  1 +  T(£ +  l ) L ( h k)/k]  < 1 : + 1  +  f(fc 4 - 1 ){L — k) / k ]  =  f(k -F l ) L / k ]  colors. I
U sing th is theorem, we can estim ate  an  upper bound for some wavelength assignm ent 
problem s w ith  path-length restric tions.
C o r o l la r y  3 .2  I f  all connection paths have path-length at m ost m  in a ring network, cOopt <  
\ \ n / r n \ L / { \ n / r r i \  -  1)].
P ro o f :  N ote th a t no fn /m ] p a th s  cover the whole ring and  apply  Theorem 3.8. I
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3.8 Sum mary
In this chapter, we stud ied  the  off-line single-fiber rou ting  and wavelength assignm ent prob­
lem in ring and  tree  networks (0//3 /tree , r in g /m in A ) .  O u r m ain contributions were a  simple 
op tim al algorithm  for binary  and  ternary  undirected  trees and bounds for the  path-length  
restric ted  version w avelength assignment. T he com plexity of the problem  for path-lengths 
lim ited to  two edges was an  open problem listed in [41]; we have shown th a t it is N P-com plete 
for undirected trees while polynom ial for directed trees. Then, we derived a  sharp er upper 
bound  for ring  netw orks th an  existing bound. Finally, a  bound in [77] for th e  circular arc 
coloring problem  was generalized and applied to  th e  path-length  restricted  version of the 
wavelength assignm ent problem  in ring networks.
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Chapter 4
R esearch  on  M u lti-fib er  R W A P
4.1 Introduction
In the lite ra tu re , each edge in th e  network g raph  is assum ed to  represent a  single link. In 
practice, however, m ultiple fibers are o ften  bundled  together as a  group of parallel links 
between two nodes. In  graph-theoretic term s, each edge is now a  m ulti-edge. This chapter 
studies the  off-line rou ting  and wavelength assignm ent problem  in all-optical networks th a t 
use a fixed num ber o f m ultiple fibers betw een each pair of ad jacen t network nodes. Again, 
while the off-line version of the  problem  is som ew hat more lim ited  in applicability th an  
the  on-line version (usually only when the  connections Eire long-lived), bounds for the  off­
line problem  also serve the useful purpose o f providing a  baseline for evaluating on-line 
algorithm s. Such off-line results, in add ition , often  result in useful insight into the s tructu re  
of the general problem .
We focus on those aspects o f the  rou ting  and  wavelength assignm ent problem  related to 
multiple fibers. W hile the single-fiber version o f RWAP has received considerable a tten tion  
[25, 41, 6 8 , 70], the  com m on practice o f bundling  m ultiple fibers recom m ends a  careful s tudy  
of the m ultifiber version. Indeed, our resu lts show th a t the ad d itional choice brought by
65
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multiple fibers actually  increases wavelength utilization: it is possible to  use fewer wave­
lengths per-fiber w ith multiple fibers th a n  with a  single fiber in most cases. For example, 
consider the  following com parison betw een a  single-fiber an d  a  dual-fiber ring network. A 
well-known resu lt s ta tes  tha t a  single-fiber ring requires 2 L  — 1 wavelengths in the worst 
case [6 8 ], w here L  is the  “connection load” (the m axim um  num ber of connections carried by 
any link). Therefore, a  dual-fiber ring could naively be decom posed into two parallel rings 
w ith approxim ately  half the load { L f2) in each, suggesting th a t 2 • L /2  =  L  wavelengths 
are required. However, we show th a t approxim ately 3L /4  wavelengths are sufficient if one 
is allowed to sw itch between fibers a t  th e  network nodes. T h is result and others in this 
chapter lend theoretical support to  the  notion of sw itching between fibers.
C onsistent w ith  much of the lite ra tu re  on the single-fiber version of the routing and 
wavelength assignm ent problem, we present theoretical resu lts in the form of bounds on 
the num ber o f wavelengths as well as some complexity analysis (NP-completeness) of the 
problem. T hus, actual algorithm s th a t meet the bounds are  not explicitly presented but 
may be easily inferred from the  proofs o f the  results. We consider bo th  dual-fiber networks 
(two fibers in each link) as well as the general case o f k  fibers per link. The contributions 
in this chapter can  be sum m arized as follows:
•  we ex tend  B arry and H um blet’s stochastic model [11] into a  model for m ultifiber 
line netw orks and  show th a t in m ultifiber networks, th e  benefits of wavelength con­
version is sharp ly  decreased, which means th a t m ultifibers can improve wavelength 
u tility  significantly w ithout wavelength converters. A sim ilar result is reported in [45] 
independently.
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•  For dual-fiber und irected  s ta r  networks, we show th a t the wavelength assignm ent 
problem  is optim ally  solvable (in contrast to  the single-fiber version, w hich is NP- 
com plete).
•  For dual-fiber ring  networks, we give an upper bound of 3 /2 L  — 1 for the to ta l num ber 
of wavelengths required  (counting wavelengths th a t are re-used in the second fiber), 
w here L  is the netw ork load. W hen the n u m b e r  of network nodes is large enough, 
we show tha t th is  upper bound is tight. Note th a t th is  bound is a  sharp er per-fiber 
bound (3L/4) th a n  the  equivalent per-fiber bound (L) for two superposed single-fiber 
rings.
•  T he above upper bound is also extended to  general fc-fiber optical networks, resulting 
in a t m ost {k + \ ) / k  ■ L  — 1 required wavelengths. We show th a t this upper bound is 
also tight.
•  In previous chapter, we gave an  upper bound for the  well-known circular arc  coloring 
problem , when no c o r fewer axes (connections) cover a  ring. In this chap ter, we 
generalize the resu lt to  dual-fiber and fc-fiber ring networks.
•  For dual-fiber and  fc-fiber ring networks, we prove th a t the wavelength assignm ent 
problem  remains N P-com plete.
• T he W AP in m ultifiber d irected /undirected  binary  trees is NP-complete;
• T he W AP in m ultifiber d irected /undirected  trees is NP-com plete, even when all path- 
lengths are no m ore th an  four;
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•  For fc-fiber und irec ted  trees, a;(fc) <  3Lmox/2fc, which is op tim al for any local greedy 
algorithm , w here uj(k) is the m inim al num ber of wavelengths required in each fiber.
Finally, we provide a  few results for general topologies w ith k  fibers th a t relate the num ber 
of wavelengths required to  th a t of an equivalent single-fiber network.
4.2 Related Work
M ultifiber optical netw orks are a  relatively recent topic [45, 76, 81, 10. 57]. In [45], Jeong 
and Ayanoglu ex tended  B arry  and H um blet's blocking probability  analysis model [11] to  the 
m ultifiber case. W ith  th e ir  stochastic approach, they  found th a t m ultip le fibers can improve 
wavelength utilization  an d  network perform ance. A stochastic approach  was sim ilarly taken 
in [76]. W avelength assignm ent algorithm s for m ultifiber W DM networks have been stud ied  
in [81]. T he num ber o f  fibers required in each link to  guarantee high network perform ance 
th a t is sim ilar to a  netw ork w ith full wavelength conversion a t every node was investigated 
in [10] under s ta tic  traffic and  in [57] under dynam ic traffic.
A rela ted  paper is [69], in which the au thors  consider lim ited wavelength conversion 
capability  w ithin the  nodes. A t first glance, our dual-fiber ring m odel may appear sim ilar 
the lim ited wavelength conversion model of degree 2 in [69]. However, the ability  to  con­
vert wavelengths is m ore powerful than  the  ability  to  switch fibers. To see why, consider 
the key idea in [69], a  construct called M CC (M ulti-Cycle Channel) th a t allows m ultiple 
non-conflicting traversals o f the ring. Now, in a  single-fiber ring w ith four wavelengths, 
wavelength conversion (of degree 2 ) will allow a  signal to  traverse th e  ring four tim es w ith­
out conflict by changing wavelengths a t the right places. In con trast, in a  dual-fiber ring
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with two w avelengths in each fiber, it is im possible for a signal to  traverse the ring four 
times w ithout conflict no m atte r how th e  w avelengths are used.
In chap ter 3, we generalized th e  following resu lt on the circular arc-coloring problem  
[77]: if no m u tua lly  overlapping three arcs cover the  circle, a t m ost 3 L / 2  colors are needed 
and showed th a t  if no c arcs cover the  circle, a t  m ost \cL /{c  — 1)] colors are needed. In 
this chapter, th e  above result is ex tended  to  general A:-fiber ring networks, we prove th a t 
\c k /(ck  — 1) ■ L~\ colors are sufficient, a  re su lt th a t  is consistent w ith  the  single-fiber case 
(k = I).
4.3 Problem  Formulation
T he following n o ta tio n  and  definitions w ill be used in th is chapter. Some of these may have 
been defined in p rio r chapters, b u t are rep ea ted  for reader’s convenience.
•  G[V, E , k ) :  a  connected network g rap h , w here each edge has k  parallel fibers. Here 
the te rm  fiber  refers to an ind iv idual fiber betw een two nodes. We assum e th a t each 
fiber can ca rry  th e  sam e num ber o f w avelengths and  th a t network nodes can sw itch an  
incom ing w avelength  onto any ou tgo ing  fiber, provided th a t th e  fiber is not already 
using th a t w avelength for some o th e r  connection.
• Let n  =  |V \, th e  num ber of network nodes.
• Routing. We do  no t consider th e  ad d itio n a l problem  of routing  in th is study; th a t is, 
we assum e ro u tes  are  given for each connection  request.
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• I  =  { (si, t i i ) , (s t ,dk)  : Si,d i G V }:  a  collection o f source-destination pre-routed 
connection requests. Because a  rou te  is given for each connection, we call a connection 
a p a th  and  I  a  pa th  set. Note th a t several connections in I  m ay have the same source- 
destination  pair.
•  L e(I): the  num ber of connections in a  connection set /  th a t use edge e. Let L( I )  = 
m axe L e(I) .  the  path load, be the largest num ber of connections using any link for a 
given connection set / .  We will d rop  /  where the im plied connection set is obvious.
• Uniform path set. A path  set I  is said  to  be uniform  if the num ber of routes traversing 
any link is th e  same.
The routing and  wavelength assignm ent problem  in multifiber optical networks th a t we 
consider is: given G  and  I ,  find the  m inim um  number of wavelengths needed to schedule 
all the paths in I  so th a t no two paths th a t  share a  fiber use the sam e wavelength.
4.4 A M ultifiber Network M odel (R /  R /M u l t i  f iber  /  min loss)
In this section, we extend a  stochastic perform ance model from single-fiber case to m ulti­
fiber version.
4 .4 .1  P h y s ic a l  m o d e l
The physical m odel we consider is shown in Figure 4.1. Access node A  requests a  
connection to node B  over some path  of a  mesh network and there a re  H  hops from A  to B  on 
this path . Each hop consists k  parallel fibers. We consider networks where each connection 
requires a  full wavelength of bandw id th  an d  each fiber has A available wavelengths. W ith
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Figure 4.1: A physical model
wavelength-converters a t every node, th is  is a  conventional circuit-sw itched network. In 
th is case, the request between A  and B  is blocked only if one o f th e  H  hops is full. A hop 
is full when th e  k  parallel fibers in the  hop are full. A fiber is full when it is supporting A 
connections on different wavelengths.
W ithout w avelength-converters in any node, the connection m ust use the sam e wave­
length on each hop o f the path. Therefore, a  request can be successful on th is path  only 
if there exists a  free wavelength, i.e., a  w avelength which is unused on each of the H  hops. 
A wavelength unused on a  hop means a t  least one o f the k  parallel fibers is not using this 
wavelength.
Obviously a  network with wavelength converters is more flexible and  has a  smaller 
blocking probability. B arry and H um blet [11] developed an approx im ation  m odel to esti­
m ate the po ten tia l usefulness of w avelength converters in all-optical single fiber networks. 
T hey claimed th a t  wavelength converters can im prove perform ance rem arkably. In this 
section, we show th a t  m ultiple fibers can also im prove perform ance, b u t th e  added benefit 
value of incorporating  wavelength converters is not as significant as in single-fiber optical 
networks..
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4 .4 .2  A p p r o x im a t e  a n a ly s is
We present a  derivation of stochastic m odel o f blocking p robab ility  in m ultiple fiber n e t­
works. A fter deriv ing  these results independently , we discovered th a t a  similar derivation 
and results w ere reported  in [45]. In th is stochastic  model, we s ta r t  by making the s tan d a rd  
series-independent link assum ption in troduced  by Lee [48] and  commonly used in analysis 
of circuit-sw itched netw orks[ll, 43, 48]. In particu lar, we assum e th a t in steady s ta te , a 
request sees a  netw ork where a  w avelength is used on a  hop stochastically  independent of 
other hops an d  o th e r wavelengths. As m entioned in [11, 43], th is  model tends to  overes­
tim ate the blocking probability  in circu it sw itched networks, b u t it can correctly p red ic t 
some qualita tive  behaviors about the affect o f trends on blocking probability [11].
Let p be th e  probability  tha t a  wavelength is used on a  fiber. T hen  pA is the probability  
tha t a  fiber is full (all wavelengths are used). So, the p robab ility  th a t a  hop is full is 
(pA)k. p A k  is th e  average num ber of busy channels on a  hop. T h u s p  is also the m easure of 
wavelength usage on a  fiber.
If there  is a  w avelength converter in each node, then a  request from A  to B  is blocked if 
and only if a t  least one o f the H  hops is full. T he blocking probab ility  P(, can be expressed 
as:
Pb = l - ( l - p Ak) "
Given a  fixed blocking probability, we com pute the fiber achievable utilization p:
p = p = [  1 — (1 - P , ) 1/ " ] ! / ^ )
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W hen Pb is very sm all, we can  approxim ate the  fiber achievable u tiliza tion  as:
p ^ ( P b/ H ) l/{Ak),




case (k= l,H = 4) 
case (k= l,H = 8) 
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Figure 4.2: Fiber achievable utilization with wavelength changers
In F igure 4.2, we p lo t th e  fiber achievable u tilization as the function  of the num ber 
of w avelengths in  th e  fiber for Pb =  10~3, H  =  4 ,8 ,1 6 , and  fc =  1.2  respectively. Notice 
th a t the  affect o f  p a th  leng th  H  is very small, and  th a t m ultip le fibers can improve the  
fiber u tiliza tio n  w hen A is relatively small. As Ak  —> oo, the fiber achievable u tilization  
approaches one.
If th e re  is no w avelength converter in any node, then a  request from  A  to B  is blocked 
if and  only  if each w avelength is used k  times on a t least one hop. If  p  is the probability  
th a t a  w avelength is used on  a  fiber, the  blocking probability  Q b can be  expressed as:
Q 6 =  [1 -  (1 - p k)H]A
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Now. let q be the fiber achievable u tilization  for a  given blocking probability Qb, we have:
q =  [1 -  (1 -  Q \ IK) ll H]xf k =  [-1  ln (l -  Q l /A)}l/k
w here the  approxim ation is valid for large H  and Q ^ A not too close to one. This uses the
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Figure 4.3: Fiber achievable utilization without wavelength changers
In F igure 4.3, we plot the fiber achievable utilization q as a  function of the num ber of 
w avelengths in a fiber A. We use a  fixed blocking probability  Qb =  10- 3 , different hop 
lengths H  =  4 ,8 ,16 , and different num ber o f fibers in each hop k  =  1,2. Both param eters 
H  and  k  affect the fiber u tilization significantly. Few hops and  more fibers result high fiber 
u tilization . Also the fiber u tilization  q approaches one as A k  —> oc, bu t much slower than  
w ith wavelength converter case.
In [11], th e  authors considered th e  benefit of wavelength converters. In m ultifiber cases, 
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probab ility  (Pb = Qb) is com puted  as:
G = p =  [i -  ( i  - Pb)'/"V"* ^  m  =
9 [1 -  (1 -  P 6l/A )i/* ] i/*  ~  V -  ln ( l  -  P fc1/A) )
where G s is the  wavelength gain  in single fiber netw ork. T he approxim ation is valid for
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F ig u re  4.4: The gain of wavelength changers
From  figure 4.4, we can see th a t the  gain in add ing  wavelength converters is sm all when 
we use dual fibers in com parison w ith  a  single fiber. T h is  suggests th a t w ith m ultip le  fibers 
in the network, we should use fewer wavelength converters.
Because the same w avelength exists in parallel fibers of a  link, m ulti-fiber o p tica l ne t­
works provide more flexibility for wavelength assignm ent. O ur simple stochastic  model 
represents th is idea and  shows th a t  m ultifiber model has a  lower blocking probab ility  th an  
single-fiber model under the sam e link load assum ption . T he benefit of w avelength con­
version is reduced by th e  in troduction  of m ultiple fibers on each link. However, blocking
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probability  is an  index o f  stochastic process. Som etim es, we want to  know the  determ inistic  
results. D uring the following sections, we will dea l w ith  the worst case analysis of m ultifiber 
op tical networks.
4.5 Dual-fiber Star Networks (0/(3/dual — s ta r /  minA)
It is known th a t W AP is N P-com plete for single-fiber undirected s ta r  networks [68]. In­
terestingly, as we show next, the  dual-fiber version adm its an op tim al polynom ial-tim e 
algorithm . This result is used la ter in the section to  solve the assignm ent problem  when 
p a th  lengths are restric ted .
To proceed, we first (for th e  proof) assign directions to all the request paths. If the 
p a th s  along each link are  d irec ted  such th a t exac tly  half traverse the  link in one direction 
and  the o ther half traverse th e  link in the opposite  direction, then  we call the  directed pa th  
set a balanced set o f  directions [69]. Then the following result was shown in [69].
L e m m a  4 .1  [69] Consider an undirected tree network T  with L even. Every uniform path 
set I  with load L  may have its paths directed such that it has a balanced set o f directions.
P ro o f :  For reader convenience, we outline th e  m ain steps in the  proof. From th e  tree 
T (V .  E)  and pa th  set / ,  we can  construct a  und irec ted  multi-edge graph G(V, E ') .  such th a t 
Vi>i,V2 £ V ,{vu v 2) E E '  if and  only if (vi,V 2 ) E I .  Consider v E V  in tree  T  and suppose 
v has x  edges. T hen  th e  x  edges have to tal load x L .  Let n i be the  num ber o f pa th s  th a t 
te rm inate  a t v  and  n 2  be th e  num ber of paths th a t  pass through v. T h en  n i 4- 2ri2 =  xL .  
Since L is even, n \  is even. T h is  means th a t each node in G (V , E')  has an  even num ber 
o f incident edges. T herefore an  Euler tour can b e  constructed in G (V ,E ') .  Along th e  (di­
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rected) E uler tou r, we d irect all paths. T he d irected  p a th  se t is a  balanced set o f directions.
■
T h e o r e m  4 .1  In  a dual-fiber star network, any path set I  with load L  can be assigned with 
optimal \L /2 \  wavelengths in each fiber.
P r o o f :  W ith o u t loss o f generality, we assum e th a t I  is a  uniform p a th  set (otherw ise, 
we can  add  one-hop pa th s  such th a t I  satisfies th is condition). F irst consider the  case 
L  =  2x, x  an  integer. According to  lem m a 4.1, the  p a th s  (connections) in /  can be  assigned 
d irections to  create  balanced set of directions. In a  d irec ted  s ta r  network w ith  load x, x 
w avelengths a re  sufficient to  assign these directed p a th s. R etu rn ing  to  the dual-fiber s ta r 
and  th e  balanced set o f directions, we see th a t each fiber requires only x  wavelengths in 
each fiber. In  general, { L / i ]  wavelengths per fiber are sufficient. ■
T h e  above resu lt, while appearing  counter-intuitive, ac tua lly  has a plausible explanation . 
We know th a t W AP is optim ally solvable for d irected  s ta r  networks in which each edge 
represents two sep ara te  fibers (one for each direction). T hus, a  dual-fiber und irected  s ta r 
netw ork is really a  “so rt-o F  directed s ta r  network and  therefore it is reasonable to  expect 
an  op tim al so lution for the  dual-fiber case.
O u r next resu lt for s ta r  networks concerns the  special case when connection lengths are 
restric ted . In [41], th e  wavelength assignm ent problem  for a rb itra ry  networks w ith  p a th s  of 
length  a t m ost two was shown to be N P-com plete assum ing th a t each link only has a  single 
fiber. However, for dual-fiber optical networks, the  sam e problem  becomes polynom ial
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solvable. T h is is because any arb itra ry  network with paths o f length a t m ost 2 can be
transform ed in to  a  s ta r  network w ith the  sam e load. This transform ation  is described next.
Given any a rb itra ry  network G  =  (V , E ), we construct a  s ta r network G s =  (KJU{s}, E s) 
w ith s as the  root and each v £ Vs as a  leaf. Next, each link e in G  is represented by a  
d istinct vertex ve £  Vs in G s. Thus, \ VS\ = \E\. For any request set I  in G  w ith path-lengths 
at m ost 2, we construct a  request set / '  for G s, such th a t V(s, t) £  I ,  if the path  of (s ,t)  
traverses only one link, for example e €  E ,  we add  one pa th  (connection) (ve,s)  to I'; if 
the pa th  of (s, t) traverses two links, for exam ple e i ,e 2 £  E,  we add  one path  (connection) 
(vCl,v e2) to  / ' .  T hen  the  load in G  is equal to  the load in Gs, i.e., L(G)  =  L(G'). The 
wavelength assignm ent for / '  on G s can be translated  to a wavelength assignment for /  
on G  in a straightforw ard  way because wavelengths are assigned to the same path  in the 
two instances. In  dual-fiber s ta r networks, we have seen th a t the  wavelength assignment 
problem can be solved optim ally  and thus, we have following corollary:
C o ro lla ry  4 .1  For any path set I  with load L  on an arbitrary dual-fiber network, i f  the path
length is at most 2, then the connections can be assigned optimally with \ L f  2] wavelengths 
per fiber.
It is straightforw ard  to extend these results to  fc-fiber optical networks. If k  is even, we 
have following corollary:
C o ro lla ry  4 .2  For any k-fiber star network and k  even, any path set I  with load L can be 
assigned optimally with \L/k~\ wavelengths in each fiber.
C o ro lla ry  4 .3  For any path set I  with load L  on a k-fiber network o f  arbitrary topology 
and k  even, i f  the path length is at most 2 , the connections can be assigned optimally with
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4.6 M ultifiber Ring Networks (0/(3/m u l t i  — r in g /  minA)
4 .6 .1  D u a l  f ib e r s
4 .6 .1 .1  C o m p le x ity
The w avelength assignm ent problem  in ring  networks is closely related to  the problem  of 
coloring circu lar-arc  graphs, which has been  shown to be N P-com plete [28]. However, for 
dual-fiber ring  networks, it is not im m ediately  clear w hether th e  com plexity is the  same since 
there is added  flexibility in selecting fibers. Nevertheless, we now show th a t the dual-fiber 
version o f th e  assignm ent problem  is also NP-com plete.
As w ith  th e  single-fiber version, th e  arc-coloring problem  is used in the  reduction a l­
though th e  deta ils  are different. An instance of arc-coloring is given by a  family P  =  
{ A i . A 2 , .... A n } o f circular arcs and  a  positive integer K .  E ach arc A t E P  is described 
by a  pair (a ,, bi) w ith  ai,bi E { l , . . . ,m } . We call a* and  bi th e  endpoin ts of arc Ai. Points 
located consecutively in anti-clockwise o rd e r around a  circle a re  labeled {1, ...,m }.
T he span  sp(A ,) of arc Ai is the set {o i+ 1 , d j+ 2 , ..., 6,} if a , <  bi and  { a , - f l , ..., m , 1 ,..., bi} 
if a t > bi. Tw o arcs A t and  A j  in tersect if sp (A i)  Cisp(Aj)  ^  0. It is N P-com plete to decide 
w hether th e  arcs in  P  can be colored w ith  K  colors such th a t  arcs w ith  th e  same color do 
not intersect [28].
Note th a t we can  assume w ithou t loss o f  generality th a t m  <  2n, K  < n, and each 
num ber i E {1,..., m} is contained in th e  sp an  o f exactly K  arcs, otherw ise, new arcs of the  
form ( i , i  1) o r (m , 1) can be in troduced  w ithou t changing th e  /C-colorability.
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Now consider the dual-fiber ring  network. T h e  idea is to view an instance /  o f the  
arc-coloring problem  as a  request set in single fiber networks and  then  transform  it into a  
request se t / '  in dual-fiber ring networks, such th a t  I  is if-co lorable  if and only if I '  ran  be 
assigned wavelengths in each fiber w ith  the K  available wavelengths.
Case 1: case 2: case 3:
m m m
^  d; m/2+m/2 di m/2+J m/2 d; m/2+
mm C;
I’
m/2 di m/2+j m/2 dj m/2+1
F igu re  4.5: The transformation of /  to I'.
In o rd e r to  transform  I  into / ' ,  we introduce 2 K  new points on the circle, K  points 
between \rn /2 J and [ m / 2J -1- 1 an d  K  points betw een m  and 1. We label the new points 
between m  and  1 by c j , C2 , c k  and  the new po in ts between \rn /2J and \t ti/2\ +  1 by 
d \ , d2: -m d/c- By our assum ption , there are exactly  K  arcs spanning point 1.
For each B x =  (a t , 6,), we identify three possible cases and  we replace the arc w ith three
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new axes depending on the  different cases (see F igure 4.5):
•  C ase ai > b{ > [m /2J: rep lace Bi w ith B f  =  [ a i ,d i ) ,B f  =  (d i ,C i) ,B f  =  (Ci,bi).
•  Case: a , >  [m /2 j >  b^  replace B x w ith B f  =  (a i , d i ) , B f  = (d i,C i) ,B f  =  (c,, 6,).
•  Case [m /2 j > a* >  bx. replace B, with B \  =  (a i ,C i) ,B f  =  (C i,d i) ,B f  =  (dj,6t ).
Because B x spans point 1, th e re  are no other cases to  consider. O th e r arcs th a t do not span  
point 1 a re  copied to instance V  w ithout modification.
From  th e  construction, each  o f the  new points is an  endpoin t of exactly two arcs. In 
I ' , each po in t is contained in th e  span  of exactly 2 K  arcs, because each B, adds one more 
arc in the  span  of each po in t an d  there are K  such arcs. Each p a ir of arcs th a t share a 
new po in t as an  end point m u st necessarily be assigned the  sam e color in any proper K -  
w avelength assignm ent for th e  new family o f arcs because they intersect the same 2K  — 1 
o ther axes. For exam ple, consider po in t c*. Suppose th a t  c, is a  com m on end point o f bo th  
B f  a n d  B f .  T hen  Cj can no t b e  any other arc’s end po in t according to  our construction. 
However, Ci g  s p (B f) .  T hen  th e re  exist other 2K  — 1 arcs th a t pass through point c,, which 
m eans B f  and  B f  in tersect w ith  these 2K  — 1 arcs. So, the  arcs B f ,  B f  m ust have th e  sam e 
w avelength. By the sam e reason, B f ,  B f  must have th e  sam e w avelength. So, the  new three 
arcs B f , B f ,  B f  for each i m ust share the same wavelength.
Now, if I  is -colorable, I '  can be assigned using K  wavelengths in each fiber in a  
dual-fiber ring  network. O n th e  o ther hand, if I '  can  be assigned by K  wavelengths per 
fiber in a  dual-fiber ring netw ork, we can replace back each group o f three new arcs by th e  
original arc  th a t was removed an d , using the same w avelength, get a  K -color assignm ent
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for I .  Finally, noting th a t the problem of AT-color assignm ent for I  is in the  class NP, we 
get the  following result.
T h e o re m  4 .2  The wavelength assignment problem in dual-fiber ring networks is NP-complete.
4 .6 .1 .2  A n  u p p e r  b o u n d
For single-fiber ring networks, we are aware of only one upper bound on num ber of wave­
lengths required: 2L — I [68]. As m entioned earlier, th is upper bound loosely translates 
to  L  wavelengths per fiber if two fibers are used in parallel. However, we now show that 
the ability  to switch between fibers allows the bound to  be decreased to f3 /4  • L — 1/2] 
wavelengths per fiber.
L e m m a  4 .2  For any request set I  with load L in a ring network. I  can be partitioned into 
three parts: / i , / 2 , / 3 , such that the loads o f  I \ ,  I 2 , I 3  are at most L /2 .  1, L /2  respectively.
P ro o f :  W ithout loss of generality, we assum e I  is a  uniform  request set. Pick an  arc Aq 
and  let p be the counterclockwise endpoint o f Ao- M oving clockwise around th e  circle, let 
A 1 be the  the arc th a t passes through p for the [ L /2J-th  tim e. Then, 7j is assigned all the 
arcs before A \ ,  I 2  includes arc Ai only, and  I3  is assigned all the rem aining arcs. Obvi­
ously, I i ,  I 2 , 1 3  form a  partition  of / ,  and the loads o f / t , I 2 , h  are a t most \_L/2J, 1, [L/2] 
respectively. I
Next, observe th a t in dual-fiber networks, any request set with load a t m ost 2 needs just 
one wavelength. We will use this observation as the  base case in a  decom position argument 
below.
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T h eo rem  4 .3  In a dual-fiber ring network, any request set with load L  can be assigned 
with [3 /4  - L — 1/2] wavelengths per fiber.
P ro o f :  Let T (L )  be th e  to ta l num ber o f w avelengths required (counting wavelengths th a t 
are reused in bo th  fibers) in dual-fiber ring  netw orks for a  path  set w ith load L. According 
to the  above lem m a, we have
T (L )  < T { |L /2 J ) +  1 +  T ( [ L /2 ] )
because the request set can  be partitioned  as shown. Here, the initial condition  is T(2) =  2 
and T ( l )  =  1. Solving [22], we get T (L )  <  [3 /2  • L  — 1], This bound applies to the to­
tal num ber of w avelengths over both  fibers. D ividing by two provides the  per-fiber bound. ■
For the  wavelength assignm ent problem  in single-fiber ring networks, a  s ta tic  scenario is 
given in [34] th a t  proves th a t  the  known u p p e r bound  o f 2 L  — 1 is optim al w hen th e  num ber 
of nodes is large enough. (Note th a t an  exam ple for th e  arc-coloring problem  is given in 
[77]). In th is chap ter, we present a  s im ilar scenario an d  show th a t our u p p er bound for 
dual-fiber ring is also tig h t when the num ber o f nodes is large enough.
T h eo rem  4 .4  Given a dual-fiber ring with N  >  3 /2 L  nodes, there exist connection sets 
that require W =  [3 /2 L  — 1] wavelengths overall.
P ro o f :  For convenience, we will devise an  in stance  in which L  is divisible by 2 and N  is 
divisible by 3. T he p a th  requests are d iv ided  in to  four groups: A  =  (ao, .., a / ,/2- 2 } ^  =  
{60 ,..., bL/2- 2 },C = {co, ... ,c / ,/2_2},X> =  {do,<fi}- T h e  nodes of the ring netw ork are num­
bered s ta rtin g  a t  an  a rb itra ry  node 0, proceeding clockwise up to node N  — 1. We define
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for i =  0 , L/2. — 2 ,a, =  (i, 2 /3 .V +  *),&* =  (2/37V +  t, 1/3JV +  i) ,c , =  (l/3JV  +  t\* +  l ) ,  and 
do =  (1/3AT — 1 ,1 ) ,d\ =  (1 ,0). All these pa th s  a re  clockwise (the d irection  from the  first 
endpoint to the  second is clockwise). I t is easy to  verify th a t the m axim al load is L. All 
paths in group A  overlap on b o th  links [1/3AT — 1, 1/3AT] and [2 /3N  — 1 .2 /3 N]. Similarly, 
all paths in g roup B overlap on b o th  links [0,1] and  [1/3N  — 1 ,1/3N ]; all paths in group 
C overlap on b o th  links ]2/3N  — \ , 2 /3 N ]  and  [0, 1]: both do and di overlap all these three 
links. So, any two p a th s  need 2 w avelengths (counting reuse of a  w avelength across the  two 
fibers). In add ition , we consider any  th ree  pa th s  x , y, z.  If x, y, z  come from three different 
groups, the  sum  o f path-lengths o f x , y. z  is g reater than  2N .  This m eans x, y, z  need three 
wavelengths overall (counting re-use o f a  wavelength across the  two fibers). If x ,y , z  come 
from a t m ost two o f the four groups, they  m ust share a t least one com m on link. This m eans 
x ,y , z  need th ree  wavelengths also. Totally, we have 3 (L /2  — 1) +  2 =  3 /2 L  — 1 paths and 
each needs a  different wavelength overall. D ividing by 2 results in our tig h t bound. ■
4 .6 .1 .3  C o v e r in g  re s tr ic tio n
W hen the  p a th  se ts  are  such th a t only shortest pa th s  are used, the  bound for the single-fiber 
version rem ains th e  sam e, 2L  — 1 wavelengths. However, in dual-fiber ring networks, we 
now provide a  sh a rp e r per-fiber bound: 2 L /3  wavelengths.
We say a  set o f paths p i , . . . ,p n covers the ring R  if and only if Vx €  R, 3e >  0 , i  6 
{1...., n}, such th a t  p a th  (x — c, x +  c) C p,-
L em m a  4 .3  In a dual-fiber ring network  [2L /3] wavelengths per fiber are sufficient to 
assign a connection request set with load L  in which no two paths cover the whole ring.
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P ro o f : As in subsection 4.5, we assum e, w ithout loss of generality, th a t the connection set 
is uniform. We prove our resu lt by induction on L. F irst, consider L  =  2. Here, wavelength 
0 in each fiber can be used to  assign the  paths. Next, for the  induction hypothesis, we 
assume th a t when L < r, [2L /3 ] wavelengths per fiber are  sufficient. We wish to  prove 
th a t when L  = r , our result is s till true.
We will use X  to  denote one fiber and  Y  to denote the o ther. Colors (wavelengths) will 
be denoted by integers s ta r tin g  w ith  0. Pick any connection p a th , call it A q  and  color it 
X (0) (i.e., color 0 on fiber A-). Let p  be the counterclockwise end  o f A q .  N o w , m oving in 
the clockwise direction, identify  successive non-overlapping arcs a fte r the clockwise end of 
A q .  Go around until an arc  crosses p  o r ends a t p. Call th is arc A \ .  If A\ ends a t p color 
it -AT(O) otherw ise use X (0) for A \  un til p and  switch to 1^(0) (no change in wavelength) 
a t p.  This com pletes one round . Continue for one more round in the clockwise d irection, 
coloring arcs w ith Y (0) un til we reach the last arc to s ta r t from or overlap p  in th is round. 
After this we use A ( l)  s ta r tin g  from the last arc onwards. C all th is arc A i  an d  let its 
counterclockwise end be q. A t th is tim e we will have com pleted two rounds of th e  circle. 
Continue identifying arcs in th e  clockwise direction using color A '(l)  until q is reached and 
switch to T ( l )  a t po in t q. I f  p  has been passed, stop; else continue w ith T ( l)  un til p  has 
been passed or a  p a th  ends a t  p. A t th is time, we will have circum scribed the circle three 
times.
Note th a t the last “ro u n d ” is possible because of the assum ption  th a t no two paths 
cover the whole ring. To see why, label the last arc in the th ird  round (the one th a t passes 
or ends a t p) by the label A \ . Now, th e  last round would not necessarily be possible if A 4  
overlapped the point q (since A 4  is assigned K (l)) . B ut if it d id, th en  we have the  following
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situation: A% spans the range (q,p) and  A \  spans (p, q) and  therefore together they would 
cover the ring -  a  contradiction.
Let Ii  denote the all p a th s  colored sta rtin g  w ith Aq and  stopping a t A 2  above. Let 
I2  — I  — I\-  T hen I  = I \  U I 2 , I \  n  I 2  =  0- It is easy to see th a t L(12) <  L(I)  — 3 =  r  — 3 
since we have covered the ring  th ree  tim es. By the induction hypothesis, the pa th  set I 2  can 
be assigned by using [2L (/2 )/3 ] <  [2 L (/) /3 ]  — 2 wavelengths on each fiber. But we have 
used only two wavelengths for the  the paths in I \ .  Hence, th e  p a th  set /  can be assigned 
by using [2L/31 — 2 +  2 =  [2L /3 ] wavelengths in each fiber. I
C o ro lla ry  4 .4  In a dual-fiber ring network with shortest-path routing, [2L/3] wavelengths 
per fiber are sufficient to assign a connection request set with load L.
P ro o f : In a  ring network w ith  shortest p a th  routing, no two p a th s  cover the whole ring. I
We now generalize the above upper bound in two ways: by considering the num ber of 
paths th a t form the restric tion  (no c paths cover the ring) an d  by considering the num ber 
of fibers. B oth results end up  generalizing Tucker’s result [77] for th ree arcs. The dual-fiber 
generalization is presented next whereas the bound for general k  fibers is presented later.
T h eo rem  4 .5  In a dual-fiber ring network, i f  no c paths cover the whole cycle, then \c /{ 2 c — 
1) • L~\ wavelengths per fiber are sufficient, where L  is the connection load.
P ro o f : We prove this theorem  by induction on c. We know th a t when c = 2, the resu lt 
is true from lem m a 4.3. Suppose it is tru e  for any c <  m, m  > 2, we will prove th a t this 
theorem is true  for c =  m.
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W hen L  < 2m  — 1, we consider two cases:
•  Case 1: L  =  2k. Here, 2k  <  2m  — 1, and  thus k  < m .  By assum ption, we only need 
\k { { 2 k — 1)-2fc"l =  fc4-l w avelengths each fiber, w hich happens to  be [m /(2 m —l)-2fc] =  
k  4- 1.
•  Case 2: L  = 2k  4- 1. Here, 2k  4- 1 <  2m — 1, and  th u s  k  4- 1 < m. By assum ption , we 
only need f(fc 4- l ) / ( 2 k  4- 1) • L~\ = k  4- 1 w avelengths each fiber, which happens to  be 
fm /(2 m  — 1) • {2 k  4-1)] =  A: 4- 1 -
This m eans th a t  if L < 2m  — 1. the  result holds.
Next, we assum e th a t  L  <  r  is true , and we show th a t  th e  result holds for L  = r, w here 
r  >  2m — 1.
We use th e  following idea in proving the dual-fiber case (A sim ilar idea is used in Tucker's 
proof [77]). P ick a po in t p, such th a t S p, the set o f arcs con tain ing  p, has size r .  Let A i be 
the arc in S p th a t ex tends th e  shortest length on the  counterclockwise side o f p. S ta rtin g  
w ith  A i ,  we move clockwise d irection and  round the circle indexing the arcs A i, A 2 , .. .,  using 
the  rule: if A, is the arc  previously indexed, then  At+ i is th e  first unindexed arc to  begin 
after the  end  o f Ai. If  th e re  are m ultiple such arcs, pick one randomly. As before, let A bl
be the second arc  to overlap the counterclockwise end of A i; let Abl+1 be the  second arc to
overlap the  counterclockw ise end of Ab,,r =  l , . . . ,m  — 2. Finally, if Abm_, does no t pass p, 
let Abm be th e  second round  arc to  pass point p. If  A bjn_x does pass point p. let Abm be the  
arc passing po in t p next tim e.
Let /bm =  /  — {A i, A 2 , A b m }• T hen L ( Ibm) <  L { I)  — (2m — 1). By th e  induction 
hypothesis, / 6m can be colored by [m /(2 m  -  1) • L {Ibrn)] wavelengths. We need to  prove
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th a t A t , ..., Abm can be  colored by m  colors. We claim  th a t  A(tm_ l and A bm can  not overlap, 
otherw ise A ^ , Ab2 , ..., Abm will cover the  whole cycle. T hen , we can assign color 0 to paths 
before A bl and assign color t to  pa th s  from A ^  to  Abi+l- i ,  here i =  1, . .. ,m  — 2. Because 
Abm_l and Abm do not overlap, we can assign color m  — 1 to  the paths between these two 
arcs, including these two arcs. T hus A y , ..., Abm can be colored by m  colors. Hence, /  can be 
colored by m  +  fm /(2 m — 1) - L ( I b k Y\ <  m  +  I’m /(2 m  — 1) - ( L  — (2m — 1))] =  f m / ( 2 m -  1) -L ]  
colors. ■
Using this theorem , we generalize the  earlier result on path -leng th  restric ted  connection 
sets to the case when p a th -leng ths axe a t most m.
C o ro l la ry  4.5 In a dual-fiber ring network, i f  all connection paths have path-length at most 
rn: Uopt < \ n / m ] L / ( 2 [ n / m ] — 1)] fo r  each fiber.
P ro o f :  The result follows from  th e  sim ple observation th a t  no fn / m } paths cover the whole 
ring. I
4 .6 .2  /c-fibers r in g  n e tw o r k s
In this section, we consider ring  networks in which each link has k, (k > 1) fibers. We show 
th a t all our results for dual-fiber ring networks can be extended to  fc-fiber ring networks 
although the proofs are  m ore involved.
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4 .6 .2 .1  C o m p le x i ty
In subsection 4.6.1, we proved th a t the w avelength assignm ent problem  in dual-fiber ring 
networks is N P-com plete by reducing from th e  problem  of coloring circu lar-arc graphs. In 
this section, we use th e  sam e technique to  prove th a t for any fc-fiber ring  networks (fc 
arb itra ry ), the wavelength assignm ent problem  is still NP-complete.
We use the sam e instance I ,  K  of an  arc-coloring problem  and  the  sam e assum ptions as 
in subsection 4.6.1. T h e  difference here is th a t  we view the  instance I  o f the  arc-coloring 
problem  as a  request set in single fiber networks and  then  transform  it in to  a  request set 
I "  for a  fc-fiber ring network, such th a t I  is /^-colorable if and  only if / "  can  be assigned 
w ith K  wavelengths in each fiber.
G eneralizing the  idea used earlier, we transform  I  into I" ,  by in troducing  2(fc — 1 )K  new 
points on the  circle, (fc — 1 ) #  points between [m /2J and  |m /2 j  4- 1 and  (fc — 1 ) K  points be­
tween m  and  1. We label the  new points betw een m  and  1 by c}, c^ ,..., c lK , ..., c*_ l , c£-1 , ..., c £ r l 
and the new points betw een \ t t i / 2 \  and |_m /2j4-l by d \ ,d \ ,  . . . ,d lK ,..., d*~l , d£- 1 , .... d^T1. By 
our assum ption, the re  are  exactly  K  arcs B i , ..., B k  spanning point 1. For each Bi  =  (a,, &,), 
there are three possible cases to  consider (as we d id  earlier). In each case, we replace arc 
B l w ith 2(fc — 1) +  1 new arcs depending on th e  case:
• C asea , > bi > [_m/2J: replace Bi w ith  B-  =  (at , d)), B f  — (d\ , c 1), B? =  (c} ,d f) ,  B f  = 
(d ? ,c 2 ) ,...,B t2(*- l )  =  ( d f - l , c f - ‘),J3t2(<:_1)+1 = ( c ^ ~ \ b t ).
• Case di >  |m / 2J >  V- replace Bi w ith  B \  =  (di ,d j ) ,  B f  =  (d j ,c j) ,  B f  =  { c \ ,d f )B f  =  
( d ? ,^ ) , . . . , f l ? (fc- l) =  ( d f - l ,c * - l ) ,B ? (fc- l)+l =  (c f_1,6,).
•  Case |m / 2J >  a , >  bt: replace B t w ith  B f  = (at ,c}), B f  =  (c), dtl ), B f  =  {d } ,c f)B f =
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Because Bi  spans point 1, there  are  no o ther cases to  consider. O ther arcs th a t do not 
span point 1 jure copied to instance I "  w ithou t modification. T hen  each of the new points 
is an endpoint o f exactly two arcs. In th e  instance /" ,  each point is contained in the span 
of exactly k K  arcs, because each B t adds k  — 1 more arcs in the  span  of each point and  
there are K  such arcs. By the sam e reasoning as in subsection 4.6.1, I  is /f-colorable if and  
only if I"  can be assigned by K  w avelengths in each fiber for the  fc-fiber ring network. In 
this way, we have shown th a t the w avelength assignment problem  for general fc-fiber ring 
networks is still NP-complete. ■
4 .6 .2 .2  A n  u p p e r  b ou n d
We now generalize th e  upper bound for dual-fiber rings (and, for th a t m atter, single-fiber 
rings) to the general case of fc-fiber rings. We show th a t f(fc +  l)/fc ■ L  — 1] wavelengths 
overall, or approxim ately  (fc +  1 ) L / k 2  wavelengths per fiber are sufficient. Furtherm ore, 
generalizing the  instance used to  show tigh tness of the bound  for dual-fiber rings, we show 
tha t the bound  below is tight. Following these results, we consider path-length  and covering 
restrictions described earlier.
T h e o re m  4 .6  I f  a ring network has k-fibers in each link, then fo r  any request set with load 
L , total of \ (k  + 1 ) / k - L  — 1] wavelengths over all k  fibers are sufficient to assign the request 
set.
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P ro o f :  We use th e  same idea as in dual-fiber ring netw orks. Let T/t(L) be the  to ta l num ber 
of wavelengths required overall (counting re-used w avelengths over all fc fibers) in fc-fiber 
ring networks for a  load-L request set. Then, we have
Tk (L)  <  T * (|L /2 J) +  l + T k ([L /2 ] )
w ith in itia l condition  Tfc(z) =  i , i  =  1 ,...,fc . Solving [22], w eg e tT * (L ) <  f(fc-M )/fc-L— 1]. ■
Note th a t  th is  bound generalizes several previous bou n d s for rings; for exam ple, tak in g  
fc =  1 gives th e  single-fiber bound and  fc =  2 gives th e  dual-fiber bound: if fc =  L.  th e  b o u n d  
is L , which m eans only one wavelength per fiber is requ ired , as we would expect.
Next, we co n stru c t a  connection request set to  show  th a t  th e  upper bound is tight.
T h e o re m  4 .7  Given a general k-fiber ring with N  > (k  +  1 )/fc • L  nodes, there exist con­
nection requirement instances that require W  =  f(fc -f- l) /fc  - L  — 1] wavelengths over all k  
fibers.
P ro o f :  In th e  instance we create, L  is divisible by fc a n d  N  is divisible by fc -f- 1. T he  con­
nection requests a re  divided into fc +  2 groups: .4° =  {<Zq, ..., a°L^t _2}: A 1 — {no - •••; a L /k - 2 }- 
... A k =  {oq, ---, a £,/fc_2 }> B  =  (bo, bi, ■■■• b k - i}- T h e  nodes o f the  ring network are num ­
bered s ta r tin g  a t  an  arb itrary  node 0, proceeding clockwise up to  node N  — 1. We de­
fine for i =  0 ,.. .,L /fc  — 2,a° =  [i,fc/(fc +  1)7V -f- *],a,- =  [ l / ( ^  +  1 )N  + i, 1 +  i], and  
for j  =  2, ...,fc, i  =  0, ...,L /fc — 2 ,a j  =  |j / ( k  -H l)iV  +  i , ( j  — 1 ) / (fc +  l ) N  +  z]; N ext, let 
6, =  [l/(fc +  l ) N ,  0 ] ,i =  0, . . . , fc — 1. All these paths ro u te  along clockwise direction. Let Ao 
be the link [TV — 1,0] and A, be th e  link [i/(fc +  1 ) N  — 1, i/(fc -I- 1)N] where i =  1 ,..., fc. We
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define A  =  {Ai : i  =  0 ,...,/:} . I t is easy to  verify th a t th e  m axim al load is L. All p a th s
in g roup  A i  overlap on all links o f A  — Ai. P aths in group  B  overlap on all links o f A. 
So, any  fc 4- 1 p a th s  from k  or fewer groups a t least overlap one link of A  and should use 
k  + 1 w avelengths (counting re-use wavelengths on different fibers). If k  +  1 paths are from 
k  +  1 g roups, the  to ta l path-length  o f the k  +  1 pa th s is g rea ter than  k N  and should use 
k  + I w avelengths overall. So, in th is  p a th  set, each w avelength only can support k  pa ths. 
Totally, we have (k  +  1 ) ( L /k  — 1) +  fc =  (k + l ) / k - L  — 1 p a th s. T his shows our upper bound  
in fc-fiber ring  networks is tight w hen th e  num ber o f nodes is large enough. ■
N ext, we consider path-length  restric tions on connection sets for fc-fiber ring networks.
Note th a t ,  trivially, for any pa th  se t I  w ith  load L < fc, one wavelength is sufficient.
T h e o r e m  4 .8  Consider a ring network o f each link with fc, fc >  1, fibers. For any path set 
I  with load L, i f  no 2 paths cover the whole ring, then, [2/(2fc — 1) ■ L] wavelengths per fiber 
are sufficient.
P ro o f :  W hen fc <  L  < 2k  — 1, we can  separate  I  into two p a rts  I \ , l 2 , such th a t I\C\ I 2  =  
0, I\ U I 2  =  I ,  an d  L ( I i ) <  fc, L ( I 2 ) <  k.  Therefore, we can  assign I \  w ith wavelength 1, I 2  
w ith w avelength 2. T hus, in this case, we only need [2/(2fc — 1) • L] = 2  wavelengths.
Now, we assum e th e  result holds for L  <  r, where r  >  2fc — 1. We will prove th a t it 
holds for L  = r.
W ith o u t loss of generality, we assum e th a t I  is a  uniform  p a th  set (otherwise, we can 
add one-hop pa th s  to  make it so). Pick any arc and  label it Ao, and  its counter clockwise 
endpo in t p. Along th e  clockwise d irection , label all pa th s  A \ ,  A 2,... by the rule: A,+[ im ­
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m ediately  follows A,. Because th e  p a th  se t is uniform, At+i im m ediately follows A ,. We 
label th e  arc passing through p  for th e  k - th  tim e or s ta rtin g  from point p  as A bl, and  label 
the  arc  passing through p for the (2k  — l ) - th  tim e or ending a t  point p as A b2. We define 
h 2 — I  ~  M o i - -  Ab2 }, then L ( I b2) <  L  — (2k — 1). By assum ption, I b 2  can be assigned 
w ith  [ 2 / (2k — 1) • L(Ib2)1 <  \2 /(2k  — 1) • (L  — (2k — 1))] =  [2 / (2k — 1) • L~\ — 2 wavelengths. 
Now, we w ant to prove th a t A o ,—, A b 2  can  be assigned w ith 2 wavelengths in each fiber. 
A0, —,A b ,_ i can be assigned by w avelength 1, and  Ibub2 =  M & n - c a n  be  assigned 
w avelength 2, because L(Iblib2) < L  as long as A bl and  A b 2  do not cover the  w hole cycle. 
T hus, p u ttin g  these facts together, we need a t  most \ 2 / ( 2 m - l ) - L \  wavelengths p e r  fiber. I
T h e  above theorem  can be extended to  th e  general case in which no c p a th s  cover the 
whole ring.
Theorem 4.9 Consider a ring network o f  each link with k, k  > 1 fibers. For any path set 
I  with load L, i f  no c paths cover the whole ring, then \c /(k c  — 1) • L] wavelengths per fiber 
are sufficient.
P ro o f :  We use proof by induction on p aram eter c. F irst, we show th a t when L  < kc  — 1, 
the theorem  is true.
•  If L  <  k  — 1, we can use one wavelength in each fiber to  assign the  p a th  se t I ,  which 
m eans th e  result holds for this case.
•  If (i  — l)fc <  L  <  i k  — l , i  =  2 ,... ,c , th en  no i paths cover the  whole ring by assum ption , 
and  thus we only need \ i / ( i k  — 1) - L \  =  i wavelengths for each fiber to  color th e  path  
se t / ,  which is the  value of \c /(ck  -  1) • L] =  i. So, the  theorem  is tru e  in th is  case.
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Now, we assum e th a t the resu lt is tru e  for L < r ,  where r  >  kc — 1; we w ant to  prove 
th a t it holds for L = r.
W ithou t loss o f generality, we assum e th a t I  is a  uniform  p a th  set. Pick any  arc  and  
label it as Ao, and  its counter clockwise endpoint as p. As in the dual-fiber version, along 
the clockwise direction, we label all pa th s  as Ai by the rule: A l+\ im mediately follows A t . 
We label the  arc passing th rough o r s ta rtin g  from point p  for the £-th time as A (>1, the arc 
passing th rough  or s tarting  from th e  s ta r t point of At,, k - th  tim e as Ab2. In general, we label 
the arc passing through or s ta rtin g  from the sta rting  point of A j,t for the fc-th tim e as At,t+1, 
where i =  1 ..... c — 2. We label th e  arc passing through or ending a t point p  for th e  kc  — 1-th 
time as A ^ .  Define Ibc = I  — {Ao, Abc }, then L(Ibc) <  L  — (ck — 1). By assum ption , Ibc 
can be assigned w ith  \c /(ck  — 1) • L {Ibc) 1 <  \c /(ck  — 1) • (L — (ck — 1))] =  \c /(ck  — 1) - L] — c 
wavelengths. Now, we want to  prove th a t A o ,.... Abc can be assigned by c wavelengths in 
each fiber. A0, ..., A ^ - i  can be assigned by wavelength 1, and  A*,, . . .A ^ j - !  can be assigned 
by w avelength i +  1, where i =  1, ... ,c  — 2. And Ibc- Ubc =  {-^6c_ i , Abc} can be assigned 
wavelength c, because L(Ibc_ubc) < k  as long as A&t , Afr2,.. .,  Abc do not cover th e  whole 
ring. T hus \c / (ck  — 1) • L\  wavelengths per fiber are sufficient. I
Finally, using this theorem , we ob ta in  an  upper bound  when the paths are  length- 
restric ted  in the  ring.
C o ro l la ry  4 .6  I f  all connection paths have path-length at m ost m  in a k-fiber ring network, 
opt < \ \ n /T n \L / ( k \n / r n \  — 1)], where n  is the number o f  nodes in the ring.
P ro o f : N ote th a t no fn / m l p a th s  cover the whole ring.
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4.7 M ultifiber Tree Networks (0/ /3 /m ulti  — tree /  minA)
T his section studies th e  off-line wavelength assignm ent problem  in tree  op tical networks 
th a t  use m ultiple fibers in  each link. In the m ultifiber scenario, the w avelength assignm ent 
is po ten tia lly  more flexible because the sam e w avelength can be carried  sim ultaneously  on 
parallel links. This has been  proven using the  s ta r  and  ring networks presen ted  in previous 
sections. However, in tree  networks, our resu lts u n fo rtunate ly  show th a t  m ultip le  fibers do 
no t fundam entally  im prove problem  com plexity nor do they  decrease th e  w orst-case bound 
based on th e  request load. For m ultifiber d irec ted  or undirected b inary  trees, we show 
th a t  th e  wavelength assignm ent problem (W AP) is N P-com plete. In co n trast, there is a 
polynom ial algorithm  for undirected  single-fiber b ina ry  trees. If p a th  lengths are  restric ted  
to  a t m ost 3, WAP in dual-fiber undirected tree  netw orks is still N P-com plete w hereas if 
p a th  lengths are restric ted  to  4, WAP in any m ultifiber d irected or und irected  tree  network 
is N P-com plete. Also, we show a  tight upper b o u n d  o f 3 L max/(2 k )  w avelengths per fiber 
for any  A:-fiber undirected  tree  where L  is the  connection  load.
4 .7 .1  U n d ir e c t e d  t r e e
We first s tu d y  the m ultifiber undirected tree. A tig h t u p p er bound an d  some com plexity 
resu lts  are presented in th is  section. Let u (k )  be th e  num ber of required wavelengths per 
fiber for a  particu la r problem  instance.
4 .7 .1 .1  A n  u p p e r  b o u n d
T h e o r e m  4 .1 0  For any k-fiber undirected tree optical networks and connection set with 
load L, Lu(k) <  f3L/(2A:)] and no local greedy algorithm can do better.
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P ro o f : We prove th is  theorem  in two steps. F irst, u;(k) < [3L/(2fc)'| because u>(l) <  3L /2  
and each link has k  fibers. This establishes th e  upper bound. Second, to  establish tightness, 
we construct a  b in a ry  undirected tree an d  a  connect set w ith load k L , such th a t uj(k) = 
[3/2Z,] for any local greedy algorithm . For convenience, we assum e L is even. Otherwise, 
we can add one m ore connection on each link. We further assum e th a t any local greedy 
algorithm  s ta rts  to  assign wavelengths to  connections from the  tree  root to tree leaves.
If fc =  2, we can  recursively construct a  binary tree w ith  com ponents as draw n in 
Figure 4.6.
F igure  4.6: Binary-tree component.
We assume th a t  there  are 2L  pre-colored connections between p  and  v. Let / I  be the 
num ber of colors used. W ithout loss o f generality, we assum e th a t  L < f  1 <  3 /2 L  (if 
/ I  =  3 /2 L, then  u>(2) =  3 /2 L). so, f l  = L  + a . say. Then we separa te  the 2L  connections 
into two groups: in  th e  first group, G roup I, each color has two connections (total of 2 L — 2a  
connections), in th e  second group, G roup II, each color has only one connection (to tal 2a
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connections). Furtherm ore, each group is divided into two subgroups w ith each subgroup 
tak ing  up half th e  num ber of group colors (if a  is not even, th en  one subgroup of I has 
one more color th a n  th e  o ther subgroup. By using this construction , we can prove th a t the  
connections/colors between node v  and r  satisfy  the condition th a t a  is even). In all, there  
are four subgroups w ithout m utual com m on color: subgroup a an d  subgroup d are from 
G roup I and each has L  — a  connections and  (L  — a ) /2  colors; subgroup b and subgroup c 
are from Group II and  each has a  connections and a  colors.
Now, node v  has two child nodes I and  r .  Connections in subgroup a and subgroup 
b are extended to  node I and connections in subgroup c and  subgroup  d are extended to 
node r. We add  L  o th e r connections between node I and node r  such tha t there are 21- 
connections between two adjacent nodes. For these L  new connections, we can color a t 
m ost 2a  connections by using previous colors: a  connections by colors of subgroup 6 and  
a  connections by colors of subgroup c. T h e  rem aining L  — 2 a  connections need a t least 
(L  — 2 a )/2  new colors. Let / 2  be the num ber of colors used betw een v and its children, 
th en  f 2  = f l  + (L  — 2a )/2  =  L + a + L j2  — a =  3 /2 L, which establishes the result for fc =  2.
For general fc-fiber undirected trees, we can  extend the sam e idea w ith some add itional 
care. We assum e th a t  there are k L  pre-colored connections betw een p  and v. Again, let 
/ l = L - f - a , 0 < a <  L[2  be the num ber o f colors used. Let Xi be th e  number of colors 
th a t each color has exactly  i connections, which are assigned in group  X t. Then we have 
x i =  L + a ,  an d  i x < =
Next we separate  each group X, into two p arts , half connections w ith  half group colors 
go to  node I and  the  o th e r half go to  node r .  We add k L / 2 new connections between node 
I and  node r . For each color in group X i,  we can color a t m ost fc — i new connections. Let
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x  be the  num ber of new colors used, then x k  4-  (k — i)x{ > k L /2 .
If we solve the following linear equations,
k
Max /  =  y^(A: — i )x i  su b jec t to:
1=1
k k
Xi = L  4-  a , ix i  =  k L , x, >  0, i =  1,..., k  
1 = 1  i = i
then  the optim al solution is (k a / ( k  — 1 ) ,0 ,..., 0, L  — a / ( k  — 1)) and  th e  op tim al value is ka .
So,
k
x k  > k L /2  — ^  (k — i)xi > k L / 2  — ka ,  x  >  L /2  — a  > 0.
i=i
which m eans we can increase the  num ber o f colors required until a  =  L /2 .  T his com pletes 
the proof. |
4 .7 .1 .2  C o m p le x ity
It has been shown th a t there is a  polynom ial a lgo rithm  to minimize th e  num ber of wave­
lengths on single-fiber undirected  binary  trees [25, 52]. However, w hen we look a t the  
dual-fiber undirected binary trees, th e  sam e problem  becomes N P-com plete.
T h e o r e m  4 .11  The wavelength assignment problem in a dual-fiber undirected binary tree 
is NP-complete.
P ro o f :  We prove th is theorem  by reduction from  ARC-COLORING problem . A graph 
G  =  (V, E)  is a  circular-arc g raph  if its vertices can  be represented by arcs of a  circle 
such th a t there is an edge between two vertices in G  if and only if the corresponding arcs 
intersect. T he vertex-coloring problem  for c ircu lar-arc  graphs is N P-com plete [28].
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A n instance I  of A RC-CO LO RIN G  is given by a  set o f c ircu lar arcs {Ai, A i , ..., An } 
and a  positive integer L. Each arc  A i  is given by a pair (ai,bi)  w ith  1 <  a t , bi < m .  W e call 
a, an d  bt the  endpoints of arc A,. In tu itively , th e  set {1,2, ...,m }  represents points th a t  are 
located consecutively around a  circle.
We define span  sp(A, ) is the  se t o f  {a, +  1, a*+ 2 ,...,  6, } if a* <  6* an d  {a, +  l , ..., m , 1 ,..., bt } 
if a, >  b t . Two arcs Ai and A j  in tersect if sp(A j) n s p ( A j )  ^  0. I t  is N P-com plete to  decide 
w hether th e  arcs A i , i  =  1, . . . ,n  can  be colored w ith L  colors such  th a t  arcs w ith th e  sam e 
color do no t intersect [28]. W ith o u t loss o f generality, we can  assum e th a t each num ber 
i, i =  1 ,.... m  around  the circle is con ta ined  in the span of exactly  L  arcs, otherwise, we can 
add new  arcs such th a t (*,i 1) o r (m , 1) w ithou t changing th e  L-colorability.
Now, we construct a dual-fiber und irec ted  binary tree T  an d  a  se t of connections C  on 
the tree  as an instance T he  basic idea beh ind  the construction  is to  cut the circle a t  one 
endpoin t, transform  the L  arcs w hich sp an  the  cu t-po in t as th ree  different arcs, and  force 
the th ree  arcs to  be colored by the  sam e color. The b inary  tree  T  consists of a  line w ith 
m -I- 2L  nodes, w here each o f the  leftm ost L  nodes and  the  righ tm ost L  nodes is connected 
to the  ro o t of a  d is tinct b inary  tree  o f d ep th  1. The s tru c tu re  o f  th e  binary  tree T  is show n 
in F igure 4.7. T h e  nodes o f the  line from left to  right are I t , ..., / 1, u i ,..., um, t-[, ..., r ^ .  For 
each node lt , i  =  1 ,..., L, there  a re  th ree  add itional nodes l \ , w ith incident edges as
Erlebach and  Jansen  did in [25]. Sim ilarly, there are th ree  such nodes . r,2, for each 
r t , i  =  1 ,.... L. Each node Uj corresponds to  po in t t.
We choose po in t 1 as the  cu t po in t. T h en  each arc w ith  at >  bt spans point 1 and  th e re  
are exac tly  L  such arcs. We label th em  as B  =  {B \ ,  B 2 , B l } .  For each arc B t , we p u t 
three connections in C  : (ua, , r ? ) ,  For o the r arcs w ith  a, <  bi, we p u t one
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F ig u re  4.7: Binary tree network T.
connection in C  : (i'al ,U6i )- In add ition , for each t , i  =  1, ...,L , we add  2L — 1 connections 
(i f . l f )  and  2L  — 1 connections ( r f ,  r f )  in C. These connections act as blockers. T hey  make 
sure each connection pair corresponding  to B i , i  =  1, L  is colored by the sam e color.
m
l V V 1_
m
(i > j)
F ig u re  4.8: Instance I and I’
Obviously, / '  can be constructed  in polynomial tim e. We will show tha t / '  is L-coloring 
if and only if there is a  L-coloring for I .  Obviously, if I  is L-coloring, I '  can be colored 
by L colors. O n the  o ther hand , if I '  can  be colored by L  colors, we have following facts: 
(1) All connections corresponding to  the  same arc are colored by the  same color because of 
the 2L — 1 blockers; (2) T he connections corresponding to  different B x must have different
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colors because there are  2L  connections betw een { l\ ,v \)  and each color can only color two 
connections; (3) if two arcs ci and C2 intersect, the corresponding connections must have 
different colors.
So there is a  one-to-one correspondence between colors in a  L-coloring of /  and  wave­
length assignment of L wavelengths per fiber for I ' .  Hence, deciding w hether such a  wave­
length assignment exists is NP-complete for dual-fiber undirected b inary  trees. I
The above theorem  can be further extended to general 2/;-fiber undirected binary  trees. 
T he idea is to construct a  similar binary tree except the line w ith m  + 2kL  nodes, where each 
of the leftmost k L  nodes and each of the rightm ost k L  nodes is connected to the  root of a 
d istinct binary tree of dep th  1. Now, each arc (a t , bi) €  B  corresponds to 2k + 1  connections 
in I :  ( l f i _ l -j k + l ,V b l ) ,  (uat5^ _ [)t+1), j  =
l , . . . , k —l. ( ^ ’r fi-i)*:+i)- The other arcs w ith  a , <  6* correspond to  one connection (ua,,U6t ). 
In addition, between each (If , l{)  and ( r ^ , r f ), we add  2k L  — 1 connections as blockers. Then 
instance / '  w ith load L =  2kL.  We can show th a t there is an  one-to-one correspondence 
between /  and So a  proper wavelength assignm ent for / '  w ith  L wavelength per fiber 
will occur if and only if  /  is L-colored.
T h e o re m  4 .12  Optimal wavelength assignment in any 2k-fiber undirected binary tree net­
works is NP-complete.
In [50], we prove th a t  in any dual-fiber undirected  networks, if all path-lengths are no 
more than  two, the wavelength assignment problem  can be solved optim ally. However, if 
we relax the path-leng th  restriction a  little, for exam ple, all path -leng ths are no more than
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three, the  w avelength assignm ent problem  becom es much harder.
T h e o re m  4 .1 3  The wavelength assignment problem is NP-complete in dual-fiber undi­
rected tree networks even i f  the length o f  any path is bounded by three.
P ro o f : We prove th is theorem  by reduction  from  the  ED G E-C O LO R IN G  problem  in graph 
theory. T he  decision version of ED G E-C O LO R IN G  problem  is described as follows [28]: 
Given an instance  I  of ED G E-CO LOR IN G , and  a  graph  G  =  (V , E ) w ith  m axim um  degree 
A, is there an  assignm ent of colors to edges o f G  such th a t no two ad jacen t edges share the 
same color and  th e  num ber of used colors is bounded by A? We construct an  instance / '  of 
our WAP in dual-fiber undirected tree w ith  p a th  length a t m ost th ree  and  load 2A, such 
th a t /  is A -colorable if and  only if I '  has a n  assignm ent w ith A  wavelengths per fiber.
Let n  =  |F j  and  label the vertices by =  1, ...,n . F irst, we con stru c t a  rooted tree 
w ith s as roo t an d  v*, i =  1, ...,n  as leaves, where each £  V . Each link between s and Vi 
has two fibers. L et N (v i )  = {vj : (vj,  u,) £  E . j  <  z}. For each Vj £  N ( v t ) . i  =  l,...,rz , we 
add two children m,7, wJl to  t/,. As before, each link has two fibers. T hen  we construct a 
dual-fiber un d irec ted  tree. See Figure 4.9 for an  exam ple.
vl
v2
F igure  4.9: Tree construction of graph G.
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Next, we co n struc t the p a th  set from  graph  G. V(uj, Vi) £  E  w ith v} < ut, we define 
following paths: (1) p,j =  {wij,Vi, s .v j } ;  (2) p:t = {wji,Vi, s ,Vj };  (3) a  set of 2A -  1 p a th s  
from Wij to Wji.
It is easy to  verify th a t th e  tree and  the  path  set can be constructed  in 0 ( \V \  +  |£ |)  
time and  the load o f T  is 2A. Obviously, if I  is A -colorable, then  / '  has an assignm ent 
with A  w avelengths by assigning ptJ an d  pJt the  same color as (vll vj ).  O n the o ther hand , 
if I'  has an assignm ent w ith A  wavelengths, then  V(i;t , Vj) £  E,  pij  and  pJt m ust have th e  
same color. If (v,, vj ) ,  ( v j , vk) £  E ,  then  Pij,Pji,Pjk,Pkj share  one link (j, s) in the tree. So 
the colors to p ij ,P ji  and  Pjk,Pkj  are different. Assigning the  color o f p l].p-)X to edge (vt , Vj),  
we get a  proper edge-coloring o f G  w ith A  colors. This com pletes th e  p roof of the theorem . ■
The above theorem  can be extended to  any fc-fiber und irec ted  trees if we restric t the  
path-length to  four. Again we reduce from  the  ED G E-CO LO R IN G  problem . Given a g raph  
G =  (V , E)  w ith  |V'l =  n  and m axim um  degree A. F irst, we co n stru c t a  rooted tree T  w ith  
s as the root a n d  V i,i  =  l , . . . , n  as the  leaves. For each (t;i , v j )  £  E , we add  4h nodes to  T , 
where h =  \ k /2 \ .  . . . ,x ^ L are children o f  vt and  y L , . . . , are children of Vj. Next, we
construct the p a th  se t from graph  G. V(vi , v j )  £  E,
•  if fc is even, we define following paths:
-  p}j =  { x \v vi - s ’vj i y 2tJ}-
-  P% =
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-  a set of fcA — 1 p a th s  from x l{] to X**1 and  y 1^  to  y 1^ 1, where I =  1 , 3 , 5 , 2 h — 1: 
•  if A: is odd, we define following paths:
-  P i j  =  { X i j , V t , S , V j } ,
-  P i j  =  { V i , 8 , V j , y i j h
~ Pij = {x i j l , vi , S i vj , y i j } , 1 =  3 , 4 , 2h,
-  P i j  =
-  a  set of k A  — 1 p a th s  from x\ j  to x j* 1 and y[j to  y ^ 1, where 1 =  1 ,3 ,5 ,.... 2h  — 1;
We can verify th a t th e  tree and  the path  set can be constructed  in 0 ( \V \  +  |jE|) tim e 
and  the load of / '  is k A .  Obviously, if I  is A-colorable, th en  I '  has an assignm ent w ith  A 
wavelengths by assigning p[ j , l  =  1, k  the same color as (ut , )- On the o ther hand, if I '  
has an  assignment w ith A  wavelengths per fiber, then  V(vi ,v j )  €  E , pli3, l  = 1 ,..., A: m ust 
have th e  sam e color. If (u,, Vj), (vj ,Vk)  €  E,  then Pij,Pji;,l =  l ,- - ,f c  share one link {j, s) in 
the tree. So the colors to  p[j and  pL]k are different. A ssigning the  color of p ^ , I =  1 ,..., k  
to edge (Vi ,vj ), we get a  p ro p er edge-coloring of G  w ith  A  colors. Then we get following 
theorem .
T h e o r e m  4 .14  The wavelength assignm ent problem is NP-com plete fo r  any k-fiber undi­
rected tree networks even i f  the length o f any path is bounded by four.
4 .7 .2  D ir e c te d  t r e e
In th is  subsection, we consider the  complexity of the  w avelength assignment problem  in 
A:-fiber W DM directed tree networks, in which each link has k  fibers in one d irection and
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an o th er k  fibers in the opposite direction. All connections on directed trees are unidirec­
tional.
Theorem 4.15 Optimal wavelength assignm ent in any k-fiber directed binary tree networks 
is NP-complete.
P ro o f :  Similar to the proof of undirected tree, we prove the result by a  reduction from 
ARC-COLORING. Let an  instance of the A RC-COLO RIN G  problem be given by a  family 
F  =  { A \ , ..., A n } of circular arcs and a  positive integer L , where each arc Ai  €  F  is a  pair 
(ai, bi) w ith ai,bi 6  { I , ..., m}. Assume again th a t m  <  2n and th a t each point i, 1 <  i <  m, 
is contained in the span of exactly L  arcs. Let B  =  { B \ , .... B ^ }  be the L  arcs th a t span 
point 1.
Now, we construct an  instance I ' of o u r problem  th a t is a  directed binary  tree  and 
construct a path set in addition . The d irec ted  b inary  tree consists a  line w ith  m  4- 2kL  
nodes, where each of the leftm ost kL  nodes an d  each of the  rightmost k L  nodes is connected 
to the  root of a  d istinct b inary  tree of d ep th  1. T he nodes of the line from left to  right are 
IkL, ...,rkL- Now, each arc (a*, 6,-) G B  corresponds to 2k + 1 connections
in / ' :
•  ( r f i - i ) f c + > + p % _ i ) f c + i ) .  i  =  l , - i  fc -  l ;
• V f i - l ) k + j + l ' r ( i - l ) k + j + l } '  3  = 1,—, fc ~ 1-
T he other arcs with a, <  6, correspond to  one unidirectional connection (va, , t>6t )• In 
addition , between each (if,  i f )  and  (rf,  rf) ,  we add  k L  — 1 connections as the blockers. Then
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instance I '  w ith  load L  =  kL.  I t is easy to verify th a t there  is an one-to-one correspondence
between I  and  I ' . So a  proper wavelength assignm ent for / '  with L  wavelength p e r fiber if
and  only if /  is L-colored. I
If we restric t th e  path-leng th  of connections, we have following com plexity result. 
T h e o r e m  4 .1 6  The wavelength assignment problem is NP-complete in any k-fiber directed
P ro o f :  We prove th is  theorem  by reduction from  th e  ED G E-CO LORIN G  problem . Given 
a  g raph  G  =  (V, E )  w ith  |K | =  n  and  m axim um  degree A . First, we construct a  rooted 
d irected  tree T  w ith  s  as the root and Vi,i  =  1, . . . ,n  as th e  leaves. For each (vi .Vj)  €  E,  we 
add  4k  nodes to  T: x \} , ..., x?j are children of v t an d  y j j , ..., yf* are children of V j .  N ext, we 
construct th e  p a th  se t from graph G. V{vi ,vj )  E E  w ith  i < j ,  we define following paths:
(6) a  set of k A  — 1 p a th s  from x ^  to x lA l and  y[j to  y 1^ 1, where I =  1 ,3 ,5 ,..., 2k — 1.
I t is easy to  verify th a t  the tree and  p a th  se t can  be constructed in 0 ( \ V \  + \E\)  tim e
wavelengths by assigning p li}, I = l , . . . , k  the  sam e color as (th,Vj).  On the o ther hand, if / '  
has an  assignm ent w ith  A  wavelengths per fiber, th en  V(ui,Uj) 6 E,  p [3 , 1 =  1 ,.. ., / ;  m ust
tree networks even i f  the length o f any path is bounded by four.
and  the  load of I '  is k A .  Obviously, if /  is A -colorable, then  / '  has am assignm ent w ith A
have the  same color. If  (Vi,Vj), (u,, t>fc) €  E,  then  1 = 1 , ..., k  share one link (j , s) in
the  tree. So the  colors to  pL  and pl-k axe different. A ssigning the color o f p[3, 1 = 1 ,..., k  to
edge (Vi,Vj), we get a  p roper edge-coloring o f G  w ith  A  colors. I
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4.8 General M ultifiber Networks (0 /  (3/m u l t i  — general j  minA
In this section, we present a  few resu lts  for a rb itra ry  topologies. Because no assum ptions 
are made abo u t th e  topology, the resu lts  are no t as strong as results for specific topologies. 
Let uj(k) be the  m inim um  num ber o f  wavelengths required to  su p p o rt a  given connection 
set on a  network in  w hich each link consists o f k  fibers. (Thus, cu(l) is the  num ber of 
wavelengths required in  a  single-fiber netw ork). We now derive some resu lts relating u( k )  
and c j ( 1 ) ,  s ta rtin g  w ith  the  simple observation  th a t  u>(k) <  fu;(l)/fc"j.
L e m m a  4 .4  For any graph G  =  (V, E ) and any connection set I , u>{k) <  [u;(l)/fc].
P ro o f: For single-fiber network, the  op tim al solution is c*;(l). D istribu ting  u;(l) among k  
fibers, each fiber needs fu;(l)/fc] wavelengths, which is an  upper bound  for u>(k). ■
It is easy to  co n struc t a  network an d  a  connection set such th a t the  above upper bound 
is tight. For exam ple, take G  to  be a  a  single link w ith  L  connections. Obviously, u;(l) =  L, 
and u>(k) > \L/k~\ =  So u;(k) =  [co(l)/k] in this case.
A na tu ra l question arises a t this point: is the re  a  lim it to  the  benefits incurred w ith 
additional fibers? O ne way to  address th is question is to  exam ine w hether us{k)/u>(k +  1) 
is bounded by a  constan t. We now show th a t  uj(k)/to{k -f- 1) can be arb itrarily  large, 
providing some theore tica l support to  the  notion th a t an  add itional fiber in general can 
greatly decrease the  num ber of required wavelengths. F irst, we consider th e  case k  =  2.
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L e m m a  4 .5  For any n  > 0, there exists a network and a connection set, such that w (2) <
w ( l ) / n .
P ro o f : C onsider a  n  x n  mesh network M  = { ( i , j )  : i . j  =  and n  fixed pa th
connections p t , i  =  where
Pi (1,1) -  (1,2) -  (2,2) -  (2 ,3) -  (3,3) -  ... -  (n  -  l ,n )  -  (n ,n ) ,
Pi : (2,1) — (2,2) — (1,2) — (1,3) — (2,3) — ... — (rz — 2, n ) — (n  — l ,n ) ,
p, : (z, 1) — (z’,2) — (z — 1,2) — ... — ( l , t )  — (l,z  +  1) — ... — (n  — z.n) — (n — z ■+■ l .n ) .
P n  : (n, 1) -  (rz, 2) -  (rz -  1,2) -  (rz -  1,3) -  ... -  (2, n) -  ( l ,n ) .
1 2 3 4 5 6
F ig u re  4.10: A 6 x 6 mesh example
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Fig. 4.10 shows a  6 x 6 m esh exam ple w ith th e  construction  of I .  From the  construction, 
it is easy to  verify th a t each pair of paths share a  com m on link. Thus, u;(l) =  n . However, 
a t m ost 2 paths share one link, and  therefore L  = 2. Hence, u>(2) =  1. |
T his result can be ex tended  to  any value o f k.
L e m m a  4 .6  For any n  >  0, k  > 0, there exists a netw ork and a connection set. such that 
uj (k ) /u(k  + 1) >  n .
P ro o f :  C onstruct a (fc 4- l ) n  x mesh w ith  (fc +  l ) n  connections such th a t  any fc 4- I
connections share a  link and  a t m ost fc 4- 1 connections share a  single link. (Here. 
denotes th e  com binatorial num ber of ways of choosing fc 4- 1 items from (fc 4- l ) n  items). 
If each link has fc 4- 1 fibers, we only need 1 w avelength per fiber because a t m ost fc 4- 1 
connections use a  link. If  each link only has fc fibers, then  each wavelength a t most can 
be assigned to fc connections. T here are to tally  (fc 4- l ) n  connections, so we need a t least 
(fc 4- 1 ) n / k  > n  wavelengths. In th is case, we have cj(fc)/u>(fc 4- 1) >  n . I
N ext, we consider some bounds for u;(fc) in te rm s of L, the  connection load.
C o ro lla ry  4 .7  I f  a network has m  edges, then u;(fc) <  f \ f rnL f k] .
P ro o f : For any connection set w ith load L,  construct th e  path-conflict graph. Each link 
with load L  produces L ( L  — l ) / 2  edges in the path-conflict graph. Since there are m  edges 
in the network, the path-conflict graph has a t m ost m L { L  — l ) /2  edges. If  the  vertices with 
the sam e color axe placed in a  group, there are o ;(l) groups and each group pair m ust share 
at least one edge. O therw ise, two groups can be p u t together, which means th a t o;(l) is
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not m inim al. T h is  is a contradiction. So, we get a ;(l)(u /(l)  — l ) /2  <  m L ( L  — l) /2 . T h en  
w (l) <  y /rn L ,m  > 1. A ccording to lemma 4.4, uj(k) <  fy / m L / k ] ,  ■
C o ro l la ry  4 .8  I f  all connections have path-length no more than I, then u ( k )  < \ { l (L— 1) +-
D A I -
P ro o f : For any connection set w ith load L  and  all path -leng ths no g rea ter th a n  I, we con­
stru c t the  path-conflict graph. Each connection shares a  link w ith  a t  m ost l (L  — 1) others. 
So the degree of path-conflict g raph  is a t m ost l (L  — 1). Then we need a t  m ost l (L — 1) +  1 
colors for vertex-coloring the  path-conflict g raph . So u ;(l) <  l (L  — 1). By the  first lemma, 
cj(k) < l ( l ( L - l )  + l ) / k ] .  m
4.9 Sum mary
In this chapter, we considered m ultifiber networks, in  which each link has m ore than  one 
parallel fibers. F irs t, we ex tended the stochastic m odel in [11] to  the m ultifiber case w ith 
and w ithou t wavelength converters. O ur results showed th a t m ultip le fibers can increase 
the perform ance w ith  and w ithou t wavelength converters with respect to  single-fiber net­
works. However, th e  im provem ent is much larger w ithou t wavelength converters than  with 
wavelength converters. In a  m ultifiber network, th e  gain  of using w avelength converters 
reduces rapidly  com pared w ith  a  single fiber network. T hen , we considered th e  wavelength 
assignm ent problem  in some specific m ultifiber networks. O ur resu lts  for s ta r  and ring 
networks show th a t fewer wavelengths per fiber are  needed to assign all requests than in a
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corresponding collection of parallel single-fiber rings. For the  ring, ou r upper bounds are 
sum m arized in th e  following table.
sho rtest-pa th  routing no c paths cover the  ring general
single-fiber 2 L  -  1 2 L  -  1
dual-fiber 4 T3 \ L -  1
fc-fiber 2k T  2k—1 k £ l L 1
For th e  w avelength assignment problem  for multifiber tree optical networks, we got an 
unexpected resu lt: flexibility o f assigning wavelengths am ong m ultiple fibers does no t help 
either the  problem  complexity o r th e  worst-case bound.
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Chapter 5
R in g  N etw ork  A rch itectu res
In the previous two chapters, we presented our research resu lts  on routing and wavelength 
assignm ent in single-fiber and m ulti-fiber optical networks. In this chapter, we focus on ring 
network arch itec tu re  configurations. Specifically, we consider m ultifiber optical wavelength 
division m ultiplexed (WDM) ring networks w ith lim ited wavelength switching and lim­
ited w avelength conversion th a t can efficiently establish  ligh tpaths and support connection 
requirem ents between nodes. The results in th is chap ter show th a t by carefully assign­
ing lim ited wavelength switching, we can achieve the sam e wavelength utilization as full 
wavelength switching. By com bining lim ited wavelength sw itching and limited wavelength 
conversion on  only one fiber, we can  achieve full w avelength utilization. So, significant 
wavelength u tilization  improvement under off-line connection requirem ents can be obtained 
in m ultifiber W D M  networks by providing very lim ited wavelength switching and lim ited 
wavelength conversion capability w ith in  the network.
112
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5.1 Introduction
113
The com m on practice o f bundling  fibers allows wavelengths to  be used more efficiently by 
switching wavelengths across fibers. At the sam e tim e, th e  price for having equal access 
to m ultiple fibers a t a rou ting  node is an optical sw itch o f high com plexity and cost. By 
using lim ited  wavelength sw itching — th a t a  wavelength can only be sw itched into the 
same wavelength on a  subse t o f  outgoing m ultiple fibers — th e  com plexity and  cost of the 
optical sw itch can be reduced significantly. W avelength conversion is an  efficient approach 
to improve wavelength utilization . However, full w avelength conversion is thought to  be 
much harder and more expensive than  limited w avelength conversion th a t a  wavelength 
can only be switched into a  few o ther wavelengths. T h e  advantage o f having wavelength 
switching and  wavelength conversion capability in  nodes is th a t W DM  wavelengths will be 
used more efficiently; however it also increases node cost an d  complexity. In  th is  chapter, we 
explore the  node configurations w ith lim ited wavelength sw itching and  lim ited wavelength 
conversion capability in a  m ultifiber WDM ring network so th a t alm ost full wavelength 
u tilization can be achieved.
An exam ple of m ultifiber W DM  optical ring network w ith  fixed fiber sw itching and  fixed 
wavelength conversion is shown in Figure 5.1. T he ring network has four nodes, A, B, C, 
D, two fibers per link, X an d  Y , and  3 wavelengths per fiber, Ai,A2 ,andA 3- Node A has 
fixed fiber switching between fibers X and Y and  node B has fixed wavelength conversion 
on fiber X, Ai to A2 , A2 to  A3 , and A3 to Ai. No o th e r node has e ither fiber switching 
or wavelength conversion capability. As the figure shows th a t  a  signal can  traverse the 
ring 6  tim es w ithout conflict. We will show th a t th is w avelength p roperty  is im portan t to
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efficiently assign connection wavelengths.
fixed fiber switch fixed wavelength conversion
fiber Y
fiber X
Figure 5.1: A multifiber ring optical network.
5 .1 .1  R o u t in g  N o d e  C o n f ig u r a t io n
In this section, we will explore circuit-sw itched w avelength-routing m ultifiber W DM  node 
configurations th a t em ploy lim ited wavelength sw itch ing  and  limited wavelength conversion. 
T h a t is, a  wavelength in an  incoming fiber can only b e  sw itched to the  sam e w avelength on a  
subset o f outgoing fibers; In  addition , W DM w avelengths have restrictions on wavelengths 
they  may be converted to  in th e  sam e fiber. If  tw o fibers are connected to  each other, 
then  any wavelength on one fiber is connected to  th e  sam e wavelength on an o th e r fiber. 
Figure 5.1 shows an exam ple of fixed fiber sw itch ing  w ith in  node A and  fixed wavelength 
conversion on fiber X w ithin node B.
In m ultifiber ring optical networks with d  fibers per link, the fibers can be indexed 
as / i , . . . , /« f  for each link. T hen  each node can have one o f following configurations: 1) 
wavelength switching only; 2) wavelength conversion only; 3) bo th  w avelength sw itching
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and wavelength conversion; and 4) no wavelength switching and no w avelength conversion. 
Among these four configurations, type 3 will be  the  most expensive one to im plem ent and 
type 4 will be the cheapest one to im plem ent; type 1 is thought to  be less costly than  
type 2. Furtherm ore, networks w ith lim ited /fixed  wavelength sw itching will be easier to 
m anufacture th an  networks with full w avelength switching. Networks w ith lim ited/fixed 
wavelength conversion will be less costly to  m anufacture than  networks w ithout restrictions 
on wavelength conversion. Let us take a  close look a t the wavelength sw itching w ithin a 









































2X2 Fiber/W avelength Switch 
Figure 5.2: Different wavelength switching types.
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There are several possible configurations for fixed fiber switching and  lim ited wavelength 
switching. For fixed fiber switching type, including no switching type, the construction is 
simple. We only need to  connect those fiber pairs by internal switching fibers. A possible 
fiber switching s tru c tu re  in the lim ited wavelength switching type (2 x 2 fiber switch) of 
Figure 5.2 is illustrated  in Figure 5.3, which consists of an array of 2 x 2 wavelength switches. 
A simple 2 x 2  wavelength switch has two sta tu s: bar sta tus and cross s ta tu s. In Figure 5.3, 






Figure 5.3: A 2 x 2 fiber switch structure.
Similarly, wavelength conversion in a  single fiber also has four different conversion types 
as discussed in [69], which is shown in F igure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Different wavelength conversion types.
In th is chapter, we will show  th a t only fixed/no o r lim ited  w avelength conversion is 
required to provide efficient wavelength utilization under the  condition  o f lim ited wavelength 
switching capability  in few nodes.
5 .1 .2  R in g  N e tw o r k  M o d e l
We consider m ultifiber optical ring  networks and assum e th a t  th e  links and  WDM wave­
lengths are bidirectional (or full duplex). Network nodes are  connected by optical links 
w ith multiple fibers per link. W ith o u t loss o f generality, we consider undirected  rings. Each 
link has d  fibers { / i , / 2 , •••,/d}  (in  all there are 2 d  fibers, d  fibers in one direction and d 
fibers in opposite direction). Each fiber supports W  w avelengths (A j, A2 , ..., A,,,}, where
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Ai <  A2 <  ■■■ Xw. T he ring netw ork has n  nodes, which are num bered 1,2, ...,n  consec­
utively in  the  clockwise direction. T he  links are also num bered 1 ,2 ,..., n  in the clockwise 
direction  such th a t the link betw een node i  and node (t -I- l)m o d n  is num bered i for each 
i =  1,2, . .. ,n . Each node has w avelength switching capability . If two fibers are connected 
by an in te rna l switching fiber, then  wavelengths can be ro u ted  betw een these two fibers by 
keeping th e  sam e wavelengths. If the re  is no fiber sw itching or only fixed fiber switching in 
a node, we say th is node has sw itching degree of 1; if one o f th e  incom ing wavelength can 
be sw itched to more than  one fiber and  th e  largest num ber o f fibers is k , we say this node 
has sw itching degree o f k. For exam ple, a  node th a t su p p o rts  full wavelength switching 
capab ility  has sw itching degree o f d  because any incoming w avelength can be switched into 
one of th e  d  outgoing fibers.
We are  given a  set of p re-routed connection requirem ents. Each connection requires the 
full bandw id th  o f a  lightpath , w hich is specified by a  w avelength p a th  in the  network. A 
w avelength pa th  is realized by a  set o f  W DM  channels (w avelengths), one on each link along 
its p a th  so th a t wavelengths th a t a re  incident to a  com m on node are  routed a t the node. 
Such a  se t o f wavelengths is referred to as a  wavelength assignm ent to  connection require­
m ent. T h is  realization allows com m unication signals to  be sent on a  ligh tpath  between the 
ends of th e  p a th  by having them  tran sp o rted  along rou ted  w avelengths. For each connec­
tion requirem ent, we are required to  specify a  lightpath, including fibers and wavelengths on 
each link such th a t each wavelength on  each fiber is assigned a t m ost one lightpath . T h a t is, 
no two ligh tpaths share a  fiber and  a  wavelength on this fiber. An im p o rtan t param eter of 
a  connection requirem ent set is the  connection load, which is defined as Lmax =  maxe^E I>e~. 
where L e is the  num ber of connections passing link e and  E  is the set o f links in the network.
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Clearly, a t least L max wavelengths over d  fibers (recounting the  same wavelength on each 
fiber) a re  needed to  satisfy a  connection set w ith load L max■ T hen  the problem  is how to 
configure the  architectures of routing  nodes, and to assign wavelengths to connections such 
th a t th e  system  can su ppo rt the request set w ith as large load as possible.
T here  are two papers [69, 56] closely related to  th is work. In [69] the au thors consider 
single fiber ring network w ith lim ited wavelength conversion capability w ithin the nodes. 
They found th a t single fiber ring networks w ith fixed wavelength conversion capability  
w ith in  th e  nodes th a t can  support all connection request sets w ith  load Lmax < W  — I 
where W  is the num ber o f wavelengths in each link as well as ring networks w ith  selective 
pairw ise wavelength conversion capability w ithin the nodes th a t can support all connection 
request sets w ith load L mai <  W . In [56], we studied  th e  m ultifiber ring networks w ith  full 
fiber sw itching and no w avelength conversion capability  w ith in  nodes. We found th a t  the 
ring networks can su p p o rt all connection request sets w ith  load L max < d{dW  +  l ) / ( d  4-1 ), 
where d  is the  num ber o f  fibers on each link and W  is th e  num ber of wavelengths on each 
fiber. We also proved th a t  wavelength assignment in m ultifiber ring networks is still NP- 
com plete and  an exam ple was shown tha t this upper bound  is tigh t if the num ber o f nodes 
in the ring  is large enough.
O ur work in this chap ter is different from [69, 56] based on following facts:
•  We consider fixed fiber switching and lim ited wavelength conversion w ithin  nodes.
•  We com bine fixed fiber switching and fixed wavelength conversion w ithin nodes.
•  We stu d y  lim ited fiber/w avelength switching and lim ited  wavelength conversion w ithin 
nodes.
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5 .1 .3  P r o b le m  F o r m u la t io n
T h e  following notation an d  definitions will be  used in th e  chapter. Note th a t some of them  
have been defined before b u t are repeated for convenience o f the reader.
•  R{V,d):  a  m ultifiber ring network, w here each link has d parallel fibers. Here the 
term  fiber refers to  an  individual fiber (bidirectional) between two nodes. We assume 
th a t each fiber can carry  the same num ber o f wavelengths and th a t network nodes 
provide wavelength switching and w avelength conversion capabilities.
•  Let n  =  |V |, the num ber of network nodes.
•  Routing. We do no t consider the add itional problem  of routing; th a t is, we assume 
connections are pre-routed, for exam ple, w ith  shortest p a th  routing.
•  /  =  { ( s i , d i ) , ..., (sk,dk)  : Si,d{ €E V }: a  collection o f source-destination pre-routed  
connection requests. Note that several connections in I  may have the sam e source- 
destination pair.
•  L e{I ): the num ber o f connections in a  connection set I  th a t use edge e. Let Lm aI( /)  =  
m axe L e(I),  the  connection load, be the largest num ber of connections using any link 
for a  given connection set I. We will d ro p  I  where it is obvious th a t the  connection 
set implied.
•  Uniform connection set. A path set I  is said to  be uniform  if the num ber o f routes 
traversing any link is th e  same. For any request set w ith  load L max, we can  construct 
an equivalent uniform  request set with load Lmar by adding one-hop requests.
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T he wavelength assignm ent problem th a t we consider is: given R  and  I ,  find the m i n i m u m  
num ber of w avelengths needed and an w avelength assignm ent approach so tha t no two 
connections th a t share  a  fiber use the sam e wavelength.
5 .1 .4  O r g a n iz a t io n
In Section 5.2, we will fu rther explore the m ultifiber op tical ring networks with full wave­
length switching capab ility  w ithin nodes. F irst, we will provide a  tigh ter upper bound 
th an  the result in [56] by considering the num ber o f nodes in the  ring. T hen we show th a t 
th e  same wavelength u tilization can be achieved by im plem enting only one node w ith full 
wavelength sw itching as all nodes w ith full sw itching capability.
In section 5.3, we propose fixed fiber sw itching ring  networks to  reduce the cost and 
com plexity of a sw itch. U nder two conditions o f no w avelength conversion and  fixed wave­
length conversion, th e  fixed fiber sw itching ring networks can achieve almost the sam e 
wavelength u tilization  as full wavelength sw itching in all nodes under th e  sam e conditions. 
Lim ited wavelength sw itching ring networks are stud ied  in section 5.4. W ithou t wavelength 
conversion, th is w avelength conversion flexibility cannot fundam entally  improve wavelength 
utilization. W ith  fixed wavelength conversion, an  exam ple shows th a t Z,mai <  dW  is the  
necessary condition to  provide non-blocking wavelength assignm ent. If  we provide lim ited 
wavelength conversion in some nodes, an  algorithm  exists to  assign wavelengths in any 
connection set w ith  L max < d W . Section 5.5 contains a  sum m ary.
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5.2 Full Switching R ing Networks
We explore full switching m ultifiber ring  networks in two ways: one provides a  tigh ter upper 
bound by tak ing  the num ber of nodes in the  ring into consideration; the  o ther studies sparse 
full wavelength switching nodes. Specifically, we consider the  ring  networks w ith only one 
node w ith  full wavelength sw itching and  no switching for all o th e r  nodes.
5 .2 .1  A  T ig h t e r  U p p e r  B o u n d
In [56], we assum e th a t each node has full fiber/w avelength sw itching, bu t no wavelength 
conversion. We proved th a t for any  connection set w ith connection load L max, th e  to ta l 
num ber o f wavelengths over all d  fibers is a t least [{d + 1 )L m ai/d  — 1], which m eans 
any connection set w ith load a t m ost [ f d W  4- 1 )d/ (d  4- 1)J has a  non-blocking w avelength 
assignm ent. We also showed th a t w hen n , the  num ber o f nodes in th e  ring network, is large 
enough, th is  u pper bound is tigh t. However, practical ring netw orks often have sm all n . 
Considering th is param eter in ou r algorithm , we can provide a  tig h te r upper bound.
L e m m a  5 .1  G iven any request se t I  with load L  on a m ultifiber W D M  fu ll wavelength 
switch ring networks with d  fibers each link. \{d  4- 1 ) L / d  — 1] wavelengths over all d  fibers 
are enough to assign the connections in I .
O bserve th a t  a t most m in((d  4- 1 ) L / d  — l ,n )  wavelengths a re  needed to assign each 
nondecom posable uniform request se t w ith load L.  This is because there are a t m ost n  
paths for each nondecom posable uniform  request set from lem m a 3.10 and because th e  
bound of ( d 4 - 1 ) L / d — 1 applies to  a ll instances of connection set from  theorem  4.6. Finally, 
we prove o u r m ain  result.
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T h e o r e m  5 .1  Given a ring network with n  nodes, fo r any request set I  with load L, at 
most (d 4- l ) L / d ( l  — l / ( n  4- 1)) wavelengths are needed to assign the connections in  / . .
P ro o f: W ithout loss o f generality, we assume that /  is a uniform request set. T hen  /
can be partitioned into J  nondecom posable uniform request sets, / j , .... I j .  For each li  with 
L{It ) <  ( n + l ) d / ( d + l ) ,  we need at m ost ( d + l ) L ( I i ) / d — 1 wavelengths to assign / , .  O n the  
other hand, for any Ij  w ith L(I j )  >  ( n- t - l )d/ (d+1) ,  we need at m ost n  wavelengths to  assign  
it. Suppose now that there are J\  nondecom posable uniform  request sets with load equal or 
greater than (n4-  l ) d / { d + 1). Let the sum  of the loads o f these J\  nondecomposable uniform  
request sets be L\ .  Then at least we have (L — L j ) / ( ( n  4- 1 )d / (d  4- 1)) nondecom posable  
uniform request sets with load n ot greater than (n -1-1 ) d / ( d  4-1).  So, in all, we need at m ost
((d 4- 1 ) / d  - (L -  Li )  -  (L  -  L x) / { {n  4- 1 )d/ {d +  1))) 4- ( L i / ( ( n  4- 1 )d/ [d  4 - 1 )) ■ n)
=  (d 4  l ) / d  ■ (1 -  l / ( n  4-1)  - L — (d 4- l ) / d  ■ (1 — l / ( n  4- 1) — n / ( n  4- 1)) - L\
<  ( d 4  l ) / d  - (1 — l / ( n 4  1)) • L
wavelengths. ■
T he idea behind Theorem  5.1 is m otivated by the load in the  nondecomposable request 
set. If all nondecom posable request sets have connection load one, then Lmax wavelengths 
are sufficient for a  non-blocking assignm ent. If the loads o f nondecom posable request sets 
are large, then  more wavelengths are needed. However, by considering the num ber o f nodes 
in the ring networks, the loads o f nondecomposable request sets will be bounded by the 
num ber o f nodes. I t is for this reason th a t we are ab le  to  get a  tigh ter upper bound.
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5 .2 .2  O n e  N o d e  W it h  F u ll F ib e r /W a v e le n g t h  S w itc h in g
To reduce the network hardw are cost, we consider a  special class of multifiber W DM  optical 
ring networks: full wavelength switching a t only one node and  no wavelength sw itching a t 
o ther nodes. W ithout wavelength conversion a t any node, we have the following result.
T h e o r e m  5.2 Suppose the ring network has full fiber/wavelength switching at one node 
and no fiber/wavelength switching at other nodes. W ithout any wavelength conversion , any  
request set with m axim um  load (W d  +■ 1 )d/{d  4- 1) has a wavelength assignment.
T he proof of the theorem  will be given after prelim inary results. As we know, any  request 
set w ith load L  on a  line network has a  wavelength assignm ent by using all L  wavelengths.
L e m m a  5 .2  I f  a single-fiber ring network has fu ll wavelength conversion at one node and no 
wavelength conversion at the other nodes, then any request set with load W  has a wavelength  
assignm ent on the ring with W  wavelengths.
P ro o f : We can cut the ring  a t  the  wavelength conversion node and all connections passing 
this node become two connections. The ring network becom es a  line network. T h e  new 
connection set for the  line network (after cuting connections a t  the wavelength conversion 
node) has the  same connection load L  as the ring network. A fter wavelength assignm ent by 
using L  wavelengths, we can  combine the two parts of th e  cu t connection a t the wavelength 
conversion node into one connection. A different proof is given in [69]. I
O ur next prelim inary resu lt is abou t request set partition .
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L em m a 5 .3  Any path set I  with load L  in a ring network can be partitioned into three parts: 
/ i ,  I?, andlz, such that the loads of I \ , l 2 , andlz are at m ost x, 1, andL — x  respectively, where 
x  is an integer less than L .
P ro o f : W ithout loss o f generality, we assum e /  is a  uniform request set. Pick an  arc  A q 
and let p  be the counterclockw ise endpoin t of A q . Move clockwise around the  circle. I f  one 
arc ends a t p  and th e re  is no o ther arc s ta rts  a t p, choose next arc th a t passes th rough  
point p. Then we can find an  arc A \  th a t passes th rough  or s ta rts  a t p  for the  x -th  tim e. 
Let 11 be all the arcs before A 1, I 2  be the  arc A \ only, and  Iz be all the  rem aining arcs. 
Obviously, I i ,  12 , Iz form  a  partition  o f / ,  and  the  loads of I \ ,  I2, Iz  are a t m ost x, 1, L  — x . 
respectively. ■
Now, we are ready to  prove our theorem .
P ro o f :  We can p a rtitio n  all the  wavelengths in m ultifiber ring networks into W  groups. 
Each group has d  w avelengths th a t are the  sam e th a t come from d  fibers. Because th e  ring  
network has full w avelength sw itching a t  one node and  no wavelength sw itching a t the  o th e r 
nodes, any wavelength can  be sw itched to  any o ther wavelengths in the  sam e group a t  th e  
wavelength switching node. T hen  each group is equivalent to a  single-fiber ring netw ork 
w ith wavelength conversion a t one node and  d  wavelengths each link. So, each group can  
support any request se t w ith  load d.
O n the other hand , for any request set w ith load (W d  +  1 )d/ (d +  1), we can p a rtitio n  
the connections into ( W d  +  l ) / ( d  +  1) groups, each group with load a t m ost d , and  o th e r 
( i y d + l ) / ( d + l ) - 1 e x tra  connections according to  lem m a 5.6. Each of the  ex tra  connections 
needs a t most one wavelength. In all, we need d .(W d  +  l ) / ( d  +  I) +  ( W d  +  1 ) /(d -F  I) — 1 =
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{ W d + \ )  — 1 =  W d  wavelengths, which is th e  to tal num ber o f wavelengths over all d  fibers. I
5.3 Fixed Fiber Switching Ring Networks
In order to reduce the  network cost, in add ition  to the  m ethod  of decreasing the  num ber of 
nodes w ith full fiber/w avelength  sw itching as we discussed in Section 5.2, a  second approach 
is to use fixed fiber sw itching in th e  rou ting  node. It is obvious th a t fixed fiber sw itching will 
be much cheaper th a n  fu ll/lim ited  wavelength sw itching. In th is section, we will propose 
some ring networks w ith fixed fiber sw itching configuration such tha t alm ost th e  same 
wavelength u tilization  can be achieved as a  ring netw ork w ith  full wavelength sw itching 
capability.
5 .3 .1  N o  W a v e le n g th  C o n v e r s io n
First, we consider a  sim ple case, i.e., no wavelength conversion allowed in the network.
We call a  m ultifiber ring network a  s u p e r  c y c le  f i b e r  r i n g  network w ith  m ultip licity  
of d if all fibers a re  fixed sw itched and  organized into one super ring, i.e., one can move on 
th e  fibers around th e  ring  d  tim es w ithou t conflict. For exam ple, figure 5.5 shows two super 
cycle fiber ring netw orks w ith  fixed fiber switching on a  few nodes.
For a  super cycle fiber ring netw ork w ithout wavelength conversion, we can p artitio n  
all the w avelengths over d  fibers into W  groups. Each group has the sam e d  w avelengths 
th a t come from d  fibers. T hen  the d  wavelengths in each group form a  d  su p e r cycle 
wavelength ring, i.e., a  signal can travel d  times around  the  ring w ithout conflict. T he
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Figure 5.5 : Two super cycle ring networks.
following w avelength assignm ent algorithm  will take advantage of the super cycle wavelength 
ring p roperty  o f the  super cycle fiber ring network.
From Lem m a 5.2, we know th a t any uniform  request set on a  ring network can be 
partitioned  in to  several non-decom posable uniform  request subsets I \ , ..., I j .  We call a  
uniform request set w ith  load L  a  s u p e r - c y c le  r e q u e s t  s e t  if a  signal can travel around 
the ring L  tim es w ithou t conflict. Then a  non-decom posable uniform request set is a  super­
cycle request set. We define the ending nodes of Ii : N( I i )  =  {u 6  V  : v  is the end node of 
a t least one connection in /,} . For each uniform  subset pair / , ,  I j , if N ( I i ) n N { I j )  £  0, then 
U-.Ij can be aggregated into one large su p er cycle uniform subset. If N ( I t ) n  N ( I 3) = 0. 
then I t, I j  are n o n -a g g re g a t io n  s u p e r - c y c le  s u b s e ts .
L e m m a  5 .4  A n y  uniform  request set on a ring network can be partitioned into several
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mutually non-aggregation super cycle uniform  subsets and the num ber o f the super cycle 
uniform subsets is less than n , the num ber o f nodes in the ring network.
P ro o f: T he first claim  in lemma 5.7 can be achieved by aggregating non-decomposable 
uniform request subsets. T he second claim  is tru e  because each super cycle uniform request 
set has a t least 2 nodes. ■
L em m a 5 .5  A n y  uniform  request set I  with load L can be constructed into one super cycle 
uniform request se t with load L + 1 by adding some new requests.
P ro o f: F irst, we p artitio n  the uniform  request set into several m utually  non-aggregation 
super cycle uniform  subsets I \ , . . . , I j .  T hen  we pick one node from each of the uniform  
subsets u i , ..., Vj. W ithou t loss of generality, we assume th a t v\ < < ■ ■ - <  vy  We add J
new requests in to  /  to  form a  new request set I '  =  /U {(t;,, Vi+1), i =  1 ,..., J  — 1 } u { (u j, ui)}. 
Obviously, / '  is a  super cycle uniform request set with load L +  1. I
L em m a 5 .6  A n y  super cycle request set with load L has a wavelength assignment on any  
L super cycle wavelength ring network.
L em m a 5 .7  A n y  super cycle uniform  request set I  with load L  in  a ring network can be 
partitioned into three parts I i ,  I 2 , and l^ , such that I \ , l 2  can fo rm  two super cycle uniform  
request sets with loads o f at most x  and L  — x  respectively and I 3  a request set o f one path, 
where x  is an integer less than L.
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P roof: I  is a  super cycle uniform  request set. We can  pick the s ta rtin g  po in t and travel 
on the  requests along the ring L  tim es w ithout conflict. Pick a  request A q an d  let p  be the 
counterclockw ise endpoin t o f A q . Move clockwise a ro u n d  the circle. Let A \  be the request 
th a t passes through or s ta rts  a t p  for the  rr-th tim e. Let I\ be all the requests before A \. I 2  
be all th e  pa th s  afte r A \ , and  I 3  be th e  p a th  A \ only. T h en  I\ can form a  su p er cycle uniform 
request set w ith load x , and  I 2  can  form  a  super cycle uniform  request se t w ith  load L — x . ■
Now, we are in the  position to  give our main resu lt on fixed fiber sw itching m ultifiber 
ring networks w ithout wavelength conversion.
T h e o r e m  5 .3  A n y  request set with m axim um  load (d W  +  1 )d/ (d  +  1) — 1 has a wave­
length assignm ent on a super-cycle fiber ring netw ork o f multiplicity d w ithout wavelength 
conversion.
P roof: W ithou t loss of generality, we assume th a t  th e  request set is uniform . T hen  it 
can form  a  super cycle uniform  request set w ith load {dW  +  l ) d / ( d  + 1 ) .  All wavelengths 
on a  su p e r cycle fiber ring network can be partitioned  into W  groups. Each group form*; 
a  super-cycle wavelength ring network of m ultiplicity d , which can su p p o rt any super cy­
cle request set w ith  load d. A ccording to lemma 5.10, a  super cycle request set with load 
( d W  +  l ) d / ( d + l )  can  be p artitioned  in to  (dW  - t- l) /(d - t- l)  parts, and  each of th em  can form 
a d su p er cycle uniform  request set w ith  the  other (d W  +  l ) / ( d + l )  — 1 pa th s. T h en  in all, we 
need d (d W  +  l ) / ( d -F 1) 4 - {dW  +  \ ) / { d + 1) — 1 =  d W  wavelengths. This finishes ou r proof. ■
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5 .3 .2  F ix e d  W a v e le n g th  C o n v e r s io n
In  single-fiber ring networks w ith  fixed wavelength conversion capability  w ith in  the nodes, 
a  request set w ith load W  — 1 has a  wavelength assignm ent, where W  is the  num ber of 
w avelengths on each fiber [69]. T he algorithm  is to  construct a  W  super cycle wavelength 
ring  netw ork by using fixed wavelength conversion. In  m ultifiber ring networks w ith  fixed 
fiber sw itching within nodes, if fixed wavelength conversion is possible in one of the d  fibers, 
we can  achieve high wavelength utilization.
T h e o r e m  5 .4  There exist fixed fiber switching ring networks with fixed wavelength conver­
sion, such that any request w ith load W d  — 1 has a wavelength assignment.
P r o o f :  F irs t, we construct a  super-cycle fiber ring network of m ultiplicity  d  by using fixed 
fiber sw itching. Then we construct fixed wavelength conversion on one fiber a t one node, 
such th a t Xi is converted to  A*+ i for i =  1,..., W  — 1 and  Aw is converted to  A^ See for 
exam ple, figure 5.1. T hen  th e  all wavelengths over d  fibers form a  super-cycle wavelength 
ring  o f m ultip licity  of d. O n  th e  o ther hand, any request w ith load W d  — 1 can form a 
super-cycle request set of m ultiplicity  d W . ■
We note th a t the upper bound  on the request se t load of any d fiber ring network is 
d W . T h a t m eans, there is only one wavelength difference between fixed fiber sw itching and 
fixed wavelength conversion on  single fiber networks, and  the optim al u p p er bound. Can 
we do b e tte r  by allowing more sw itching capability w ith in  the nodes ?
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5.4 Limited Switching Ring Networks
We consider lim ited w avelength switching capability  w ithin nodes. We will show tha t this 
flexibility can achieve b e tte r  results com pared w ith  fixed fiber switching under the condition 
of no wavelength conversion. However, w ith fixed wavelength conversion, lim ited switching 
capability  provides no im provement. If we further provide limited wavelength conversion in 
the ring network, we can  achieve full wavelength utilization.
5 .4 .1  N o  W a v e le n g th  C o n v e r s io n
We describe a special class o f lim ited switching ring  networks th a t we refer to as paired 
sw itching (PS) ring networks. The network has two nodes w ith wavelength switching capa­
bility called office A and  office B. All o ther nodes have no switching capability. F iber f 2 k - i  
and  fiber f ik  are connected by a  2 x 2 fiber switch in office A and fiber f 2 k and  fiber / 2/c+i 
are connected by a  2 x  2 fiber switch in office B, w here i — 1 ,2 ,..., |_d/2J. In all, we need 
{d — 1 ) 2 x 2  switches.
As w ith no wavelength conversion, we can p artition  all wavelengths over d fibers into W  
groups. Each group consists o f the same wavelength from d fibers. U nder the construction 
of PS ring network, each group forms a f r e e - c y c le  w aveleng th  r in g  network of multi­
plicity d. A f r e e - c y c l e  w av e len g th  r in g  ne tw o rk  is one th a t can be partitioned into 
any com bination o f super cycle wavelength rings. T he proof is the sam e as the proof of 
Theorem  5 in [69] if we change free-cycle as m ulti-M CC and super-cycle as single-MCC, 
w here MCC means m ulti-connection cycle..
T h e o r e m  5.5 For P S  ring networks without wavelength conversion, any request set with
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m axim um  load d (d \V  +  l ) / ( d  -t- 1) has a wavelength assignment.
P ro o f : F irst, any uniform  request set w ith  load d  can be p a rtitio n ed  into severed super­
cycle request subsets, which can be supported  by one free-cycle wavelength ring network of 
multiplicity d. Any request set w ith load d  can form a uniform  request set with the sam e 
load d. Then any request set w ith load d  can be supported  by a  free-cycle wavelength ring 
network of m ultiplicity  d.
For request set w ith  load L, let T{L)  be the  minimal num ber o f wavelengths required 
recounting the reuse of wavelengths over d  fibers. By Lem ma 5.5, we have
T( L)  < T { d ) +  1 + T ( L - d ) .
Solving this recursive equation w ith boundary  condition T{d)  =  d, we get: T(L)  < (d + 
l ) L / d  — 1. Because there  are d W  wavelengths in all in the netw ork, (<f 4- 1 ) L / d  — 1 <  d W . 
we have L < d{dW  -1- 1 ) / {d  -I- 1). I
5 .4 .2  W ith  F ix e d  W a v e le n g th  C o n v e r s io n
By allowing fixed wavelength conversion — we assume th a t w avelength conversion only 
happens in one fiber —- any request set w ith  load d W  — 1 has a  wavelength assignment. 
This is because d  super-cycle wavelength ring  is a  special case o f d  free-cycle ring network. 
Can we do be tte r w ith  th e  wavelength conversion flexibility ?
T h eorem  5 .6  For P S  ring networks with fixed wavelength conversion, when the number o f 
nodes in the ring netw ork is large enough, there is a request set with load d W  that does not 
have a wavelength assignment.
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P ro o f :  We propose two special request se ts  w ith  load d W  and  prove th a t a PS ring network 
w ith fixed w avelength conversion on one fiber can not suppo rt these two cases a t th e  same 
tim e.
Case I Consider th e  nondecom posable uniform  request set w ith load d W  w ithout any  request 
ending a t any  wavelength conversion node (which is possible when n is large enough). 
Then the  wavelengths in the conversion fiber have to  form a  W  super-cycle wavelength 
ring.
Case II Consider th e  uniform  request set th a t  consists o f d W  unity rings. No two un ity  rings 
share one request ending node an d  no request ends a t any  wavelength conversion 
node. T hen  th e  wavelengths in th e  conversion fiber have to  form W  d is tin c t unity  
wavelength rings.
T he contradiction o f fixed conversion type  requirem ents proves ou r theorem . ■
5 .4 .3  W it h  L im it e d  W a v e le n g th  C o n v e r s io n
Theorem  5.6 illu s tra tes  th a t providing fixed wavelength conversion for lim ited wavelength 
switching ring netw ork is not sufficient to  su p p o rt full wavelength utilization. By allow ing 
a  b it more w avelength conversion, we will show tha t a  PS ring netw ork may be designed 
th a t will have w avelength assignm ent for all requests w ith  load a t m ost d W .
T h e o re m  5 .7  There exists a P S  ring netw ork that has a wavelength conversion degree o f 
2  at two nodes in  one fiber and no wavelength conversion at other fibers and other nodes 
such that any request set with load at m ost d W  has a wavelength assignm ent
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Proof: In  [69], Ramaswami and Sasaki described a  paired  wavelengths (PW ) single-fiber 
ring network based on lim ited w avelength conversion degree o f 2 a t two nodes and  no wave­
length conversion a t all o ther nodes. T he two nodes w ith  wavelength conversion capability  
were called prim ary  and secondary nodes. In the  p rim ary  node, \ 2 k - 1  can be converted 
into \ 2 k or rou ted  into A2*:—1 for all k  =  1 ,2 ,.. . ,  \ W /2 \ .  In  the secondary node, A2A: can be 
converted in to  A2jt_i or routed into A2k for all k  =  1 ,2 ,. . . ,  [W /2 J . In a paired sw itching 
(PS) m ulti-fiber ring network, we take the same approach. We choose one fiber, for exam ple 
f i . and  two nodes, for example, office A and office B (from  network m anagem ent po in t of 
view, we should  aggregate sw itching/conversion functions on a few nodes). Now, if we are 
able to prove th a t all wavelengths in ou r constructed ring  form a  free-cycle wavelength ring 
network, we are done.
Given an  a rb itra ry  k  >  0 and a  collection ( m i , ..., m ^) of positive integers th a t satisfies 
X a=i m i — d W , we need to  show th a t  there is a  collection o f super-cycle wavelength rings 
( H i , ..., H k) th a t  are wavelength d isjo int, and each H t has m ultiplicity m t . We prove this 
claim by induction  on k.
First, we consider k =  1. As we know, all w avelengths in a  PS ring network can  be 
partitioned  into W  groups, each group has d  wavelengths th a t are the same wavelengths 
from d  fibers and  the d  fibers in each group form a  d  free-cycle wavelength ring, w hich is 
equivalent to  a  P W  ring network in  [69]. W hen all w avelength switches and  w avelength 
conversions are in cross sta tus, all wavelengths form a  super-cycle wavelength ring network 
with m ultip licity  d W .
Now suppose the claim is true  for the  case of k  — 1. We will show th a t th e  claim  is 
true for k. C onsider m t. If m* <  d, we can p artitio n  d  wavelengths in group Ai into
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two su p er cycle wavelength rings S i  and S2 w ith m ultiplicity  m* and d — m* respectively, 
where S2 is attached  to the group of A2. Here a t ta c h e d  means the convertible wavelength 
of Aj from  fiber f \  is in S2. Let S \ be H^. According to  our assumption, we are  done. 
For m k > d, let g = [m *:/d j,andr =  m* — dg. We can  partition  the wavelengths in group 
A3+i into two parts 5i and  S2 w ith m ultiplicity of r  an d  d — r  respectively (if r  =  0, then  
the wavelengths in groups A i,..., A9 form a  super cycle wavelength ring with m ultiplicity  
of m/1, which is •//*). Let S \ a ttach  to the group o f \ g and 5 2 attach to the group of 
A?+i if g < W . Then wavelengths in th e  groups of A j,..., \ g and Si form a  super cycle ring 
network o f m ultiplicity of m/t- Let this ring be H^. According to assumption, we are done. I
Corollary 5.1 In a multifiber one-node fu ll switching ring network such that one fiber has 
the paired wavelength conversion capability, any request set with maximum load d W  has a 
wavelength assignment.
P ro o f : In  a multifiber ring network, all wavelengths can  be partitioned into W groups and 
each g roup  has the same wavelengths from each of the fibers. If one node has full w avelength 
switching, then  the d wavelengths in each group form a  free-cycle wavelength ring network 
of m ultip licity  of d. Using the sam e reasoning as in T heorem  5.7, corollary 5.1 is true.
However, in a  fixed fiber switching ring network, paired  wavelength conversion capability  
in one fiber does not improve wavelength utilization in  worst case.
Corollary 5.2 In  any fixed fiber switching ring network where one fiber has paired wave­
length conversion capability, there is a request set with load d W  that has no wavelength 
assignm ent when the number o f nodes in  the ring is large enough.
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P ro o f : We propose two special request sets.
Case I C onsider the nondecom posable uniform request set w ith load d W  w ithout any request 
ending a t any wavelength conversion node (w hich is possible when n  is large enough). 
T h en  the  wavelengths in th e  conversion fiber have to  form a  W  super-cycle wavelength 
ring.
Case II C onsider the  uniform request se t th a t consists o f d W  unity  rings. No two unity  rings 
share one request ending node and  no request ends a t any wavelength conversion 
node. T hen the wavelengths in the conversion fiber have to form W  d istinct unity  
wavelength rings.
If the d  fibers form a super-cycle fiber ring network of m ultiplicity of d, then  request set 
case II has no wavelength assignm ent. If the d  fibers can not form a  super-cycle fiber ring 
network of m ultiplicity of d , then  request of case I has no wavelength assignm ent. I
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we considered the  wavelength assignm ent and  architecture configuration in 
m ultifiber ring  networks w ith lim ited  wavelength sw itching and  limited wavelength conver­
sion on only one fiber, in which each link has exactly d  parallel fibers. O ur results show th a t 
limited wavelength switching and  lim ited  wavelength conversion a t few nodes can achieve 
almost full wavelength utilization. T he  upper bounds of request sets are sum m arized in the 
following tab le . Note th a t the  sam e results can be ex tended to  unidirectional ring networks 
in a straightforw ard way.
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one-node full switching fixed switching paired sw itching
no w avelength 
conversion
{dW  +  l ) d / ( d  -F 1)
1
(d W  +  1 )d /(d  +  1) -  1 (dW’ +  l ) d / ( d +  1)
fixed wavelength 
conversion
d W  -  1 d W  -  1 d W  -  1
pair w avelength 
conversion
d W d W  -  1 d W
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Chapter 6
R W A P w ith  C ost O b jective
This chap ter considers a  network design problem  in troduced  in [31. 33] in which resource 
allocation is perform ed w ith in  an  WDM optical ring netw ork to  reduce overall equipm ent 
cost. T he  problem  can be sum m arized as follows. T h e  Add-Drop M ultiplexers (ADM ’s) 
th a t are  used to te rm inate  lightpaths in an optical (SO N E T /SD H ) ring are expensive. A 
naive im plem entation would require ADM’s for each wavelength a t each node. However, 
by carefully assigning connections to wavelengths and  rou ting  the  resulting ligh tpaths. one 
may avoid te rm inating  all wavelengths a t every node, an d  thereby reduce th e  num ber of 
ADM ’s needed.
W hile G erstel e t al [31] consider wavelength assignm ent w ith respect to th is  problem , 
they do not consider the add itional complication o f rou ting . In this study, we consider 
jo in t rou ting  and  wavelength assignment, and show th a t  the number of ADM ’s required 
is significantly less th an  th e  num ber resulting from apply ing  the heuristics in [31]. Our 
algorithm  analyzes connection requirements and, using a  decom position based on Euler 
paths, perform s routing  and  wavelength assignment.
138
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6.1 Introduction
In spite of high capacities and  low error rates, W DM  networks are not yet competitive 
with equivalent electronic networks. One reason is the  significant cost of the individual 
optical hardware com ponents. We consider a  network design problem  introduced in [31. 33] 
in which resource allocation is performed w ithin an WDM optical ring network to reduce 
overall equipm ent cost. More specifically, wavelengths are carefully assigned to minimize 
the num ber of A dd-Drop M ultiplexers (ADM’s) used to  term inate  lightpaths in an  optical 
SO N ET/SD H  rings. T he  problem  is im portant bo th  because SO N E T /SD H  has received 
much a tten tion  recently and  because ADM’s are expensive.
We now describe th e  problem  briefly (a detailed description is given in Section 6.3). We 
consider an undirected op tical ring and focus on a set of connections specified by endpoints 
for each connection. As in [31], these connections are assumed to be  sufficiently long-lived 
to make off-line w avelength assignment practical. T he  problem th en  is to assign a  route 
and a wavelength (along the selected route) to each connection. Since a  node may not be a  
term inating point for som e connections, not all wavelengths need to  be received a t a  node. 
For a node to receive a  wavelength, an ADM is used and  since A D M ’s are expensive, it is 
desirable, as noted in [31], to intelligently assign wavelengths so th a t  as few wavelengths 
as possible need to be d ropped  a t every node, thereby m inim izing the  overall number of 
ADM’s required.
The following ADM property  is central to  reducing the  num ber o f  ADM ’s: two lightpaths 
th a t use the same wavelength and  term inate a t a  common node can  share the  ADM for 
tha t wavelength. Then, by increasing this sharing of ADM ’s, the to ta l num ber of ADM’s
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can be reduced. G erstel e t al [31] assum e rou tes are fixed and  present two heuristics for 
wavelength assignm ent. We consider th e  ro u tin g  com ponent of the problem  as well and  show 
th a t fu rther ADM reduction  results from  com bining wavelength assignm ent and routing. 
Sim ulation results ind icate im provem ents o f  ab o u t 25% using our algorithm .
T he general rou ting  an d  wavelength assignm ent problem (w ithout regard  to ADM 's) in 
W DM  networks has been studied extensively in the literature. These research efforts are 
either d irectly  o r indirectly  focused on  m inim izing the num ber of wavelengths required or 
on reducing the scheduling makespan for a  given connection set. In th is regard. G erstel 
e t al [31] argue th a t it is more desirable to  focus on cost-effectiveness ra th e r than  on the 
num ber of wavelengths (or makespan) for th e  following reasons: (1) Since fiber capacity 
is very high, m ultiple connections can easily  be “groomed” onto a  single wavelength and 
thus, the  num ber o f wavelengths will no t likely be a  bottleneck resource; and (2) in the 
near future, the  hardw are for term inating  ligh tpaths (ADM ’s) will be a  dom inant cost in 
the  optical layer. T hey  also argue th a t, in th e  near-term , ring topologies are most likely to 
be com mercialized.
O ur work on the ADM  m inim ization problem  is different from [31] in  th a t we consider 
bo th  routing  and  wavelength assignm ent to  reduce the cost. We present a  heuristic algo­
rithm  th a t finds a  b e tte r  solution and  w hich com bines the advantages o f the two heuristics 
presented in [31].
To illustrate the  p o ten tia l benefit o f considering routing, we revisit th e  example given 
in [31] th a t shows how intelligent w avelength assignm ent can reduce the  num ber of ADMs. 
T his exam ple consists o f an  8-node (nodes a re  num bered from 0 to 7) W D M  ring network 
and  a  set of connections /  =  {(1,3), (4 ,0 ), (3 ,5 ), (6 ,2), (1,3), (4 ,0), (3, 5), (6 .2 ), (1,3), (4 ,0).
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F ig u re  6.1: Example to show tha t routing can reduce the number of ADMs dramatically
(3 ,5), (6 ,2)}. In F igure 6.1, th e  curving lines a t the  edges of each sketch signify th a t the 
ligh tpath  w raps around  the ring; th e  dashed  lines represent the nodes and  the dots are the  
ADMs. In the  exam ple, assignm ent A produces the  m inim um  num ber of wavelengths by 
using 6 wavelengths and 24 A DM ’s. O n the  o ther hand, assignm ent B has fewer ADM’s by 
using more (nine) wavelengths an d  21 A DM ’s [31]. However, th is  resu lt is based on fixed 
clockwise routing. I f  we rearrange routes, we can reduce the num ber o f A DM ’s dram atically: 
assignm ent C only uses 7 wavelengths and  15 ADM ’s. This exam ple illustrates the  cost 
reduction po ten tia l o f including rou ting  in the problem  form ulation. At this point, one 
may wonder w hether routing a n d  assignm ent may be perform ed separately, using, say, 
shortest-path  rou tin g  for the  rou ting  com ponent. However, we show th a t our algorithm  
perform s significantly be tte r th an  w hen shortest-path  routing is used w ith  o ther assignm ent 
algorithm s.
T he rest of th e  chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we briefly describe 
the system  s tru c tu re  and our m odel. In Section 6.3, we form ulate th e  problem as an 
integer program m ing problem  w ith  a  non-linear objective function and  linear restrictions.
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A lower bound for th e  num ber of ADM’s and  some p roperties are  presented in Section 6.4. 
Section 6.5 describes our heuristic algorithm  and presents sim ulation results. Conclusions 
are given in Section 6.6.
6.2 System  Description
ADMs
O A D M
A -T wavelengths
T wavelengths
Figure 6.2: A basic node structure in a  undirected WDM ring.
We consider an  undirectional iV-node W DM ring network. T he N  nodes are numbered 
from 0 to N  — 1 along the  clockwise direction. We assum e th a t (1) all connections are 
full-duplex, (2) all links are  bidirectional and  (3) the two halves o f a  duplex connection are 
routed over the  sam e p a th  using the same wavelength. T hus, we represent the ring network 
by a  simple undirected circuit. We assume th e  availability o f A wavelengths and trea t these 
A wavelength W DM  rings as A independent SONET rings. (For SONET self-healing, we 
assume th a t m ultiple fibers axe used for protected  ligh tpaths). Each node is arm ed w ith  an 
optical add-drop m ultip lexer (OADM) th a t is able to  a d d /d ro p  or pass through wavelengths. 
Each add /d ropped  wavelength a t a  node needs an SO N ET ADM to term inate it. Figure 6.2
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shows a  possible node s truc tu re  in  an  undirected WDM ring having A wavelengths and T  
ADM ’s.
Next, we are given a  set o f full-duplex connection requirem ents /  =  {(so, to), (s i,  £1). ..} 
in which several connections m ay have the same source-destination pair. Two connections 
(lightpaths) are adjacent if they  share a  common endpoin t. If two adjacent lightpaths 
use the sam e wavelength, then they  are using the sam e SO N ET ring and one ADM at 
the com mon node can be shared by them . The problem  then  is to  assign a  route and a 
wavelength to  each connection, such th a t we can set up as many connections as possible 
with as few ADM ’s as possible. A precise statem ent of the  problem  follows next.
6.3 Problem  Formulation
We now present a  formal sta tem en t of the  problem by casting it into an  integer program m ing 
framework. This framework is useful because an exact solution can be obtained for small 
size problem s using standard  packages. While these sam e packages also provide general 
heuristics for the  integer program m ing problem, however, we believe th a t our heuristic will 
work best for medium  to large-scale size problems because it carefully exploits the  problem  
structure.
Consider the  set of source-destination pairs and let m t , i =  0 ,..., K —1 denote the  num ber 
of connections whose endpoints coincide w ith pair i (we assum e th a t there are K  different 
connections), and  let m =  (mo, m/ f _ i )  be the vector o f such counts. For each pair z we 
have only two possible routes, clockwise and counter-clockwise, which are denoted as /, and 
r, respectively. Thus, there are P  =  2K  possible paths on which connections can be routed.
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Let A  =  (ay) be th e  P  x  K  path-pair incidence m atrix ,
if pa th  i connects pair j .
0 ,1 3  1 0 otherwise
Let B  =  {bij) be the  P  x  N  path-edge incidence m atrix ,
^ _  f 1 if pa th  i pass th ro u g h  link j ,
13 \  0 otherwise
Let C  =  (cij) be  the  P  x  P  pa th -pa th  incidence m atrix , where is th e  num ber of
com m on term ination nodes w ith d j  6  {0,1,2} and  q ,  =  0.
A routing  and w avelength assignment can be represented  by a  P  x A  path-w avelength 
assignm ent m atrix, denoted  by D = (dij) where
r 1 if path  i 
( 0 otherwis
is assigned wavelength j ,  
e
N ext, we describe a  general cost function th a t considers both  the cost o f an  ADM as 
well as th e  gain o f assigning (as opposed to rejecting) a  connection. T he la tte r  cost arises 
from th e  fixed num ber o f wavelengths, which m eans som e connections m ay not be assigned. 
If each connection has a  value of x, then  the  to ta l value from the assigned connections 
is x  ■ l i x p  • D  - I a x i -  However, each connection needs two ADM ’s. T he to ta l num ber
of shared  ADM’s is J 2 j=0l J2iLq1 • D .j ,  w here C j. is the i-th  row o f C , D,• j is
the j - t h  column of D . If the  cost of an  ADM is y, we can com pute the  net value as 
( x - 2 y ) - l Ixp - D - l Axi + y  '£2 j ‘Zo l^ iL o 1 dij ■Ct 9  ■D mj , which is a  non-linear in teger function 
of param eters d ij ,i  =  0, . . . ,P  — 1 , j  =  0 ,..., A — 1. T h e  feasible dom ain is restric ted  by 
the connection requirem ents l ixA • D T ■ A  < m  and  w avelength constrain t D r  ■ B  <
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(each wavelength on each link can only  su p p o rt one ligh tpath). Here T  indicates is m atrix 
transposition.
Thus, the problem  can be form ulated  as:
A - I P - I
m ax ( x  -  2y) • l t x p  • £> - l A x I  +  y  - y !  y  d t j  ■
j = 0  1 = 0
sub ject to
l i xA • D T A  < m
D T ■ B  <  1ax/v
dij =  0,1 i =  0 ........P  -  l , j  = 0 ,...,A  -  1
where 1 is m atrix  (or vector) in which each en try  is unity.
By solving th is integer non-linear program m ing w ith variables d t j  using s tandard  algo­
rithm s, we can get the  exact optim al so lu tion  for sm all size problem s. However, when N ,  A 
and P  are large, even generic heuristics or approxim ation algorithm s found in commercial 
packages will be com putationally  expensive. Also, a  tailored heuristic th a t exploits problem 
structu re  is likely to  be more effective -  th e  approach taken in this thesis. Before presenting 
such a  heuristic, we first derive a  lower bound.
6.4 A Lower Bound
We follow the  line of reasoning in [31] to  derive a  lower bound. As discussed earlier, two 
lightpaths can share an  ADM if and  only  if they are ad jacent and  use the sam e wavelength. 
For each node k, let (3k be the  num ber o f lightpaths w ith node k  as one o f the ir term inal
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nodes. T hen node k  needs a t least [/3 t/2] ADM ’s. This is because a t most two lightpaths 
can share one ADM. Hence, if a  is the  num ber o f ADM’s required, then
A'
a > a lb = y^\0k/2}.
k= i
This lower bound can be w ritten  as:
N
a lb = \I\ + l / 2 '}T ( 0 k mod 2). 
k= 1
This lower bound  is less than  or equal to  the  lower bound in [31] as we would expect since 
routing can fu rther reduce the num ber o f  ADM ’s.
Ju s t as in [31], th is  lower bound is not tigh t -  there exist cases such th a t the lower bound 
cannot be reached. One such case is the  very same exam ple used in [31] to illustrate this 
point. C onsider a  ring network w ith N  =  8 nodes num bered from  0 to  7 in the clockwise 
direction and  let I  =  {(0,5), (5,2), (2, 7), (7 ,4), (4 ,1), (1 ,6), (6 ,3 ), (3 ,0)} . Note th a t each 
lightpath  traverses either 3 links or 5 links, so each w avelength can support a t most 2 
lightpaths. However, any two paths in one wavelengths need a t  least 3 ADM’s. So the 
total num ber o f  ADM ’s used is a t least 8 /2  * 3 =  12. Note th a t each node is an endpoint 
of exactly 2 ligh tpaths, which means (3k — 2, k  =  0, ...,7 . A ccording to  the lower bound, 
<*ib =  | / |  =  8. T h is exam ple shows th a t the  lower bound cannot always be achieved.
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6.5 A Heuristic A lgorithm
6 .5 .1  T h e o r e t ic a l  b a c k g r o u n d
O ur heuristic algorithm  is based on an Euler-Trail decom position o f the connection set. 
The idea is th a t the trails suggest ad jacent connections th a t can share an ADM. A few- 
theoretical results about E ulerian tra ils  will be useful before presenting our heuristic. We 
s ta rt w ith some definitions. G iven th e  num ber of nodes N  and  a  se t of connections /  =  
{(.S0. to), (si ,  t i ) , ( s j t - i ,  tfc-i)}, we construct an undirected m ulti-graph G  =  (V, I ) ,  where 
V  is the se t of N  nodes, and each edge in G  represents a  connection in I. In this graph 
some of the vertices have even degree, and some of them will have odd  degree. However, 
we have following observation:
L e m m a  6 .1  There are an even num ber o f vertices that have odd degree.
P ro o f : Each edge is counted twice in th e  degree count and  thus the to ta l degree count is 
even. Hence, the number of vertices th a t  have odd degrees m ust be even.
We define a  trail in G  from vertex u  to  vertex v as an a lte rna ting  sequence of vertices 
and edges, u i , ei, V2 , ^ 2 ,..., e^_i ,  u/t, w here uj =  u, u/t =  v, all the edges in the sequence are 
distinct, and  successive vertices v t and  ut+ i are endpoints of the interm ediate edge e,. If 
u v, the tra il is open, otherw ise it is closed. We call the trail a  nondecomposable trail if 
the degree o f each trail vertex is less th a n  or equal to 2. T he term s nondecomposable open 
trail and  nondecomposable closed trail follow naturally.
L e m m a  6 .2  (Euler Trail Decomposition [60]) Let G (V ,E ) be a connected graph with 2k 
vertices o f odd degree. Then, the edges o f G  can be partitioned into k  edge-disjoint open
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trails E \ , . . . ,E k .
For each open trail, we have th e  following lem m a.
L e m m a  6 .3  Any open trail can be partitioned into several nondecomposable closed trails 
and one nondecomposable open trail.
C om bining these results, we have following theorem ,
T h e o r e m  6 .1  The multi-graph G  = (V ,I)  can be partitioned into several nondecomposable 
closed trails and several nondecomposable open trails.
G erstel et al [31], have suggested a  ligh tpath  sp littin g  approach to assign wavelength: 
a ligh tpa th  is split so th a t  a  packet th a t would have taken  the original lig h tp a th  is now 
tran sm itted  over two lightpaths. Because two new lig h tp a th  endpoints are created , two 
add itional ADM ’s may be needed. O n the o ther hand, w hen a  lightpath is sp lit, th e  A DM ’s 
of th e  two parts  may now be shared with o ther ex isting  lightpaths, thereby increasing 
assignm ent flexibility. T h e  C u t-F irs t heuristic in [31] is based on th is idea. However, 
ligh tpa th  sp litting  does no t necessarily reduce the num ber o f ADM ’s, and  a t tim es can  even 
create  m ore ADM ’s [31]. T h is  is th e  reason why som etim es A ssign-First, an o th er algorithm  
proposed in [31] often perform s b e tte r  than  C u t-F irs t. (B oth  algorithm s are described  la ter 
in th is  thesis.) For fixed rou ting  on nondecom posable trails, however, C u t-F irs t perform s 
no worse th a n  Assign-First.
L e m m a  6 .4  For nondecomposable trails using fixed-routing, Cut-First perform s no worse 
than Assign-First.
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P ro o f :  Let L  denote th e  ligh tpath  load. According to  [31], the C u t-F irst algorithm  achieves 
\I\ +  L  — 1 ADM ’s for closed trails and | / |  +  L  A D M ’s for open trails. However, w ithout 
ligh tpath  sp litting  and  w ith  L  > 1, we need a t least | / |  -F 2L  — 1 ADM ’s for closed trails 
and a t least | / |  4- 2L  — 2 ADM ’s for open trails. T hus, C ut-F irst can perform  b e tte r than 
A ssign-First.
Any nondecom posable tra il can be routed along e ith er the  clockwise or counter-clockwise 
d irection. We route th e  nondecom posable tra ils  along th e  direction w ith  lower load. W ith 
th is background, we are  now in a  position to  present ou r Re-routing heuristic.
6 .5 .2  R e -R o u t in g :  a  n e w  a s s ig n m e n t  h e u r is t ic
A lgorithm :
•  C onstruc t the path-edge graph  G  =  (R . I ).
•  P a rtitio n  G  into several nondecom posable trails.
•  For each nondecom posable trail, determ ine th e  routing  direction w ith  sm aller load.
•  For each nondecom posable tra il w ith d irection determ ined, apply the  C u t-F irs t heuris­
tic in [31] (see below).
•  All ligh tpaths are  now assigned. T he last s tep  is to  check for possible merging of 
ligh tpaths, since two adjacent lightpaths of th e  sam e wavelength can be merged.
6 .5 .3  T w o  h e u r is t ic s  fr o m  [31]
For reader convenience, we list b o th  heuristics presented in [31], C ut-F irst and  Assign-First.
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•  C u t-F irst heuristic:
1. Choose a  node, t, such th a t
150
i = m in{2xJ +  min{cr7, r ; }, L  — max {a J,r :)}}.
where cri,Tt,Xi are the to tal num ber of lightpath origins, term inations, and 
crossovers a t node i respectively.
2. Split each ligh tpath  crossing node i into two parts, one p a rt on each side of node 
i. and tre a t each part as an independent lightpath.
3. Along th e  ring (clockwise or counter-clockwise), node by node, assign wave­
lengths to  lightpaths using the rule: wavelength w  is preferred if there is a  
ligh tpath  th a t ends a t this node which has been assigned wavelength w. For 
all ligh tpaths th a t originate a t th is  node, assign the lowest numbered preferred 
w avelength, if available, otherw ise assign it to the lowest numbered wavelength 
available.
4. Finally, check for possible merging of the lightpaths.
• A ssign-First heuristic
1. Choose a  node, i, such th a t
i =  min{2x_7 +  min{<7j . t }}
2. Assign all lightpaths th a t orig inate a t or crossover node i w ith  different wave­
lengths.
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3. Along the ring clockwise o r counter-clockwise, node by node, assign wavelengths 
to lightpaths, as in th e  C u t-F irs t heuristic.
4. Finally, check for possible merging of the ligh tpaths.
Note th a t in Assign-First, we have slightly modified the  form ula from [31] to  select the 
initial node, for the following reason. In [31], the au thors estim ate an upper bound of 
A ssign-First as
a  <  aib +  m in{xi 4- min{c7i,Ti}} 
i
and based on th is upper bound, select the initial node. Now, consider the following ex­
am ple: a  ring network w ith N  =  5 nodes from 1 to 5 in the  clockwise d irection, and  
/  = {(1 ,3), (3 ,5), (5, 2), (2 ,4), (4, 1)}. Note th a t - 5, x, =  er, =  r, =  1, z =  1 ..... 5. Be­
cause th is instance forms a  nondecom posable closed trail w ith  L  =  2, a t least | / |  + 2L — 1 = 8  
ADM ’s are required. Actually, each crossover lightpath m ay require 2 add itional A DM ’s, 
because its origin may not m atch an  available term ination node and  its term ination  may 
not m atch  an available origin node because of wavelength overlap. Therefore,
q  <  aib +  min{2xi +  m in fcq ,rt }}.
1
6 .5 .4  H e u r is t ic  c o m p a r is o n
To evaluate the perform ance of our R e-routing algorithm , we im plem ented the th ree  heuris­
tics: C u t-F irs t, Assign-First, and  R e-routing, where C u t-F irst and  A ssign-First are applied 
on b o th  random  routing and  shortest p a th  routing. As poin ted  out in [31], we need a  tie- 
breaking criterion when two or m ore wavelengths can be assigned to  a  ligh tpath  in step  3
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F igu re  6.3: A ring network with 20 nodes, x-axis stands for the number of connections and y-axis 
is the number of required ADM’s according to different heuristics.
of each algorithm . In  our im plem entation o f these algorithm s, w ithout loss of generality, 
we always assign th e  sh o rtes t lightpath first, and  assign it to the lowest num bered eligible 
wavelength.
F irst, we fixed th e  num ber of nodes in the ring netw ork and  let the  num ber o f connections 
increase from 10 to  40 in steps o f 5. For each sam ple poin t and each heuristic  algorithm , 
we took an average o f 20 sim ulation runs. F igures 6.3 and  6.4 show th e  num ber o f ADM ’s 
and  wavelengths required  by the  different heuristics respectively. For th is  case, b o th  the 
num ber of ADM ’s an d  wavelengths increase w ith  increasing number o f connections.
Observe th a t A ssign-F irst uses fewer ADM ’s b u t m ore wavelengths in com parison w ith 
C u t-F irst. This is reasonable because C u t-F irst increases the num ber o f connections and  
uses the lower bound o f wavelengths by sp litting  som e connections into two. However, if 
we use shortest p a th  rou ting , these differences decrease. And shortest-path  rou ting  policy 
always outperform s random  routing  policy for b o th  A ssign-First and C u t-F irs t. Among 
these five heuristics, R e-rou ting  saves almost 30% in A D M ’s com pared w ith  random  routing
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F igure 6.4: A ring network with 20 nodes. The x-axis shows the number of connections and the 
y-axis shows the number of required wavelengths according to different heuristics.
and also saves alm ost 15% ADM’s com pared  w ith  shortest-path  routing  policies. This 
shows th a t p rio r shortest path  routing alone is not as effective as our R e-routing algorithm . 
However, F igure 6.4 shows th a t although  th e  num ber o f wavelengths required by our Re­
routing a lgorithm  is considerably th an  th e  num ber required by random  routing  based on 
A ssign-First an d  C u t-F irst, it is more th a n  th a t  required by those two heuristics for shortest- 
path  routing.
We also s tud ied  the  effect of increasing netw ork size by fixing the  num ber of connections 
and le tting  th e  num ber o f nodes in our ring  networks increase from 10 to  40 in steps o f 5. 
Again, each sam ple point is sim ulated for 20 runs. T he results are presented, in Figure 6.5 
and Figure 6.6. N aturally, the num ber o f  A D M ’s increases with network size, a lthough a t 
a  slower ra te  th a n  in Figure 6.3. T his is because increasing the network size decreases the 
chance of two connections sharing one te rm inal node, and the to ta l num ber of ADM ’s is 
bounded by tw ice the num ber of connections except for C ut-F irst. Again, R e-routing saves 
alm ost 30% of A DM ’s compared w ith C u t-F irs t w ith Random -Routing. In o ther cases,
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there is alm ost a  15% difference. From Figure 6.6, we find th a t Re-routing does not have 
much of an  advantage in the num ber o f wavelengths if the  network has many nodes and few 
connections. However, if it has few nodes and many connections, the  num ber of wavelengths 
required by R e-routing is only slightly more than  th a t required by the other heuristics for 
the shortest-path  routing.
Number of ADMs
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F igure 6.5: A ring network with 20 connections. The x-axis shows the number of nodes and the 
y-axis shows the number of required ADM’s according to different heuristics.
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F igure 6.6: A ring network with 20 connections, x-axis stands for the number of nodes and y-axis 
is the number of required wavelengths according to different heuristics.
We define the  “network load” as th e  ratio  of the num ber o f connections to the num ber
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of nodes in th e  ring. Using a fixed netw ork load of 2, we s tu d ied  th e  affect of increasing 
network size by le tting  th e  num ber o f nodes in our ring increase from  10 to  40 in steps of
5. As before, each sam ple point is sim ulated  w ith 20 runs. F igures 6.7 and  6.8 show the  
results. From F igure 6.7, we observe th a t  the  number o f A DM ’s increases w ith  the num ber 
of nodes in th e  network and  th a t, am ong th e  algorithm s, R e-rou ting  grows a t the slowest 
rate. At the sam e tim e, the  num ber o f wavelengths required by our new algorithm  is ju s t 
slightly more th a n  th e  algorithm  th a t uses th e  fewest wavelengths.
6.6 Conclusion
We have s tud ied  a  previously articu la ted  [31] cost-effectiveness issue in p lanning  and design 
of optical W DM  ring  networks: the  problem  of reducing th e  num ber o f A dd-D rop M ultiplex­
ers by careful assignm ent routing and  wavelengths to  connections. W hereas the previous 
approach did no t consider routing, we have shown tha t significant reduction  can be obtained 
by combining ro u tin g  w ith wavelength assignm ent. O ur heuristic  is based on an Eulerian 
Trail decom position applied to a  transform ation  of the  problem  instance. Simulation re­
sults show th a t ou r algorithm  can significantly reduce th e  num ber o f A D M ’s a t the cost of a  
m oderate increase in  the  required num ber o f wavelengths. In th is  study , we only considered 
the wavelength ro u tin g  and  wavelength assignm ent to reduce th e  num ber o f ADMs. A more 
practical solution would focus on traffic groom ing and wavelength assignm ent to  reduce the 
to tal network design cost, which is ou r fu tu re  research goal.
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F ig u re  6.7: A ring network with load 2. The x-axis shows the number of nodes and the y-axis 
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F ig u re  6.8: A ring network with load 2. The x-axis shows the number of nodes and the y-axis 
shows the number of required wavelengths according to different heuristics.
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Chapter 7
P a rtitio n  C oloring an d  its  
A p p lica tio n
We consider a  new vertex coloring problem, th a t we call partition-coloring, in w hich the 
vertex set of a  graph G  =  (V , E )  is partitioned into k  d isjoint sets V  =  V\ U - - • U V*, and  G 
is said to  be partition-colored if exactly one v in each Vt is colored and every two adjacent 
colored vertices have different colors. Analogous to  the  s tan d ard  vertex coloring problem , 
we wish to  partition-color a  given graph w ith as few colors as possible. The partition - 
coloring problem  is m otivated by the wavelength rou ting  and  assignm ent problem in WDM 
optical networks. In th is chapter, we show th a t th is  new coloring problem is as difficult 
as s tan d a rd  vertex coloring problem  and investigate heuristic solutions. A pplications of 
these heuristics to the wavelength routing and assignm ent problem  on optical networks are 
stud ied  v ia  sim ulation.
157
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7.1 Introduction
We define and  study a  new g raph  coloring problem  in which the  vertices of the graph are 
partitioned  into a  collection o f disjoint sets and  it is desired to  color only one vertex in 
each set. This problem arises from considering the  jo in t problem  of routing and wavelength 
assignm ent in WDM optical networks. As we defined before, the wavelength assignment 
problem  is easily transform ed into the standard  vertex coloring problem : represent each 
connection by a  vertex in a  new graph, and place an  edge in th a t g raph  for every pair of 
connections th a t share a  link in the  optical network. Then, the constrain t th a t no two link- 
sharing connections be assigned the same wavelength is equivalent to  the graph coloring 
constraint th a t no two adjacent vertices be assigned the sam e color.
We take up the wavelength routing and assignm ent problem  in which a  route for each 
connection is not given; ra ther, a  collection of possible “a lternate" routes is given for each 
source-destination pair. T his problem  is of p ractical in terest since route-sets are often 
neither restric ted  to a  single rou te  nor are they so large th a t they include every possible path  
from a  source to a  destination. T he goal therefore is to find bo th  a  route (from among the 
given route set) and a  wavelength for each connection. We observe th a t wavelength routing 
and assignm ent are usually considered separately in the litera tu re . For example, shortest- 
path  routing  is often used to  find a  route and then  wavelength assignm ent is performed 
using the  given (shortest-path) routes. In o ther cases, rou ting  and  wavelength assignment 
are combined into an integer program m ing form ulation. We believe our approach provides 
a  single efficient heuristic for th e  jo in t problem of rou ting  and  wavelength assignment.
W hen th is routing and wavelength assignm ent problem  is transform ed into a vertex
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coloring problem  by  associating a  vertex in  the  transform ed  problem w ith a  connection in 
th e  original problem , we get our partition-coloring  problem  as we show below. T his new 
coloring problem  is an  interesting problem  in its ow n right because it appears deceptively 
sim pler than  the  s tan d a rd  vertex coloring problem .
In th is chapter, we show th a t partition-coloring is as hard  as standard  v ertex ‘coloring. 
We also consider extensions of well-known vertex coloring heuristics to the p a rtitio n  coloring 
problem . Finally, we apply  th e  partition-coloring heuristics to  a  couple of instances of the 
wavelength rou ting  and  assignm ent problem .
We will now m ake some o f the above notions m ore precise. A standard  vertex  coloring 
of a  graph  G  can be considered as a m apping from th e  set of vertices V  to a  set S  o f “colors* 
such th a t no ad jacen t vertices have sam e colors. T h e  m inim um  cardinality o f S  is called 
th e  chromatic num ber o f  G, x (G )  [59]. Now, in ou r partition-coloring problem, we are  given 
a p a rtitio n  of V  in to  k  d isjo in t sets V  =  Vt U - • • U V*. Define G to be partition-colored. 
if exactly  one v  in each V* is colored and  any two adjacent colored vertices have different 
colors.
T he wavelength rou ting  and  assignm ent problem  is defined as follows. We are  given an 
und irected  network g rap h  N ,  a  collection o f source-destination  pairs C  =  { ( s i ,d i ) ,. .. ,  (s*, d/t) 
.s,. d, €  N }  and  a  collection o f wavelengths A =  {Al5 ..., Am }. As usual, each vertex  in the 
netw ork graph represents a  network node and  each edge a  link. A lthough the g rap h  is undi­
rected , we really assum e th a t each edge is a  full-duplex link: two separate fibers, one for 
each direction. Each such link is capable of carry ing  any subset of the w avelengths sim ul­
taneously  and each netw ork node is capable o f d irec ting  a  wavelength from any incoming 
link to  any outgoing link by keeping the  sam e w avelength. For each source-destination pair
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(s, d), let V s,d denote th e  set o f all p a th s  betw een s an d  d  in N .  We are in terested  in the case 
in which a  fixed set of paths PSi</ C "Ps,d is given as inp u t to the problem . A n assignm ent 
consists of allocating one wavelength a n d  one p a th  to  each source-destination pair. Thus, a  
p a th  is selected from P s 4  for each (s, d) p a ir  and  an assignm ent induces a  m apping 8  where 
8( s ,d , i ,e )  =  1 if and  only if e is on th e  p a th  selected for (s, d) and w avelength A, has been 
assigned. Then, an assignm ent is feasible if no two (s, d) paths share b o th  an edge and  a 
wavelength, th a t is 5 (s ,d ,i ,d )  <  1 for all e and  i. We seek an  assignm ent such th a t 
the cardinality  o f A is as sm all as possible.
Now, if |P s, iC/t | =  l,Vz =  l,...,fc , w hich m eans th a t each source-destination pair only 
has one pa th  to select (for exam ple, th e  shortest p a th ), then  the w avelength assignment 
problem  is equivalent to  s tandard  vertex coloring as m entioned above. T h is  transform ation 
is described as follows. We define a  path-conflict g raph  G p  =  (Vp, E p )  from  th e  wavelength 
assignm ent problem : a  vertex is created  in Vp for each (st , d,) pair and  an  edge between 
two vertices u, and  vj in  Vp if the pa th s  PVi and  PVj share a  link in the netw ork, where PVt 
is the  only pa th  for the  source-destination pair (st-,dj). By associating a  color w ith each 
wavelength, a  vertex-coloring of G p  is equivalent to  a  feasible solution for the  wavelength 
assignm ent problem .
If >  1 for some (si,d i)  pair, then  these source-destination pairs have more
th an  one pa th  to  choose from. In th is  case, we show th a t the rou ting  and  wavelength 
assignm ent problem  is equivalent to partition-coloring. We define the path-conflict graph 
G p  =  (V p , E p ) slightly differently: th e re  are to tally  $ ^ = 1  \Ps,,dxI vertices in Vp and  each 
vertex represents one path ; for any u, v  €  Vp, (u, v) €  E p  if and only if th e  two paths 
corresponding to  u  and  v  share a t least one link in N .  Because of the construction  of G p,
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the vertices in Vp can be partitioned in to  k  disjoint sets Vp =  VSl<dl U ... U VSktdlc such th a t 
each partition  set Vs d corresponds to one (s, d) pair. Since an  assignm ent needs to select 
only one p a th  for each (s ,d)  pair, the corresponding vertex coloring in G p needs to color 
only one vertex in each VStd. It is easy to  see th a t partition-coloring and m ulti-path  routing 
and wavelength assignm ent are the sam e if we associate a  color w ith each wavelength. The 
rem aining question is how to choose th e  vertex from each partition  and to  assign a  color to 
these selected vertices such th a t the  num ber o f colors used is as sm all as possible.
In Section 7.2, we review related work. Some properties of partition-coloring are inves­
tigated in Section 7.3 and  it is shown th a t th is new problem  is as hard  as the standard 
vertex-coloring. In Section 7.4, we ex tend  the  s tan d ard  vertex coloring heuristics and in­
vestigate two group o f approxim ation algorithm s for partition-coloring. Detailed simulation 
results are given in Section 7.5 for these algorithm s. Finally, an  application on mesh WDM 
optical network is presented in Section 7.6 and  concluding remarks are given in Section 7.7.
7.2 Related Work
The s tan d ard  vertex coloring has a  long, rich h istory  [59] and arises in a  variety of appli­
cations for exam ple, m aps [67], scheduling [16], rou ting  [78], circuit testing [29], and sparse 
m atrices [23]. T he problem  was shown to  be N P-com plete in 1972 [46]. T his has led to sev­
eral heuristics, m ost o f which can be categorized into a  few approaches. One simple heuristic 
algorithm , for exam ple, is sequential-greedy: color th e  graph vertices one by one using any 
available color th a t has not been used by its neighbors. This algorithm  can perform very 
poorly com paring w ith  op tim al solution. According to  Gould [36], all existing fast standard
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vertex coloring algorithm s use one o r m ore o f the  following heuristic assum ptions:
•  a vertex of high degree is harder to  color th an  a  vertex of low degree;
•  vertices adjacent to  the same set o f vertices should be colored w ith  the  same color;
• coloring as m any vertices w ith a  single color is a  good idea.
We focus on th e  three of the most well-known heuristics: Largest-First (LF) by Welsh
and Powell [80], Smallest-Last (SL) by M atu la  e t al [59], and Color-Degree (CD) by B re­
lax [15]. The Largest-First algorithm  orders vertices by descending degree, and  then  greedily 
assigns the sm allest available color to  each vertex. Smallest-Last selects the vertex of lowest 
degree, removes it and  pushes it into a  stack. I t repeat th is  process until no vertex remains 
in the graph. It then  proceeds to color th e  vertices greedily by the order determ ined by 
popping from the stack, beginning from th e  last vertex removed and ending w ith  the first 
vertex removed. T he  th ird  one is different from th e  first two: Color-Degree repeatedly 
chooses a vertex of th e  largest color-degree, and  assigns to  it the  sm allest possible color 
(the colors are num bered), where the  color-degree o f vertex v is defined as the  num ber of 
colors used so far on vertices adjacent to v. If two vertices have equal color-degrees, the one 
adjacent to the m ost uncolored vertices is chosen first.
For any particu la r instance o f vertex coloring, it is difficult to determ ine w hich heuristic 
performs best. Indeed, no theoretical resu lts are known th a t  establish th e  superiority  of any 
one heuristic for general graphs. However, our sim ulation results on random ly generated 
graphs show th a t Color-Degree is the  best, and Largest-First is a little  b it b e tte r than 
Smallest-Last.
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7.3 Partition Coloring
O ur partition-coloring  problem  is form ally defined using the following notation.
•  G  =  (V.E)  is a  connected undirected  graph.
• V  is pa rtitio n ed  into k  d isjointed subsets V j,.... Vk . T h a t is, V  =  Vi U • • • U Vk, and
Vi n  Vj =  0, Vt #  j ,  i , j  =  1 ,..., k.
•  A subset o f vertices V p C V,  is called a  feasible subset if \VP n  V{\ =  1, Vi =  1 ,..., k.
• T he subg raph  induced from G  by V p C V  is defined as G p  =  (V P, E P), such th a t 
e € E p if e G E  and the endpoin ts of e are in V p .
We are now in a  position to  form ally define the partition-coloring problem: find  a 
feasible subset V p o f V , such that x ( G p ) is as sm all as possible. Observe th a t we only 
need to color th e  feasible subset and  no t th e  en tire set of vertices. C onsider the exam ple 
shown in F igure 7.1. Here, the  g raph  G = {V,E)  has 8 nodes and  15 edges, where V =  
{ 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 , 7}, E  =  {(0,2), (0 ,3 ), (0 ,4 ), (0 ,7 ), (1 ,3), (1 ,5), (1 ,6), (1, 7), (2 ,3), (2,4), (2 ,5),
(2 ,6), (3 ,4 ), (3 ,6 ), (6, 7)}. T he vertices are partitioned  into four groups. W ith  our notation,
V\ =  { 0 ,1 } ,^  =  {2}, V3  = {3 ,4 ,5}, V4  =  {6,7}.
A ccording to  ou r form ulation of partition-coloring, when the p artitio n  size is unity, the 
partition-coloring is equivalent to  s tan d a rd  vertex coloring, which is NP-com plete. U nfortu­
nately, as the following claim shows, th e  problem  rem ains N P-com plete even if the partition  . 
sizes are forced to  be larger th an  unity.
C la im  1 The partition coloring problem is NP-complete.
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F i g u r e  7 .1 : A n  ex am p le  o f p a r titio n -c o lo r in g
P ro o f: Suppose the partition  sizes are  forced to  be a t  least as large as som e num ber c, 
the partition-coloring can be reduced to  s tandard  coloring by following construction: pick a  
standard  coloring instance and  to  each vertex add c — 1 m ore nodes and connect each of them  
to all o ther vertices to m eet the  p a rtitio n  size requirem ent. N ote th a t the partition-coloring 
graph can be colored by K  colors if a n d  only if the o rig inal s tan d ard  coloring instance can 
be colored by K  colors. I
We now prove a  transform ational property  th a t will help reduce the problem  size by 
removing some edges from the  g raph . We say a  graph  is k  — p artite  if it is possible to 
partition  th e  vertex se t of G  into k  sets, such th a t every edge of G  only connects two 
vertices in different partition  sets.
C l a i m  2  Every instance o f a partition-coloring graph can be reduced to a k-partite  graph 
without changing the solution o f the partition coloring problem.
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P ro o f :  According to  th e  partition-coloring requirem ent, we need to choose exactly one 
vertex in each group; o ther vertices in a  group can be removed after this vertex is selected. 
Therefore, edges w ith in  a  group cannot change the solu tion  of the problem  and thus we can 
remove all the edges th a t  connect vertices in the sam e group. I
For example, in F igure 7.1, we can remove (3,4) and  (6,7) two edges to simplify the 
graph w ithout changing the solution of the problem . T his “pre-processing” step  reduces 
the num ber of edges in  consideration. Once the vertex from each group is selected, another 
simple elim ination can  be perform ed to simplify the problem :
C l a i m  3  A fter a vertex  is selected from  a particular partition, removing the other vertices 
from  the partition does not affect the solution to the problem with the rest o f the graph.
7.4 Two groups of algorithms
To design approxim ation algorithm s for partition-coloring problem, we consider two addi­
tional heuristic assum ptions beyond those already m entioned in Section 7.2:
•  in a  partition  group, the vertices w ith lower degree are easier to color;
• the  earlier th e  problem  size is reduced, the better.
Based on the th ree  s tan d a rd  vertex-coloring algorithm s described in Section 7.2 and the 
above two additional heuristic  assum ptions, we design two groups of algorithm s th a t we call 
one-step  algorithm s an d  two-step  algorithm s.
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7 .4 .1  O n e -s te p  a lg o r it h m s
In th is group, we provide partition-coloring extensions o f the  th ree  well-known s tan d ard  
coloring heuristics. We call these onestepLF, onestepSL , and  onestepCD, where LF, SL, 
and  CD stand for L argest-F irst, Sm allest-Last, and Color-Degree, respectively, the nam es 
of the three heuristics in Section 7.2. In  these algorithm s, we choose the vertex w ith  the 
sm allest index for any tie-breaking. T he colors are num bered arb itra rily  s ta rtin g  w ith  zero.
•  onestepLF : F irst remove all edges whose vertices are in sam e group. Then, find the 
vertex w ith the sm allest degree for each uncolored group. From these vertices (one 
for each group), chose th e  vertex w ith the  largest degree. Assign the vertex w ith  the 
smallest available color. Remove all o the r vertices in th is group. R epeat un til all 
groups are assigned one color. For exam ple, applying th is algorithm  to the  g raph  of 
Figure 7.1, we get following solution: 2(0) — 0(1) — 5(1) — 6(1), where we use the  form 
a(b) to represent vertex  index a w ith  color index b.
•  onestepSL: F irst remove all edges whose vertices are in sam e group. T hen find the 
vertex w ith the sm allest degree in each uncolored group. From  these selected vertices, 
find the vertex w ith  the  sm allest degree. Push the vertex into a  stack. Remove all 
vertices in this group. R epeat th is process until all groups have one vertex selected. 
Then we color th e  vertices greedily by popping up vertices from the stack one by 
one. Applying onestepSL to the graph  o f Figure 7.1, for exam ple, we get following 
solution. The vertex selection sequence is: 4 — 0 — 7 — 2 and  the  coloring assignm ent 
is: 2(0) - 7 ( 0 )  - 0 ( 1 )  - 4 ( 2 ) .
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•  onestepCD: T h is  algorithm  derives from Color-Degree. As before, first remove all 
edges whose vertices are in sam e group. T hen , find the  vertex w ith  minimal color- 
degree for each uncolored group. If the re  is a  tie, choose the  one with the sm allest 
uncolored degree, where the uncolored degree of a  vertex is defined as the num ber 
o f uncolored ad jacen t vertices so far. Prom  these vertices, find th e  vertex w ith the 
largest color-degree. If there is a  tie, choose th e  one w ith the  largest uncolored degree. 
Assign th is vertex the  smallest available color. Remove all o ther vertices in the same 
group. R epea t all these process until all g roups are colored. For example, applying 
onestepC D  to  th e  g raph  in Figure 7.1, produces the coloring 2(0) — 1(0) —4(1) — 7(1).
These th ree  a lgorithm s are natural extensions o f Largest-First. Smallest-Last, and Color- 
Degree respectively except th a t we perform  som e pre-processing, choose the “best” vertex 
in each group, and  remove vertices th a t are no longer useful in th e  course of the algorithm .
7 .4 .2  T w o - s t e p s  a lg o r ith m s
Figure 7.2: The induced subgraph of figure 7.1.
T he second group o f algorithm s uses ideas from  routing an d  wavelength assignm ent
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heuristics in W D M  optical networks. Essentially, we first decide routes and then assign 
the wavelengths. In  term s of the the p a rtitio n  coloring problem , we first choose the “best” 
vertex in each group , th e n  apply the s ta n d a rd  vertex-coloring algorithm s. In keeping w ith 
the term inology o f th e  previous section, we have twostepLF, twostepSL, and twostepCD  
respectively.
To choose th e  “b es t” vertex in each group, we use the two add itional heuristic assum p­
tions described earlie r in this section. F irs t we remove all edges whose vertices are in 
the sam e group -  for exam ple, the edges o f (3 ,4) and (6,7) in Figure 7.1. Then from all 
un-processed groups, we choose the vertex  w ith  the  sm allest degree, and  remove all o ther 
vertices in the  sam e group as the selected vertex. R epeat th is process until each group has 
exactly one vertex  chosen. All these chosen vertices induce a  subgraph  of the original graph. 
For exam ple, in F igure  7.1, the chosen vertices in each group a re  4 — 6 — 1 — 2; the induced 
subgraph is show n in F igure 7.2.
Once the induced  subgraph  is constructed , we can use th e  s tan d ard  coloring heuristics 
Largest-First, Sm allest-Last, and Color-Degree to  assign colors to  each vertex. In the  case 
of our exam ple, these  heuristics produce th e  following colorings: 2(0) — 6(1) — 1(0) — 4(1), 
6(0) — 2(1) — 4(0) — 1(1), and  2(0) — 1(0) — 4(1) — 6(1) respectively.
7.5 N um erical results
To com pare the  different algorithm s, we perform ed sim ulations on random  graphs with edge 
probability  p (T he so-called Model A graph  -  see [24]). Here, th e  vertices are given and  an 
edge is created  betw een every pair of vertices w ith  probability  p. Only connected graphs
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axe selected from am ongst these generated graphs.
F irst, we take th e  p artitio n  size to  be |Vi| =  2, i = 1,.... k , and  let the  number of groups 
(partitions) vary from from 100 to 800 in steps of size 100. Thus, th e  random  graphs range 
in size from from 200 nodes to  1600 nodes, in steps of 200. T he edge probability is taken 
to be p  =  0.5. For each such size, we create  20 random  graphs and  com pute the average 










100 200 300 500400 600 700 800
N u m b e r o f groups
F igure 7.3: Comparison of algorithms for random graphs. The partition size is 2 and random 
graphs are created with nodes ranging from  200 to 1600 with step-size 200; the edge probability is 0.5. 
Here, the x-axis represents the number of groups in random graphs and the y-axis is the number of 
required colors by the different approximation algorithms.
O ur sim ulation results (Figure 7.3) show th a t partition  coloring follows the pattern  o f 
s tandard  coloring: am ong the  three m ost well-known approxim ation algorithm s, on average, 
Color-Degree is the  best, and  Largest-First is a  little  b it b e tte r  than  Smallest-Last. However, 
for the two group o f heuristics th a t we presented in last section, tw o-step works better than  
one-step for L argest-F irst and  Sm allest-Last approxim ations; bu t Color-Degree is different, 
on average: onestepC D  is b e tte r  than  twostepCD .
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Next, we fix th e  num ber of groups to  be k =  400 and let the partition  size change from
1 to 5. A gain, the random  graph edge probability is p =  0.5. For each size, we run  20
random  graphs and  com pute the average num ber of required colors. T he resu lts  are shown
in Figure 7.4.






F igure  7.4: Comparison of algorithms for random graphs with fixed number of groups 400. The 
x-axis represents different partition sizes and the y-axis is the number of required colors required by 
the different approximation algorithms.
O nce again, th e  broad ranking of th e  heuristics is preserved across the different p a rtitio n  
sizes. Since th e  edge probability is fixed, increasing the  p artitio n  size will reduce th e  num ber 
of colors required, although the group size is fixed. This is because a  large p a rtitio n  size 
provides m ore choice in selecting the vertices from groups. B u t the  im provem ent decreases 
while the  cost com putation  increases and  so there is a  tradeoff between perform ance gain 
and com putation  cost. For small problem  sizes, such as group size less than  1000, a  partition  
size of three o r four appears sufficient.
We next consider fixing the to ta l num ber of vertices in th e  graph and  increasing only 
the p artitio n  size. We let the num ber o f vertices of the  random  graph be 1000, the edge
onestepLF —O— 
onestepSL -F 
onestepCD —S — 
twostepLF • • K- • • 
twostepSL —A — 
twostepCD • ★ - •
21 3 4 5
Partition size
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probability  is 0.5, and p a rtitio n  sizes are taken to  be  1 ,2 ,5 ,1 0 ,2 0 . For each instance, we 
run  20 random  graphs and  com pute the average num ber o f colors required. T he results are 




105 onestepLF —O— onestepSL 4 - 
onestepCD -  □  






F ig u re  7.5: Comparison of algorithms on random graphs of 1000 nodes and 0.5 edge probability. 
Here, the x-axis represents the partition size and the y-axis is the number of required colors required 
by the different approximation algorithms.
A s  one m ight expect, th e  num ber o f colors required  decreases when we increase the 
pa rtitio n  size, across all algorithm s. Amongst all th e  algorithm s, onestepC D  continues to 
perform  th e  best. Also, we observe th a t when th e  p a rtitio n  size is sm all, th e  gain is large. 
As we increase th e  p a rtitio n  size, the perform ance gain for the num ber o f colors becomes 
small.
Finally, we consider changing the edge “density” by using various values of the edge 
probability . In th e  set of curves, we use a  fixed p a rtitio n  size of 2 an d  and  random  graphs 
w ith  800 nodes. T he edge probability  is varied from  0.1 to  0.9 in steps of size 0.1. Notice 
th a t for edge probability  1, th e  resu lt is triv ial because each group needs one different color. 
F igure 7.6 shows the  results.
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F igu re  7.6: Comparison of algorithms with partition size 2 and random graphs of 800 nodes. The 
x-axis represents edge probability in random graphs and the y-axis is the number of required colors 
required by the different approximation algorithms.
For all algorithm s, the  number of colors required increases as we increase the random  
g raphs’ edge probability , as we might expect. W hen p is sm all, th e  num ber of colors increases 
slowly; when p is close to  1, the num ber of colors increases very fast. A lthough the difference 
of the  num ber of colors is not large am ong our six algorithm s, onestepCD is still the  best.
7.6 A pplication to  Wavelength Routing and Assignment
In this section, we app ly  the partition-coloring problem  to solving the Routing and  Wave­
length A ssignm ent P rob lem  (RWAP) in optical networks. As mentioned earlier, most pro­
posed solutions in th e  lite ra tu re  have separated  the  routing an d  assignment parts of RWAP. 
M ost often, sho rtes t p a th  routing is used for th e  routing com ponent. This creates a  s tan­
d ard  vertex coloring for the  wavelength assignm ent part. W hile bounded heuristics are 
available for special networks such as the ring, solving th e  general network is equivalent 
to  the  general g rap h  for th e  coloring problem . O ur approach is to  combine routing and
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wavelength assignm ent when the set o f cand idate  routes between each sources destination 
pair is given. As we have shown earlier, th is combined routing  and  assignment problem  is 
equivalent to  partition-coloring.
7 .6 .1  A  m e s h  o p t ic a l  n e tw o r k
We first consider a  mesh network w ith 10 x 10 nodes. As is typical, we assume th a t each 
node is capable o f routing a  lightpath  from  any incoming fiber into outgoing fiber w ithout 
changing the wavelength. If  two ligh tpaths (connections) share any one fiber, these two 
lightpaths m ust use different wavelengths. For our mesh sim ulation, we consider random  
source-destination connections. For each connection, we select routes from among a  fixed 
set of candidate routes. This set of cand idate  routes is varied slightly to  create different 
problem instances.
We assign a  coordinate (x, y) to  each node in the mesh: a  row and  a  column num ber. 
Given source (xs , y s ) and  destination (x^, yd), we consider the following routing policies:
•  One-routing: Here, the route set consists of only one route: first go along the row 
until the destination  column, and  then  go along the colum n to  the destination node.
•  Two-routing: In this case, each rou te  set has exactly two routes: one is the rou te  
above th a t proceeds along the row first. T he second proceeds along the colum n first 
and then  th e  row.
•  Four-routing-. In this case, each rou te  set has four routes. F irst, the “median” node 
between th e  source and destination  (xm,t/m) is identified: x m =  |_(xs + y s ) /2 J ,y m =  
I (Vs +  V s)/2J. Roughly, this is the node nearest the center of the  rectangle identified
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w ith  the  source and destination  as the corners. T h en  we pick four routes th a t  traverse 
th rough  th e  median node: row-column-row-colum n, row-column-column-row, column- 
row-row-column, column-row-column-row.
•  Six-routing: This case has six routes for each rou te  set. These are the four routes in 





Four-routing -■ □  
Six-routing • • k- • •
50 100 200 250150 300
Number of connections
F igure 7.7: A mesh network with 10 x 10 node. The x-axis represents the number of connections 
and the y-axis is the number of required wavelengths required by the different routing policies using 
onestepCD.
For th e  sim ulation, we first random ly create a  set o f  connections. T hen , th e  route 
sets are c rea ted  according to  the  different routing policies described above. Following this, 
the instance of the optical problem  is transform ed into an  instance of partition-coloring. 
Then we app ly  onestepCD  on each partition-coloring instance to  com pute th e  num ber of 
wavelengths required because onestepC D  is the best one am ong two groups of approxim ation  
algorithm s. Again, each instance is evaluated by 20 sim ulation  runs and  the average value 
is reported in Figure 7.7.
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From  Figure 7.7, we see th a t routing policies Two-routing  and Four-routing  use much 
fewer wavelengths th a n  policy One-routing, w hich is th e  policy (sho rtest-pa th  routing) m ost 
often  used in the  lite ra tu re . A lthough policy 4 is slightly better th a n  policy 2, it requires 
much more com putation  tim e. W hat is su rprising  is th a t policy 3 perform s worse th an  policy 
2 in sp ite  of using m ore pa th s. We believe th e  reason is th a t policy 3 has the tendency to 
pull all connections tow ards th e  center, such th a t  the  links in the cen ter have higher load 
th a n  links near the  edges o f th e  mesh. T hen the  to ta l wavelengths required  will increase. 
A nother possible reason is th a t policy 3 uses m ore “tu rn s” on each rou tin g  p a th  th an  policy 
2. I t has been observed elsewhere th a t a rou ting  policy th a t incurs more “tu rn s” is less 
effective [65]. From our resu lts, we make the following conclusions:
•  a lte rn a te  rou ting  is much better than  single p a th  routing;
•  partition-coloring is an  effective m ethod to  solve the  alternate rou tin g  and  wavelength 
assignm ent problem ;
•  a  large num ber of rou tes does not necessarily improve the assignm ent, and  in  fact may 
increase com putation  cost significantly;
•  convoluted routes (w ith  many turns) may decrease the wavelength utilization  on a  
mesh network.
7 .6 .2  N S F N E T
We now apply our partition-coloring approach to  the  NSFN ET topology, shown in Fig­
ure 7.8, a  14-node netw ork w ith  21 edges. Each edge represents a  pair o f fibers, one in each 
direction. To construct rou te  sets for each source destination pair, we use the  Ar-shortest
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F ig u re  7.8: National Science Foundation network
paths between each source and  destination. W hen k  =  1, the rou ting  reduces to  shortest
path  routing, and  we use standard  vertex-coloring to  com pute th e  num ber of wavelengths 
»
required; when k  >  1, we use partition-coloring algorithm s to com pute the num ber of 
wavelengths.
In this exam ple, we random ly create a  set of connections and com pute th e  k-shortest 
paths for each connection, where k  =  1 ,2 ,3 . For each k, we construct path-conflict graphs 
and  apply partition  coloring algorithm s, onestepC D  and twostepCD, on these path-conflict 
graphs to com pute th e  num ber of wavelengths required and take the  best result. Each 
instance is evaluated w ith  20 sim ulation runs and  th e  average value is reported  in Figure 7.9.
From Figure 7.9, we see th a t k  =  2 and k  =  3 use significantly fewer wavelengths than 
shortest-path  rou ting  (k  =  1), because a lte rna te  p a th s  provide m ore flexibility. For k  =  3, 
the improved perform ance is quite small, while requiring much m ore com putation  time. 
Thus, in general, th e re  is a  tradeoff between perform ance and com putation  time.
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Figure 7.9: N SFNET with k-shortest path routing. The x-axis represents the number of connections 
and the y-axis is the number of required wavelengths for k = 1,2,3.
7.7 Summary
We defined a  new coloring problem, partition-coloring, th a t orig inated  from considering al­
ternate paths in  th e  rou ting  and wavelength assignm ent for W DM  all-optical networks. Af­
ter reviewing th e  th ree  best known approxim ation algorithm s for s tan d ard  vertex-coloring, 
we extended them  to  the  partition-coloring problem . O ur sim ulation results show th a t 
Color-degree perform s the  best, in particu lar, our extension of it, onestepCD. W hen the size 
of the problem  is not very large, a  small partitio n  size (2 to 4 ) works very well, thereby 
suggesting th a t only a  few alternate  routes are sufficient.
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Chapter 8
C on clu sion  and F u tu re W ork
T he problems o f  rou ting  and  wavelength assignm ent have been explored in detail in this 
dissertation. T h e  optical network concept and  th e  routing and  w avelength assignment 
problem  were in troduced  in C hapter 1. R elated  work and previous resu lts  were discussed 
along w ith our classification model in C h ap te r 2. C hapter 3 and  C h ap te r  4 contain our 
theoretical resu lts  o f com plexity and wavelength upper bounds based on th e  single-fiber 
optical network m odel and  multi-fiber op tical network model respectively. C hapter 5 and 
C hap ter 6 focused on practical research issues o f optical network arch itec tu re  and cost- 
effective optical netw ork design optim ization problem s. A new partition-coloring  problem 
is discussed in C h ap te r 7. T h is  new graph form ulation provides a  novel approach to solve 
alternative ro u tin g  and  wavelength assignm ent problem  in one step. We will next outline 
some future research directions.
•  On-line A ssignm ent. P ractical assignm ent problem s are m ostly o f th e  on-line type.
Here, th e  source-destination pairs are  revealed in a  sequence a  =  ( s i ,d i ) ,  (s2>d2) , ...,
an d  the  holding times o f ligh tpaths are not predeterm ined. W h at is needed
to do is to  find a  route and  assign a  w avelength for each source-destination pair a t the
tim e of revelation w ith  the  available netw ork resources. Usually, we w ant the  smallest
178
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loss probability. Some relevant research questions are:
— Is there a  greedy algorithm  w ith  good perform ance?
— C an a  good stochastic model for loss p robab ility  be developed?
— C an a  good heuristic algorithm  be developed?
•  Survivability Issues. Survivability, to g e th er w ith  fau lt protection and  resto ra tion , is 
a  growing a rea  o f concern w ith increasing in terconnection of h igh-bandw idth  optical 
networks. M ore traffic is concentrated  on fewer routes, increasing the  num ber of 
custom ers th a t  can  be potentially affected by a  failure. For exam ple, fiber cu ts  are 
considered one o f th e  most com m on failures in optical networks. T he use o f W DM  
over these fibers produces an extrem ely high volum e of traffic on a  cable. H ere are 
the some questions th a t need answers:
— W hich netw ork topologies are m ost su ited  to  survivability?
— How can one balance the cost of resources against the  resource needs o f surviv­
ability?
— How should  rou tes be assigned to connections in anticipation of faults?
— How are resources are for p ro tec tion  and  restoration?
— Once a  fau lt occurs, how long does it take for restoration?
— C an efficient algorithm s for fault de tec tion  be designed?
•  Network A rchitectures. Traffic grow th in th e  In terne t and  other new d a ta  com m u­
nications services have resulted in new opp o rtu n itie s  and  challenges for telecom m u­
nications netw ork operators. These netw ork transm ission capacity dem ands prom ote
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the  research and  deploym ent of optical networks. However, optical netw orking fa­
vors circuit sw itching and  d a ta  networking favors packet switching. T his dichotomy 
challenges the  op tical network architecture configurations:
— Given a  traffic m etric, how can the cu rren t network architectures be updated  to 
optical network architectures?
— How can the IP, ATM, SONET, W DM  architectures be configured to  provide 
best perform ance ?
— How can fiber layer, optical layer, and  logic layer architectures be designed to 
provide a  cost-effective configuration?
— How should different layers com municate?
Based on the research and  development over the  past few years, optical W DM  networks 
are becom ing a  reality, w ith  a  num ber of com m ercial W DM  products already available. 
A num ber of different experim ental prototypes are being deployed and  tested  in  US and 
Europe, w ith  support from national agencies and  telecom m unication com panies as well as 
a  few s ta rt-u p  optical netw orking companies a round  the  world. T here now exists a  large 
and expanding interest on this topic to b e tte r  understand  the  issues and challenges in 
designing such networks. I t  is anticipated th a t th e  next generation o f the  In terne t will 
employ W DM -based optical backbones. O ur proposed research a ttem p ts  to  solve resource 
allocation problems th a t are believed to be critical to  th e  success of efficiently using optical 
networks.
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